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ABSTRACT
SMVCIR Dimensionality Test. (May 2010)
Charles Lindsey, B.A., Southwestern University;
M.S., Texas A&M University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Simon J. Sheather
The original SMVCIR algorithm was developed by Simon J. Sheather, Joseph
W. McKean, and Kimberly Crimin. The dissertation first presents a new version
of this algorithm that uses the scaling standardization rather than the Mahalanobis
standardization. This algorithm takes grouped multivariate data as input and then
outputs a new coordinate space that contrasts the groups in location, scale, and
covariance. The central goal of research is to develop a method to determine the
dimension of this space with statistical confidence. A dimensionality test is devel-
oped that can be used to make this determination. The new SMVCIR algorithm is
compared with two other inverse regression algorithms, SAVE and SIR in the process
of developing the dimensionality test and testing it.
The dimensionality test is based on the singular values of the kernel of the span-
ning set of the vector space. The asymptotic distribution of the spanning set is found
by using the central limit theorem, delta method, and finally Slutsky’s Theorem with
a permutation matrix. This yields a mean adjusted asymptotic distribution of the
spanning set. Theory by Eaton, Tyler, and others is then used to show an equiva-
lence between the singular values of the mean adjusted spanning set statistic and the
singular values of the spanning set statistic. The test statistic is a sample size scaled
sum of squared singular values of the spanning set. This statistic is asymptotically
equivalent in distribution to that of a linear combination of independent 휒21 random
variables.
iv
Simulations are performed to corroborate these theoretic findings. Additionally,
based on work by Bentler and Xie, an approximation to the test statistic reference
distribution is proposed and tested. This is also corroborated with simulations. Ex-
amples are performed that demonstrate how SMVCIR is used and how the developed
tests for dimensionality are performed. Finally, further directions of research are
hinted at for SMVCIR and the dimensionality test. One of the more interesting
directions is explored by briefly examining how SMVCIR can be used to identify po-
tentially complex functions that link predictors and a continuous response variable.
vTo my parents and all my grandparents.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
SMVCIR stands for Sliced Mean Variance Covariance Inverse Regression. The SMV-
CIR algorithm, introduced in Sheather et al. (2008), “slices” the response variable of
a model into discrete groups, then discriminates between the groups using the mean,
variance, and covariance differences in the predictors within each group. So we essen-
tially regress the predictors on the response variable. We do not find differences in
the response as we vary the predictors, but instead find differences in the predictors
as we vary the response. This is inverse regression.
In the Sheather et al. (2008) article, a heuristic algorithm was used to select the
dimensionality of the SMVCIR space, the vector space spanned by the mean, variance,
and covariance differences between the response groups. In this dissertation, we will
determine asymptotic distributional properties of the SMVCIR estimators. These
properties will be tested in simulation. So the heuristics of the original article will be
supported by well tested distribution theory.
Specifically, we will focus on one goal: the development of an algorithm that
will estimate the dimension of the SMVCIR space with statistical confidence. This
dimension is the number of unique mean, variance, and covariance differences between
the groups. In the process of meeting this goal, several other significant tasks will
performed.
We will expand the SMVCIR algorithm to utilize different predictor standardiza-
tions than the Mahalanobis. We will show how using the Mahalanobis standardization
can introduce extra dimensions into the SMVCIR space representing mean, variance,
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2and covariance differences that are not present in the non-standardized data, and offer
an alternative scaling method that does not introduce new difference dimensions.
The algorithm for choosing the SMVCIR dimension will involve a series of sta-
tistical tests. The distributions of the test statistics used in these tests will be com-
plicated. The critical points of the distributions that are used to decide which hy-
pothesis the test suggests must be determined by simulation. Inspired by Bentler
and Xie (2000), we will also develop an approximation to this distribution that will
be more tractable, and allow the critical points to be determined without relying on
simulation. Our theoretical work will be corroborated by simulations.
We will also provide comparison of SMVCIR with the other inverse regression
algorithms, SAVE and SIR. Each of these inverse regression algorithms may make
different assumptions and target different types of parameters. But they each dis-
criminate between population groups by finding differences in mean, variance, or
covariance. The simulations performed to corroborate our theoretical results will also
be used to compare SMVCIR and the two other inverse regression algorithms. Fol-
lowing the simulations, we will have an example chapter where we will see how each
of SAVE, SIR, and SMVCIR performs on datasets taken from the real world.
We evaluate SMVCIR under the assumption that the response variable has al-
ready been sliced, and that the slices are fixed. SAVE and SIR do not make this
assumption, but they are still applicable when the assumption holds true. In the fi-
nal chapter we examine further directions of research where we relax this assumption
and allow the slicing to be data dependent.
The use of SMVCIR to estimate complex functions that link the predictors to
the response variable is examined. The interface of our dimensionality test and the
original SMVCIR algorithm’s method for choosing the dimension is also mentioned
as a further research direction. Other direction of further research involves the de-
3velopment of a variable selection test for the predictors used in SMVCIR and the
evaluation of the SMVCIR dimensionality test method as a multiple hypothesis test
setting.
In this introductory chapter, we will describe the SMVCIR algorithm and provide
an intuitive interpretation of its output. We begin with a brief example, where we
show how SMVCIR works. Then we provide a more thorough discussion of SAVE and
SIR. Following this we describe the general setting in which SMVCIR is invoked. Then
we discuss how group means and variances should be compared. This includes an
explanation of how centering can be useful and how the marginal mean and variance
matrix are linked to the group means and variance matrices. We next show how
standardization can be used to increase the clarity of group discrimination.
This leads us to the full definition of SMVCIR as a coordinate space and algo-
rithm. To fully understand how this definition can be used, we first review the eigen
and singular value matrix decompositions. Then with this fresh knowledge we dis-
cuss the translation of the data to the SMVCIR space, and how using the eigenvectors
from the SMVCIR space’s kernel illuminates the group differences.
Finally we mention the original SMVCIR ordering procedure and how it can be
used to choose the dimension of the SMVCIR space.
A. Example
We will revisit this example in Chapter V and fully define the situation. For now,
suppose we observe 5000 observations on six predictors from two groups. Figure 1
is a matrix plot of the data we observe. The black colored points represent group 1
while the red color points represent group 2.
4Figure 1. Ex 1.1, 푛 = 5000, 2 Groups, 6 Predictors
We see obvious differences in variance between the two groups across all the
predictors. A location difference is clearly present for variable 푥1 across the two
groups as well. The groups seem to have a different covariance relationship between
푥5 and 푥6 also.
It can be somewhat cumbersome to identify all these differences by visual exam-
ination of the matrix plot of the predictors. Moreover, we cannot attach statistical
confidence to our identifications.
The SMVCIR algorithm takes the data we just observed, and after running the
5dimensionality test gives the following transformed coordinates in Figure 2.
Figure 2. SMVCIR Coordinates, Ex. 1.1
These coordinates show the differences between the groups in a more succinct
fashion than the original scatter plot (Figure 1). The first coordinate represents the
variance difference. The second represents the location (mean) difference. The third
and fourth represent the covariance difference. We will discuss why we need two
dimensions to represent a single covariance difference later in this chapter.
6The covariance differences are more easily seen in a three dimensional plot of
Figure 3. The right plot shows the differing slopes between the two groups (black
and red) very clearly.
Figure 3. 3D SMVCIR Coordinates, Ex. 1.1
So SMVCIR takes as input the original predictor data, and then outputs trans-
formed data that more clearly and concisely shows the mean, variance, and covariance
differences between the groups. We showed that it may take fewer than 푑 ≤ 푘 (푘
the number of predictors) transformed coordinates to show this. This quantity 푑 is
the dimension of the SMVCIR space, and it is the primary goal of the dissertation to
develop a method to find 푑 with statistical confidence.
B. SAVE and SIR
There are other inverse regression algorithms. SIR, Sliced Inverse Regression was pro-
posed in Li (1991). This algorithm targets the location differences between response
groups. SAVE, Sliced Average Variance Estimation was presented in Cook (2000).
This algorithm targets both location and variance/covariance differences between the
7response groups. Moreover, it seeks to capture the central subspace of the regression
of the response on the predictors. The central subspace is the smallest vector space
formed by a projection of the predictors 푆, such that the response is independent of
the predictors conditional on 푆.
The SMVCIR method is novel in the way it handles variance differences. SAVE
treats variance and covariance differences in identical manners, so when two groups
differ in variance but not covariance for six predictors, SAVE will find six dimen-
sions for that difference. SMVCIR stacks the variance differences together separately
from covariance differences, so it would find only one dimension for the six variance
differences.
The advantages and disadvantages of SMVCIR versus each of these algorithms
are discussed in the original Sheather et al. (2008) paper. Some new insights on the
comparison of the three procedures will be gained in this project, and we will highlight
these as we proceed.
C. Setting
In a situation where we may invoke SMVCIR, we observe 푛 independent and iden-
tically distributed (푘 + 1) × 1 random variates, (x′1, 푦1)′ , . . . , (x′n, 푦푛)′. We refer to
the 푘 variables that begin each observation as our predictor variables, and the final
variable of each observation as our response variable. This ordering is performed so
that our theoretical results are more easily derived. It should be a simple task to
re-order the variables to meet the criteria we have given in any applied situation.
The original SMVCIR algorithm was designed for continuous predictors. Our re-
sults for the dimensionality and variable selection tests should apply to continuous or
discrete predictors. For brevity, we will restrict our attention to continuous predictors
8here, and leave examination of discrete predictors for later work. The response can
be discrete, continuous or from mixture distributions. If the response is not discrete,
we will make it discrete by slicing. Slicing partitions the support of the input variable
based on the signed magnitude of the input variable’s value. We require that the
range of the slices be defined before data is sampled. Values of the response that
are close together will be put into the same group. Once the response is discretized,
its unique discrete values are assigned numeric codes 1, . . . , 푔. This number indicates
what group we place the response into. Since we require that the slices on the re-
sponse be fixed before sampling, we fix the discretized group definition of 푦 before
sampling.
We also require that the expectation vector and covariance matrix are defined
(non-infinite) for the predictors, marginally and conditioned on the group recoded
value of the response. Moreover, the marginal and conditioned covariance matrices
must be non-singular.
In SMVCIR, we wish to contrast the means, variances, and covariances between
different groups. We do this by estimating differences between the means, variances,
and covariances in each group and the overall average means, variances, and covari-
ances. This is more easily explained in the context of the population. The predictors
in response group 푖 have mean 흁i and variance matrix Σi. The probability of drawing
an observation from group 푖 when randomly sampling from the population is 푝푖.
9D. Group Mean and Variance/Covariance Comparison
Let us calculate the marginal mean vector 흁, ignoring the grouping index variable,
which we will call 푦. We call our predictor vector x.
흁 = E [x]
= E [E [x∣푦]]
= E
[
푔∑
푖=1
흁iI (푦 = 푖)
]
=
푔∑
푖=1
흁iE [I (푦 = 푖)]
=
푔∑
푖=1
푝푖흁i
(1.1)
Now we will compute the marginal variance matrix.
Σ = Var [x]
= E
[
E
[
(x− 흁) (x− 흁)′ ∣푦]]
= E [E [xx′ − 흁x′ − x흁′ + 흁흁′∣푦]]
= E [E [xx′∣푦]− E [흁x′∣푦]− E [x흁′∣푦] + 흁흁′]
= E [E [xx′∣푦]]− E [E [흁x′∣푦]]− E [E [x흁′∣푦]] + 흁흁′
(1.2)
Next we compute the individual expectations. We begin with E [E [xx′∣푦]].
E [E [xx′∣푦]] = E
[
Var [x∣푦] + E [x∣푦] E [x∣푦]′
]
= E
[
푔∑
푖=1
ΣiI (푦 = 푖) +
(
푔∑
푖=1
흁iI (푦 = 푖)
)(
푔∑
푖=1
흁iI (푦 = 푖)
)′]
= E
[
푔∑
푖=1
ΣiI (푦 = 푖) +
푔∑
푖=1
푔∑
푗=1
흁i흁
′
jI (푦 = 푖) I (푦 = 푗)
]
=
푔∑
푖=1
ΣiE [I (푦 = 푖)] +
푔∑
푖=1
푔∑
푗=1
흁i흁
′
jE [I (푦 = 푖) I (푦 = 푗)]
=
푔∑
푖=1
Σi푝푖 +
푔∑
푖=1
푔∑
푗=1
흁i흁
′
j (I (푗 = 푖) 푝푖)
=
푔∑
푖=1
Σi푝푖 +
푔∑
푗=1
흁i흁
′
i푝푖
(1.3)
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E [E [흁x′∣푦]] = E [흁E [x′∣푦]]
= E
[
푔∑
푖=1
흁흁
′
iI (푦 = 푖)
]
=
푔∑
푖=1
흁흁
′
iE [I (푦 = 푖)]
=
푔∑
푖=1
흁흁
′
i푝푖
= 흁
푔∑
푖=1
흁
′
i푝푖
= 흁흁′
(1.4)
E [E [x흁′∣푦]] = E [E [x∣푦]흁′]
= E
[
푔∑
푖=1
흁i흁
′I (푦 = 푖)
]
=
푔∑
푖=1
흁i흁
′E [I (푦 = 푖)]
=
푔∑
푖=1
흁i흁
′푝푖
=
(
푔∑
푖=1
흁i푝푖
)
흁
′
= 흁흁′
(1.5)
Now we will apply (1.3)-(1.5) to our calculation of Σ.
Σ = Var [x]
=
(
푔∑
푖=1
Σi푝푖 +
푔∑
푗=1
흁i흁
′
i푝푖
)
− 흁흁′ − 흁흁′ + 흁흁′
=
푔∑
푖=1
Σi푝푖 +
푔∑
푗=1
흁i흁
′
i푝푖 − 흁흁′
(1.6)
As in the univariate case, we can partition the marginal variance into the expected
conditional variance and the variance of the conditional expectation.
E [Var [x∣푦]] = E
[
푔∑
푖=1
ΣiI (푦 = 푖)
]
=
푔∑
푖=1
ΣiE [I (푦 = 푖)]
=
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖Σi
(1.7)
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Var [E [x∣푦]] = Var
[
푔∑
푖=1
흁iI (푦 = 푖)
]
= E
[(
푔∑
푖=1
흁iI (푦 = 푖)
)(
푔∑
푖=1
흁iI (푦 = 푖)
)′]
−
E
[
푔∑
푖=1
흁iI (푦 = 푖)
]
E
[
푔∑
푖=1
흁iI (푦 = 푖)
]′
= E
[
푔∑
푖=1
푔∑
푖=1
흁i흁
′
jI (푦 = 푖) I (푦 = 푗)
]
−(
푔∑
푖=1
푝푖흁i
)(
푔∑
푖=1
푝푖흁i
)′
= E
[
푔∑
푖=1
흁i흁
′
iI (푦 = 푖)
]
−(
푔∑
푖=1
푝푖흁i
)(
푔∑
푖=1
푝푖흁i
)′
=
푔∑
푗=1
흁i흁
′
i푝푖 − 흁흁′
(1.8)
Let 흁ci = 흁i−흁 be the centered un-standardized means. Compare the following
two matrices of group means. [
흁1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 흁g
]
[
흁
c
1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 흁cg
] (1.9)
The column 푖 in the first matrix shares the same rank and difference relationships
with the other columns of the first matrix, as column 푖 of the second matrix shares
with the other columns of the second matrix. By rank and difference relationships,
we mean properties under the binary operators =, <,>.
So both the centered and un-centered means provide the same information about
the presence of location differences between groups. However, a single centered mean
흁
c
i provides more information about differences than the corresponding un-centered
mean 흁i. The un-centered mean 흁i shows the distance of the group 푖 in location
from the origin, or the absolute center 0. The centered mean shows the distance of
12
the group 푖 in location from the relative center of the predictor data, 흁. We can tell
whether a predictor component of the group 푖 is typically above or below the average
value of that predictor over the entire data by using 흁ci .
We define the centered variances similarly, Σci = Σi −
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖Σi. Note how Σ
is not used. The pooled mean is identical to the marginal mean. This is of course
not the case for the variances. We only use the pooled variance (expected conditional
variance) E [Var [x∣푦]] to center, and ignore Var [E [x∣푦]].
There is a direct correspondence between the pooled variance and actual variance
when the means are equal. In this situation, we can interpret the elements of Σci as
we did the elements of 흁ci , telling us about the scaling of the group 푖 rather than its
location relative to the marginal scaling of the groups.
When the means are different, the pooled variance is no longer an accurate
measure of the marginal variance. So the centered variances are not centered with
regard to the actual central scaling of the predictor population. Are we correct to
center using the pooled variance in this case?
There are cases where the group means will greatly differ and have a large effect
on Σ. Suppose we have two groups and three predictors.
흁1 = −
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦ 흁2 =
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦
푝1 = 푝2 = .5
Σ1 =
⎡
⎣ 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦ Σ2 =
⎡
⎣ 1.2 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦
(1.10)
The expected conditional variance is drastically different from the marginal vari-
13
ance.
E [Var [x∣푦]] =
⎡
⎣ .5 + .5 ∗ 1.2 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ 1.1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦ (1.11)
Var [E [x∣푦]] =
2∑
푗=1
흁i흁
′
i푝푖 − 흁흁′ =
.5
⎡
⎣ −100−100
−75
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ −100−100
−75
⎤
⎦
′
+ .5
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦
′
− 0 =
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦
′
=
⎡
⎣ 10000 10000 750010000 10000 7500
7500 7500 5625
⎤
⎦
(1.12)
Σ =
⎡
⎣ 10001.1 10000 750010000 10001 7500
7500 7500 5626
⎤
⎦ (1.13)
The marginal variance is dominated by the location differences between the
groups. When we use Σci we are interested in only variance differences, so using
a center measure that can be dominated by mean differences seems awkward.
So, in summary, we interpret the elements ofΣci as telling about the scaling of the
group 푖 relative to the average (not necessarily marginal) scaling of the groups. The
ranking relationships between the group variances remain invariant between the un-
centered and centered group variances as well. We elucidated this type of invariance
with the centered and un-centered means by arraying them in (1.9).
E. Standardization
The SMVCIR algorithm works on the centered parameter vectors and matrices, de-
tecting deviations from the center through these difference vectors and matrices. We
14
do not directly use the centered means and variances. Two factors can obscure the
difference information in the original centered means and variances: marginal linear
dependency and scaling.
SMVCIR will translate the original data into new coordinates that show the
mean, variance, and covariance differences between the response groups. When there
is marginal linear dependency among the variables, they are correlated in Σ and they
may remain correlated under the translation, so visualization and interpretation of
the new coordinates may be difficult. When the marginal scaling drastically differs
in Σ for different predictors, their transformed scales may drastically differ as well.
Visualization may be easier when coordinates share similar scales.
To correct these problems, we introduce a standardization matrix Tz and stan-
dardize the centered means and centered variances. This operation can be interpreted
as standardizing the marginal predictor populations. Then the centered means and
variances are recomputed from the standardized marginal population. Since matrix
multiplication distributes over matrix addition, we have the following.
흁
cz
i = Tz흁
c
i
Σczi = TzΣ
c
iT
′
z
(1.14)
We will discover that correcting marginal dependency using a non-diagonal ma-
trix for Tz may violate invariance under the =, >,< operators for components of the
transformed differences. So the relationship between components of 흁czj and 흁
cz
i un-
der =, >,< may differ from that of the same components of 흁cj and 흁
c
i . Similarly, the
relationship between components of Σczj and Σ
cz
i under =, >,< may differ from that
of the same components of Σcj and Σ
c
i . But using a diagonal matrix that only corrects
marginal scaling problems may lead to unacceptable correlations in the transformed
coordinates. These complications will be addressed in the next chapter.
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Note that we can use the superscripts 푐푧 and 푧푐 interchangeably, due to the
distribution of multiplication over addition. We will use whichever subscript best
reflects the order of operations we used to standardize and center (or center and
standardize).
F. SMVCIR Space and Spanning Set
Let the 흈czj = diag
(
Σczj
)
vectors represent the standardized centered variances (diag
is short for diagonal). The Σ˘czj = Σ
cz
j −diag
(
흈
cz
j
)
matrices represent the standardized
centered covariance matrices, with the variance components zeroed out. This variance
stacking procedure provides an efficient way to represent variance differences. When
there are multiple variance differences and no covariance differences, only one unique
vector is needed to show the difference. Without the stacking, a separate vector would
be necessary for each component difference.
The SMVCIR space is the column space of the following matrix.
K =[
√
푝1흁
cz
1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ √푝푔흁czg
√
푝1휎
cz
1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ √푝푔휎czg
√
푝1Σ˘
cz
1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅√푝푔Σ˘czg
] (1.15)
So each difference is a dimension of the SMVCIR space, which we denoteΩSMVCIR.
We scale the spanning vectors corresponding with each group by the square root of
that group’s population proportion. Each spanning set vector represents the difference
of a particular group from the overall group average. This weighting gives a greater
magnitude to populous group spanning vectors than non-populous group spanning
vectors. So the effect of a difference with a large group is shown more strongly than
that of a small group in the SMVCIR space.
In practice, we would estimateK using sample proportions and sample first/second
moments. Call this estimate Kn. The standardization would involve sample esti-
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mates of the first and second moments as well. We use the familiar S notation for
the sample covariance. We suggest using the scaling transformation on the origi-
nal data, zi = diag
(
S−
1
2
)
(xi − x¯). Alternatively, the Mahalanobis transformation,
zi = S
− 1
2 (xi − x¯) may be used. Both methods will be discussed in the next chapter.
To go further in our description of the SMVCIR algorithm, we need to use the
eigen and singular value matrix decompositions. We briefly review them here.
G. Eigen and Singular Value Decompositions
Let A be a symmetric 푘× 푘 matrix of rank 푑 ≤ 푘. The eigen decomposition provides
orthonormal 푘 vectors e1, . . . , ed, . . . , ek (eigenvectors) and 푘 non-negative scalars
휆1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휆푑 > 휆푑+1 = . . . = 0 (eigenvalues) such that the following holds.
E =
[
e1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ed ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ek
]
A =
E
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휆1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휆푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
E′
(1.16)
Noting that E is orthogonal since its columns are orthogonal to one another, we
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find the following.
E′AE =
E′
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
E
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휆1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휆푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
E′
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
E =
E′E
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휆1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휆푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
E′E =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휆1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휆푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(1.17)
We will work with the eigen decomposition of the kernel matrix KK′ (in the-
ory) and its estimate KnK
′
n (in practice). The eigen decomposition is a continuous
function of its input, so since we have a consistent estimate Kn of K, the eigen de-
composition of KnK
′
n provides a consistent estimate of the eigen decomposition of
KK′. There are similar results for the singular value decomposition estimates that
we discuss next.
Let B be a 푘×ℎ matrix of rank 푑 ≤ min(푘, ℎ). There exist orthonormal 푘 vectors
u1, . . . ,ud, . . . ,uk (left singular vectors), orthonormal ℎ vectors v1, . . . ,vd, . . . ,vh
(right singular vectors), and min(푘, ℎ) non-negative scalars 휎1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휎푑 > 휎푑+1 =
. . . = 0 (singular values) such that the following holds.
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U =
[
u1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ud ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ uk
]
V =
[
v1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ vd ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ vh
]
B =
U
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휎푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
V′
(1.18)
A result similar to (1.17) can be obtained by using the orthogonality of the left
and right singular vectors.
U′BV
= U′U
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휎푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
V′V
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휎푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(1.19)
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Suppose we multiply B by its transpose.
BB′ =
U
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휎푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
V′V
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휎푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
U′
= U
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎21 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휎2푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
U′
(1.20)
B′B =
V
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휎푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
U′U
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휎푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
V′
= V
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎21 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
... 휎2푑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
... 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
...
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
V′
(1.21)
So the eigenvalues of the two product matrices, B′B and BB′ are the squared
singular values of B. The eigenvectors of B′B are the right singular vectors of B.
The eigenvectors of BB′ are the left-singular vectors of B. This relationship is of
particular interest, since our kernel is KK′.
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The eigen decomposition provides another useful result. For eigenvector and
eigenvalue 푖 ≤ 푑 we have the following.
Aei = 휆푖ei (1.22)
A non-zero matrix q is in the column space of A if At = q for some vector t. By
letting t = 휆−1푖 ei, we see that each of the first 푑 eigenvectors are in the column space
of A. Since these vectors are orthogonal, they form a basis for the column space of
A, which has rank 푑.
Equation (1.22) holds for higher indices than 푑, but there the eigenvalue is zero.
By the Rank Plus Nullity theorem, the null space of A has rank 푘 − 푑. Since the
eigenvectors of these higher indices are still orthogonal, it follows that they form a
basis for the null space of A.
We can apply these results to the product matrix BB′.
BB′ui = 휎2푖 ui (1.23)
It follows that each of the first 푑 left singular vector of B is in the column space
of B (since B
(
B′ui휎−2푖
)
= ui). And since they are orthogonal, and B has rank 푑,
they form a basis for the column space of B. Similarly, the last 푘 − 푑 left singular
vectors form a basis of the null space of B.
So the eigenvectors of our kernel, KK′, are the left singular vector of spanning
set matrix K. They form bases for the column and null spaces of K as well.
H. Final Translation to SMVCIR Space
The SMVCIR algorithm terminates after translating the standardized predictor co-
ordinates to the SMVCIR spanning set space. There are several different ways that
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this could be done. Now that we have learned about the space’s decompositions we
can discuss each of them.
An orthogonal projection of the standardized predictors onto the SMVCIR space
would involve scaling the predictors by a matrix of the form KK−. After invoking
the singular value decomposition, this matrix becomes UU′. Using this method,
we lose some insight on the particular latent dimensions of the column space of K.
Information from more than one of the left singular vectors that span the column
space is used in making each dimension of the transformed data.
Alternatively, each dimension of the SMVCIR space could be a scalar product
(or dot product) of a column from K and the predictor data vectors. This may
lead to heavy dependency between the dimensions of the transformed data, since the
columns of K may be highly dependent. Recall that the columns are centered such
that groups of them will add up to zero.
We choose to transform the data by left-multiplying by U′. So each variable of
the final transformed data is a dot product of a left singular vector ofK and the stan-
dardized predictor data vector. This clearly has smaller dependency problems than
the last method, since the left singular vectors are orthogonal to each other. Using the
left singular vectors, we isolate the unique differences that span the SMVCIR space.
We may view these vectors as sufficient statistics for the information on differences
in mean, variance, and covariance that the entire K matrix has in its columns.
The chosen method of transformation allows inference on the relationship of
each unique difference dimension with the data. Each difference is essentially a set
of coefficients, representing the location/scale/covariance deviation of a group from
the center. The difference coefficients may be obtained via initial investigation of the
eigenvectors or later regression of the transformed dimension on the original standard-
ized predictors. By multiplying the predictor data by these coefficients, the trends
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that the coefficients represent will be enhanced. Additionally, the weighting ensures
that the trend enhancement is fair across the groups, and un-populous but extreme
difference trends do not dominate populous and moderate trends.
These left singular vectors are created by forming linear combinations of the
vectors in (1.4). Each is formulated so that they are mutually independent. For
each of the difference measures: on means, variances, and covariances, the centered
parameter vectors will sum to zero. So there is already linear dependency within each
measure, and the rank of each set of measure vectors will be at most one less than
the number of vectors in the measure.
We can often see the number of linearly independent differences within each
measure by visual examination. This is particularly easy when the group proportions
are the same. In this case, the unique differences within each measure will show up
as subsets of vectors with the same values in that measure. One subset is equivalent
to one unique difference. One of the subsets must serve as the base case though.
Being what the other measures will add up to, it will not contribute to the number
of unique differences.
We can interpret the mean and variance differences easily in this manner. Each
unique non-zero subset is a difference in mean/variance from one group to others.
We can interpret the vectors of covariance differences in a similar manner, but some
duplication occurs. Suppose the first predictor variable differs in covariance from all
the others in one group, and that there are no other covariance differences. We find
the first column of the covariance difference for that group is unique. But we also find
that each of the other columns of that group is unique as well. The differences occur
in the first column, and the first row of that group’s covariance difference matrix.
It may initially seem like we might be more efficient by only paying attention
to the first column of this covariance difference matrix, that the extra dimensions
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added by using the first row add redundant information. One possible way to do this
is to zero out the upper diagonal of the covariance difference matrices. Then in the
last situation we would only obtain a unique difference from the first column of the
group’s covariance difference matrix.
But suppose rather than the covariance of the first predictor with all others
being different in the group we had the covariance of the last predictor with all others
being different in the group. Then we would obtain a unique difference from the
first through last columns, because we only pay attention to the lower diagonal. So
the number of unique covariance difference vectors would vary depending on which
predictor was different. We would experience a similar situation if we zeroed out the
lower diagonal, with the first and last predictor’s role’s switched.
So only using the lower or upper diagonal of the covariance difference matrices
leads to non-balanced contributions to the SMVCIR space. While it may duplicate
information, our method of including a covariance difference vector if it contains either
a row/column or column/row index of a covariance difference does ensure that the
contribution of individual predictors to the SMVCIR space is balanced.
We can gain some additional insight into the wisdom of our final transformation
by appealing to multivariate geometry. An ellipsoid in 푘 dimensions is a set of 푘
dimensional vectors or points x that satisfy x′Mx = 푐 for some non-negative scalar 푐
and symmetric positive semi-definite matrix M.
Muirhead (1982) described how ellipsoids with M = Var [x] were related to the
principal components of X, the data matrix with rows corresponding to observations
of x. The 푖th principal component of X being the 푖th eigenvector of the matrix
M = Var [x] multiplied by the data matrix X. So the principal components are
analogous to the transformed variables that we obtain at the end of the SMVCIR
algorithm.
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According to Muirhead (1982), the principal components “represent a rotation
of the coordinate axes to the principal axes of the ellipsoid” for a particular contour.
These principal axes are given by the eigenvectors of M = Var [x].
The points satisfying x′Mx = 1 represent a scaling of the Cartesian coordinates
by the variance matrix M. The features found in the points show the features of M,
the covariance structure of the underlying data graphically. The principal axes of the
ellipsoid are vectors the ellipsoid stretches over. The eigenvalues are the radii of these
axes. They measure the quantity of the stretching on the axis. These axes and their
radii represent the fundamental feature of the underlying data’s covariance structure.
They can be interpreted in terms of their elemental values. If the eigenvector with the
largest eigenvalue involves only two of the predictor variables, the most prominent
features of the covariance structure involves only those two variables, and its direction
in those two variables coordinates shows how they are related in the covariance.
So the principal component transformation moves the original data to a space
where the features of the covariance structure are more easily seen. The covariance
matrix M = Var [x] can be decomposed into the multiplication of two matrices,
M = (ES) (ES)′ one the transpose of the other, the E matrix has the eigenvectors
of M in its columns, while the matrix S is diagonal with the square root of the
eigenvalues of M on its diagonal. Clearly by (1.16), M = ESS′E′ = EDE′, where D
is diagonal and contains the eigenvalues of M along its diagonal.
So the features of M are functions of the components of the matrix ES. The
matrix E must be 푘 × 푘 and we earlier assumed that S was 푘 × 푘 and diagonal. By
adding zero columns to the right, we could redefine S to be 푘 × ℎ, where ℎ is at
least equal to the rank of M. Under this new definition no new information would
be introduced to M and none would be lost.
We could also post multiply ES by the transpose of an orthogonal matrix ℎ×ℎ,
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V. We find thatM = ESV′VS′E′ = EDE′. So the post-multiplication by V′ neither
adds nor removes information fromM. Recall our singular value decomposition work.
This tells us that M is completely determined by the left singular vectors and singular
values of the matrix T = ESV′. Furthermore, x′Mx = x′TT′x = (T′x)′ (T′x).
So the central features of the M matrix are functions of the column space of the
matrix T = ESV′ and its singular values. So by rotating the original data to the
principal axes of the x′Mx = 1 ellipsoid through the principal components, we are
rotating the data to the central features of the column space of T, and the strength
of those features is reflected by the singular values of T, which are the square roots
of the eigenvalues of M.
In the case of SMVCIR, we obtain the same interpretation by changing T := K
and thus M = KK′. So by rotating the standardized original data to the principal
axes of the (K′z)′ (K′z) = 1 ellipsoid through the principal components, we are
rotating the data to the central features of the column space of K, and the strength
of those features is reflected by the singular values of K. This also means that the
most discriminating dimensions will be those corresponding to the highest eigenvalues
and sorted toward the beginning.
I. Original SMVCIR Ordering Procedure
Now we have described the basic SMVCIR algorithm and explained how to interpret
its results. A very useful augmentation is developed in the Sheather et al. (2008)
paper. This augmentation replacesK with a 푘 row sub-matrix composed of 푟 columns
from K.
In section 12.2 of Golub and Loan (1996), details are given on how to approximate
a matrix of column vectors using subsets of these column vectors. The target of the
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approximation is the distance between an arbitrary vector and an element of the
column space of the approximated matrix. They seek to find the best vector to right
multiply the approximated matrix by to minimize this distance.
Given a vector b, finding a vector x to minimize the residual ∣Ax− b∣ is trivial.
What Golub and Loan (1996) wished to find was an 푟-column approximation Ar to
A such that the residual found using Ar is close to that found using A. In calculating
these residuals, we are essentially calculating the distance from b to the column spaces
of Ar or A. So by finding Ar to minimize the difference between the residuals, we
are finding Ar closest to A in column space.
Golub and Loan (1996) advised that 푟 be chosen as the rank estimate of A. This
is the order of smallest non-zero eigenvalue or singular value of A. One possibility for
approximating A was by using the first 푟 left and right singular vectors. Recalling
our notation from (1.18) we obtain the following.
Ur =
[
u1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ur
]
Vr =
[
v1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ vr
]
Ar =
Ur
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
...
. . . ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
...
... 휎푟
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦V′r =
∑푟
푖=1 휎푖uiv
′
i
(1.24)
There is another result documented in Section 1.1.16 of Golub and Loan (1996)
that sheds intuitive light on this approximation.
A =
[
a1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ap
]
B =
[
b1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ bp
]
AB′ =
∑푝
푘=1 aib
′
i
(1.25)
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So a matrix multiplication can be written as the sum of the matrix products
of the component vectors in each matrix. The singular value decomposition is a
weighted (by the singular values) sum of the matrix products of the left and right
singular vectors. The most important components are weighted the highest. So the
approximation only considers the 푟 highest weighted components.
Recall that in practice, A would be an estimate of a matrix, like our Kn is an
estimate of K. A method for choosing 푟 in this situation is given in Sheather et al.
(2008). A threshold value is chosen based on the percentage of the total singular value
sum that an individual singular value comprises. When this percentage is too small
for a singular value 푖 and too large or just right for the previously ordered singular
value 푖− 1, then 푟 is chosen to be 푖− 1.
We can be very flexible with our threshold. We may even ignore small singular
values that we assume match with true non-zero singular values in the population
matrix A. These may correspond to randomly noisy dimensions of the column space
of A.
So this first method approximates A by using its most “loud” singular com-
ponents. An alternative method does not use the singular vectors of A in its final
approximation calculation. This method, which is employed by Sheather et al. (2008)
orders the columns of A in terms of their linear independence and then attains Ar
by keeping the first 푟 columns. In this method we ignore the “redundant” column
space dimensions of A, rather than the randomly noisy dimensions.
Both approaches can give similar and useful results. Bounds on the difference
between the residuals found under both methods can be found section 12.2 of Golub
and Loan (1996).
In the inference on the number of dimensions in the SMVCIR space, we focus on
statistical significance instead of practical significance. We will not use the approx-
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imation method as we develop our dimensionality tests. It is certainly useful, and
the number of dimensions it yields may often coincide with the results of our dimen-
sionality tests. In practice it may be useful to perform both algorithms in concert
and make a decision on the number of dimensions of the SMVCIR space based on
both sets of results. This possibility should be investigated in further study. We will
return to this notion in the last chapter as we discuss future research directions.
We end the chapter by summarizing the SMVCIR algorithm pictorially in Fig-
ure 4. It was simpler to describe the centering of the group means and group vari-
ance/covariances together in the chapter. Matrix multiplication distributes over ma-
trix addition/subtraction, so we may center the group variance/covariances before or
after standardization of the parameters.
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Figure 4. SMVCIR Algorithm
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CHAPTER II
SMVCIR STANDARDIZATION METHODS
We standardize the data to solve two problems, marginal scaling and marginal linear
dependency. When there is marginal linear dependency among the variables, they
are correlated in Σ and they may remain correlated under the translation to SMV-
CIR coordinates, so visualization and interpretation of the new coordinates may be
difficult. When the marginal scaling drastically differs in Σ for different predictors,
their transformed scales may drastically differ as well. Visualization may be easier
when coordinates share similar scales.
Using the Mahalanobis transformation, zi = S
− 1
2 (xi − x¯) we fix both problems
and also center the marginal mean to zero. But this transformation can introduce
differences between the groups that were not found in the original data.
Alternatively, we could use the scaling transformation. Under this transfor-
mation, we replace the observations xi with zi = diag
(
S−
1
2
)
(xi − x¯). Both these
transformations are explained fully in Mardia et al. (1979). This transformation will
solve the marginal scaling problem but will not solve any marginal linear dependency
problems. It will also not introduce new differences in location/scale/covariance for
SMVCIR to detect.
We begin this chapter with a brief discussion of how standardization is handled
in the SAVE and SIR algorithms. Then we show how it works in SMVCIR. We
will show the Mahalanobis transformation can introduce new group differences via
several examples. We also will show that the scaling transformation does not in-
troduce new group differences empirically through the same examples and formally
via proof. We introduce the notion of strong conversion of the mean, variance, co-
variance parameters for this purpose. At the end of the chapter we will show how
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the Mahalanobis transformation can solve both marginal scaling and marginal linear
dependency problems, and how the scaling transformation solves marginal scaling
problems. The use of the Mahalanobis transformation is finally advocated in the case
the the scaling transformation leads to highly correlated SMVCIR coordinates. If
this does not occur, then the scaling transformation is advocated.
A. SAVE and SIR Standardization
The Mahalanobis transformation commits no offenses when used in the SAVE and SIR
methods. SIR assumes equal variance across the groups (Li (1991)). Both SIR and
SAVE target the central subspace of the response conditioned on the predictors. As
proven in proposition 6.1 of (Cook (1998)), the spanning set of this central subspace
is obtained from the spanning set of the standardized predictor central subspace
via a multiplication by S−
1
2 . So the two spaces are linked by the invertible S−
1
2
multiplication transformation. It is not a concern if differences are introduced via the
standardization then, because they are removed when moving back to the original
predictor scale for graphing of the data along the SAVE or SIR dimensions.
SMVCIR does not target the central subspace. Its stacking of variance param-
eters in vectors while leaving the covariance matrices with zero diagonal entries is
unconventional. It does not estimate the space spanned by mean differences, and
variance-covariance matrix column differences of SAVE, ΩSAVE (defined in Sheather
et al. (2008)). This suggests that the simple S−
1
2 link between the standardized
and original predictor SMVCIR spanning sets may not exist. We will show that the
equally simple diag
(
S−
1
2
)
link does exist and is useful.
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B. Mahalanobis Problem and Strong Conversion
We will first explain how the Mahalanobis transformation can introduce new dif-
ferences in location/scale/covariance between the groups. This essentially generates
noise dimensions in the SMVCIR space. They may not be influential, but they will be
there, and the tests of dimensionality that we develop may detect these dimensions
and lead us to infer that there are more “real” (in original data space) dimensions
than we should.
The SMVCIR algorithm works on the centered group parameter vectors and
matrices, detecting deviations from the center through these group difference vectors
and matrices. The invariance in the ranking relationships among the group means,
variances, and covariances should be maintained when we move to a standardized
scale for the predictors.
This means, for groups 푖 and 푙, predictors 푥푗 and 푥푚, and operator ∼ from
=, >,< the following hold.
휇푐푖푗 ∼ 휇푐푙푗 ⇔
휇푖푗 ∼ 휇푙푗 ⇔
휇푧푖푗 ∼ 휇푧푙푗 ⇔
휇푧푐푖푗 ∼ 휇푧푐푙푗
(2.1)
휎푐푖푗푚 ∼ 휎푐푙푗푚 ⇔
휎푖푗푚 ∼ 휎푙푗푚 ⇔
휎푧푖푗푚 ∼ 휎푧푙푗푚 ⇔
휎푧푐푖푗푚 ∼ 휎푧푐푙푗푚
(2.2)
The first and third dual implications in (2.1) and (2.2) are obviously true, since
the centered parameters are only location shifted. We have to show that our method of
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standardization ensures that the second dual implication is true. The rank/difference
relationships must be maintained when we switch scales.
Strong Conversion Principle
Is satisfied by Affine transformation (A푘×푘,b푘) on
Data x from populations (흁1,Σ1) , . . .
(
흁g,Σg
)
if it maintains (2.1) and (2.2) in
x→ z = Ax+ b
(2.3)
The coordinate transformation used in SMVCIR should satisfy (2.3). Since it
represents a global location shift, the choice of b is not relevant in determining whether
a transformation satisfies the Strong Conversion Principle. We will now investigate
how to choose an A matrix to satisfy the principle.
First we focus on the group means.
E [Ax+ b∣푦 = 푖] =
AE [x∣푦 = 푖] + b =
A흁i + b =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎1푘
...
. . .
...
푎푘1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휇푖1
...
휇푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푏1
...
푏푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11휇푖1 + . . .+ 푎1푘휇푖푘 + 푏1
...
푎푘1휇푖1 + . . .+ 푎푘푘휇푖푘 + 푏푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.4)
So after translation, each component of the standardized group mean depends
on all of the components of the un-standardized group mean via the coefficients in a
row of A. So to ensure strong conversion for two group mean components, we have to
examine a linear combination of each of the group mean components with coefficients
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from the A matrix.
We must insure that 휇푖푗 ∼ 휇푙푗 iff 푎푗1휇푖1 + . . . + 푎푗푘휇푖푘 + 푏푗 ∼ 푎푗1휇푙1 + . . . +
푎푗푘휇푙푘 + 푏푗 . The irrelevance of the b vector is clear here, since it will cancel on both
sides. The complication increases when we consider strong conversion for the variance
parameters.
Var [Ax+ b∣푦 = 푖] =
AVar [x∣푦 = 푖]A′ =
AΣiA
′ =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎1푘
...
. . .
...
푎푘1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎푖11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 휎푖1푘
...
. . .
...
휎푖푘1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 휎푖푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘1
...
. . .
...
푎1푘 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎1푘
...
. . .
...
푎푘1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11휎푖11 + . . .+ 푎1푘휎푖1푘 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘1휎푖11 + . . .+ 푎푘푘휎푖1푘
...
. . .
...
푎11휎푖푘1 + . . .+ 푎1푘휎푖푘푘 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘1휎푖푘1 + . . .+ 푎푘푘휎푖푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11 (푎11휎푖11 + . . .+ 푎1푘휎푖1푘) + 푎1푘 (푎11휎푖푘1 + . . .+ 푎1푘휎푖푘푘)
...
푎11 (푎푘1휎푖11 + . . .+ 푎푘푘휎푖1푘) + 푎1푘 (푎푘1휎푖푘1 + . . .+ 푎푘푘휎푖푘푘)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
′
...⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎푘1 (푎11휎푖11 + . . .+ 푎1푘휎푖1푘) + 푎푘푘 (푎11휎푖푘1 + . . .+ 푎1푘휎푖푘푘)
...
푎푘1 (푎푘1휎푖11 + . . .+ 푎푘푘휎푖1푘) + 푎푘푘 (푎푘1휎푖푘1 + . . .+ 푎푘푘휎푖푘푘)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
′
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.5)
So after translation, each component of the standardized group variance depends
on all of the components of the un-standardized group variance. Ensuring strong
conversion for the variance parameters has the potential to be very complicated.
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The complication comes from the dependence of the individual standardized
parameters on multiple of the un-standardized parameters. This dependence is im-
plemented in the structure of A. So by simplifying the structure of A, we reduce the
complexity of the dependence and strong conversion is more feasible and simple to
show.
If we make A diagonal and positive definite, we allow for powerful scaling of
the means and variance parameters, and ensure strong conversion. We will prove
that A diagonal and positive definite leads to strong conversion, and then show
examples where a non-diagonal A does not yield strong conversion. The square root
of the inverse of the marginal variance is the A of choice for SIR and SAVE. In the
examples that follow the proof, we will demonstrate how this selection does not yield
strong conversion. We will also show how using the square root of the inverse of the
marginal variance matrix’s diagonal, which we suggest for SMVCIR, does yield strong
conversion.
We begin our proof by showing what the mean of the converted variables is when
A is diagonal and positive definite.
E [Ax+ b∣푦 = 푖] =
AE [x∣푦 = 푖] + b =
A흁i + b =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . .
...
0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휇푖1
...
휇푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푏1
...
푏푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11휇푖1 + 푏1
...
푎푘푘휇푖푘 + 푏푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.6)
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For strong conversion on the mean parameters, it must be the case that 휇푖푗 ∼ 휇푙푗
if and only if 푎푗푗휇푖푗 + 푏푗 ∼ 푎푗푗휇푙푗 + 푏푗 for each predictor index 푗 and groups indices 푖
and 푙. Since the operator ∼ is from =, >, or <, and 푎푗푗 > 0, this is true. So using a
diagonal and positive definite A ensures strong conversion for the mean parameters.
Var [Ax+ b∣푦 = 푖] =
AVar [x∣푦 = 푖]A′ =
AΣiA
′ =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . .
...
0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎푖11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 휎푖1푘
...
. . .
...
휎푖푘1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 휎푖푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . .
...
0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
...
. . .
...
0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11휎푖11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘푘휎푖1푘
...
. . .
...
푎11휎푖푘1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎푘푘휎푖푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎211휎푖11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎11푎푘푘휎푖1푘
...
. . .
...
푎푘푘푎11휎푖푘1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푎2푘푘휎푖푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.7)
For strong conversion on the variance parameters, it must the case that
휎푖푗푚 ∼ 휎푙푗푚 if and only if 푎푗푗푎푚푚휎푖푗푚 ∼ 푎푗푗푎푚푚휎푙푗푚 for predictor indices 푗 and 푚 and
group indices 푖 and 푙. Since the operator ∼ is from =, >, and <, and 푎푗푗 , 푎푚푚 > 0,
this is true. So strong conversion for the variance parameters is insured. We conclude
that the following theorem is true.
Strong Conversion Theorem
Affine transformation (A푘×푘,b푘) satisfies the
Strong Conversion Principle if A is diagonal
and positive definite.
(2.8)
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There are several potentially good choices for (A,b). We might choose for A to
have the inverted pooled standard deviation along its diagonal, and then pre-center
the new group means using b = −A흁. We could also choose A to have the inverted
marginal standard deviations along its diagonal and then pre-center using b = −A흁
as well. Let us test both these standardizations using the population data in (1.10).
C. Standardization Example 1, from Equation 1.10
We start with the pooled standard deviation option.
E [A푝표표푙푒푑x+ b푝표표푙푒푑∣푦 = 1] =
−
⎡
⎣ 1.1−.5 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ −95.34626−100
−75
⎤
⎦ (2.9)
E [Apooledx+ b푝표표푙푒푑∣푦 = 2] =⎡
⎣ 1.1−.5 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ 95.34626100
75
⎤
⎦ (2.10)
Var [A푝표표푙푒푑x + b푝표표푙푒푑∣푦 = 1] =⎡
⎣ 1.1−.5 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 1.1−.5 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ .9¯0¯ 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦
(2.11)
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Var [A푝표표푙푒푑x+ b푝표표푙푒푑∣푦 = 2] =⎡
⎣ 1.1−.5 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 1.2 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 1.1−.5 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ 1.0¯9¯ 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦
(2.12)
When we center the new standardized parameters, the means remain the same,
and the variances become the following.
Σ푧푐1 =
⎡
⎣ −.0¯9¯ 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
⎤
⎦ (2.13)
Σ푧푐2 =
⎡
⎣ .0¯9¯ 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
⎤
⎦ (2.14)
The wide difference between the variance and mean differences (centered vari-
ances and means) is very apparent here. It may be awkward to interpret the mean
differences as being standardized here, because of their large magnitude. Using the
marginal standard deviations in the other standardization method will solve this
problem.
E [Amarginalx+ bmarginal∣푦 = 1] =
−
⎡
⎣ 10001.1−.5 0 00 10001−.5 0
0 0 5626−.5
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦ ≈
⎡
⎣ −.99995−.99995
−.99991
⎤
⎦ (2.15)
E [Amarginalx+ bmarginal∣푦 = 2] =⎡
⎣ 10001.1−.5 0 00 10001−.5 0
0 0 5626−.5
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦ ≈
⎡
⎣ .99995.99995
.99991
⎤
⎦ (2.16)
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Var [A푚푎푟푔푖푛푎푙x+ b푚푎푟푔푖푛푎푙∣푦 = 1] =⎡
⎣ 10001.1−.5 0 00 10001−.5 0
0 0 5626−.5
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 10001.1−.5 0 00 10001−.5 0
0 0 5626−.5
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ 10001.1−1 0 00 10001−1 0
0 0 5626−1
⎤
⎦
(2.17)
Var [A푚푎푟푔푖푛푎푙x+ b푚푎푟푔푖푛푎푙∣푦 = 2] =⎡
⎣ 10001.1−.5 0 00 10001−.5 0
0 0 5626−.5
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 1.2 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 10001.1−.5 0 00 10001−.5 0
0 0 5626−.5
⎤
⎦
=⎡
⎣ 1.2/10001.1 0 00 10001−1 0
0 0 5626−1
⎤
⎦
(2.18)
Now the mean parameters have more “standardized” looking values, and the
variance differences will be incredibly small instead of showing deviation around .1.
In this example and in general, the pooled standard deviations will always be
less than the marginal standard deviations. Recall the partitioning of the marginal
variance. The pooled standard deviations are the diagonal elements of (1.7). The
marginal standard deviations are those diagonal elements added to the diagonal ele-
ments of (1.8), all of which are non-negative. So to guarantee that the scale of our
standardized variables is suitably small, we suggest standardizing by choosing A to
have the inverted marginal standard deviations along its diagonal and pre-centering
with b = −A흁.
In our current example, let us see what happens when we standardize using the
square-root inverse of the marginal variance. We calculate the square-root of the
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inverse of Σ using an eigen decomposition.
Σ−
1
2 ≈
⎡
⎣ +.5944111 −.3764266 −.2823200−.3764266 +.6049119 −.2963160
−.2823200 −.2963160 +.7777630
⎤
⎦ (2.19)
Now we will compute the standardized parameters.
흁
z
1 = Σ
− 1
2흁1 ≈
−
⎡
⎣ +.5944111 −.3764266 −.2823200−.3764266 +.6049119 −.2963160
−.2823200 −.2963160 +.7777630
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦ ≈
⎡
⎣ −.624450−.624830
−.468625
⎤
⎦
(2.20)
흁
z
2 = Σ
− 1
2흁2 ≈⎡
⎣ +.5944111 −.3764266 −.2823200−.3764266 +.6049119 −.2963160
−.2823200 −.2963160 +.7777630
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 100100
75
⎤
⎦ ≈
⎡
⎣ .624450.624830
.468625
⎤
⎦
(2.21)
Σz1 = Σ
− 1
2Σ1Σ
− 1
2 ≈⎡
⎣ +.5944111 −.3764266 −.2823200−.3764266 +.6049119 −.2963160
−.2823200 −.2963160 +.7777630
⎤
⎦
2
=
⎡
⎣ +.5747261 −.3678011 −.2758510−.3678011 +.5954186 −.3034359
−.2758510 −.3034359 +.7724230
⎤
⎦
(2.22)
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Σ−
1
2Σ2Σ
− 1
2 ≈⎡
⎣ +.5944111 −.3764266 −.2823200−.3764266 +.6049119 −.2963160
−.2823200 −.2963160 +.7777630
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ +.7132930 −.3764266 −.2823200−.4517120 +.6049119 −.2963160
−.3387840 −.2963160 +.7777630
⎤
⎦
≈⎡
⎣ +.6453910 −.4125516 −.3094138−.4125516 +.6237580 −.2821814
−.3094138 −.2821814 +.7883640
⎤
⎦
(2.23)
It is immediately clear that strong conversion is not maintained for nearly all
of the variance parameters. The group covariances, originally zero and equal across
groups one and two, have been changed to non-zero values and are no longer equal
across the two groups. Between group differences in the second and third component
of the variances have been introduced as well.
SMVCIR stacks all the variance parameters together in its spanning set, so these
new variance differences are not a great cause for concern (since the first component
was already different). However, three covariance difference vectors will be added to
the spanning set because of the new covariance component differences.
We will compute the centered variance matrices and then show the spanning set
for SMVCIR. The spanning set is represented by a matrix whose columns are the
dimensions of the SMVCIR space, the spanning set vectors.
푔∑
푖=1
푝푖Σ
z
i ≈
1
2
⎡
⎣ +.5747261 −.3678011 −.2758510−.3678011 +.5954186 −.3034359
−.2758510 −.3034359 +.7724230
⎤
⎦+
1
2
⎡
⎣ +.6453910 −.4125516 −.3094138−.4125516 +.6237580 −.2821814
−.3094138 −.2821814 +.7883640
⎤
⎦
≈
⎡
⎣ +.6100586 −.3901764 −.2926324−.3901764 +.6095883 −.2928087
−.2926324 −.2928087 +.7803935
⎤
⎦
(2.24)
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Σzc1 ≈⎡
⎣ +.5747261 −.3678011 −.2758510−.3678011 +.5954186 −.3034359
−.2758510 −.3034359 +.7724230
⎤
⎦−
⎡
⎣ +.6100586 −.3901764 −.2926324−.3901764 +.6095883 −.2928087
−.2926324 −.2928087 +.7803935
⎤
⎦
≈
⎡
⎣ −.0353325 +.0223752 +.0167814+.0223752 −.0141697 −.0106273
+.0167814 −.0106273 −.0079705
⎤
⎦
(2.25)
Σzc2 ≈⎡
⎣ +.6453910 −.4125516 −.3094138−.4125516 +.6237580 −.2821814
−.3094138 −.2821814 +.7883640
⎤
⎦−
⎡
⎣ +.6100586 −.3901764 −.2926324−.3901764 +.6095883 −.2928087
−.2926324 −.2928087 +.7803935
⎤
⎦
≈
⎡
⎣ +.0353325 −.0223752 −.0167814−.0223752 +.0141697 +.0106273
−.0167814 +.0106273 +.0079705
⎤
⎦
(2.26)
Given this, the SMVCIR spanning set (ignoring the group weights, since they
are equal) is given by the following.
Sp′ ≈
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−.624450 −.624830 −.468625
+.624450 +.624830 +.468625
−.035333 −.014170 −.007971
+.035333 −.014170 +.007971
0 +.022375 +.016781
+.022375 0 −.010627
+.016781 −.010627 0
0 −.022375 −.016781
−.022375 0 +.010627
−.016781 .0106273 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
′
(2.27)
Here we stacked the variances together after the means. Treating the first group
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as a baseline, we obtain an equivalent spanning set by dropping that group’s vectors.
Sp′ ≈
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
+.624450 +.624830 +.468625
+.035333 +.014170 +.007971
0 −.022375 −.016781
−.022375 0 +.010627
−.016781 +.010627 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
′
(2.28)
This tells us that there are 5 difference dimensions in the space spanned by the
differences in mean, variance, and covariance in our population. Since we only have
three predictors, some of the dimensions are redundant and linear combinations of the
others. Examining the eigenvalues of the kernel matrix SpSp′ yields the following.
휆1 = 1.0017336139
휆2 = 0.0014197888
휆3 = 0.0001094204
(2.29)
The third eigenvalue is very small, but it is not zero. In practice, with the
tests that we will develop later in this document and sufficiently large sample sizes,
we would reject the hypothesis that 휆3 = 0 and that there are at most 2 SMVCIR
dimensions.
We would conclude that there is covariance difference, in addition to the variance
and mean differences. This is not true. Using the square-root of the inverse of the
marginal variance leads to an extra SMVCIR difference dimension and misleads our
analysis of the population.
Earlier we ignored the group weights since they were equal. To formally get the
SMVCIR spanning set, we scale the spanning vectors corresponding with each group
by the square root of that group’s population proportion. Each spanning set vector
represents the difference of a particular group from the overall group average. This
weighting gives a greater magnitude to populous group spanning vectors than non-
populous group spanning vectors. So the effect of a difference with a large group is
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shown more strongly than that of a small group in the SMVCIR space.
If we examine this scaling from the population perspective, treating the scaled
vectors as again-transformed means and variances, it seems that the Strong Conver-
sion Principle is violated for this new post-standardization transformation.
But the SMVCIR spanning set already contains the differences in means, vari-
ances, and covariances of the groups. And these differences, not the original popu-
lation parameters are being scaled. A standardization transformation may only be
applied to data from the population. When we perform this rescaling of the cen-
tered parameters, there is no population standardization transformation analog to
the rescaling. The variance matrices have already been centered, resulting in poten-
tially negative variance components, so no population can correspond to the centered
parameters that are being rescaled.
So application of the Strong Conversion Principle to the weighting transforma-
tion is erroneous. Additionally, the weighting transformation maintains a form of
invariance for the SMVCIR spanning set. The SMVCIR space of differences in mean,
variance, and covariances is formed from linear combinations of the vectors in the
SMVCIR spanning set. So altering the SMVCIR spanning set by multiplying its
component vectors by certain scalars will result in the exact same SMVCIR space.
Now we will re-perform the SMVCIR analysis using the correct standardization
in equations (2.15) - (2.18).
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The pooled variance from (2.17) and (2.18) is given by the following.
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖Σi =
.5
⎡
⎣ 10001.1−1 0 00 10001−1 0
0 0 5626−1
⎤
⎦+
.5
⎡
⎣ 1.2/10001.1 0 00 10001−1 0
0 0 5626−1
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣ 2.2/20002.2 = 1.1/10001.1 0 00 10001−1 0
0 0 5626−1
⎤
⎦
(2.30)
This leads to the following centered variances.
Σzc1 =⎡
⎣ 10001.1−1 0 00 10001−1 0
0 0 5626−1
⎤
⎦−∑푔푖=1 푝푖Σi =⎡
⎣ −.1/10001.1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
⎤
⎦
(2.31)
Σzc2 =⎡
⎣ 1.2/10001.1 0 00 10001−1 0
0 0 5626−1
⎤
⎦−∑푔푖=1 푝푖Σi =⎡
⎣ .1/10001.1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
⎤
⎦
(2.32)
This leads to the following SMVCIR spanning set. Again, for clarity, we ignore
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the weights since both groups have the same prevalence.
Sp′ ≈
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−.99995 −.99995 −.99991
+.99995 +.99995 +.99991
−.1/10001.1 0 0
+.1/10001.1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
′
(2.33)
This matrix clearly has rank 2. As we hoped, one difference dimension is found
for the means and another for the variances. There is no covariance difference.
D. Second Example, Means and Variances Similar Magnitudes
Let us do an example where the means and variance differences are of more similar
magnitudes. We have three groups with the following original scale parameters.
푝1 = 푝2 = .25
푝3 = .5
흁
′
1 =
[
10 1 −10 16 3
]′
흁
′
2 = 흁
′
3 =
[
1 20 3 4 50
]′
(2.34)
Σ1 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
10 6 0 0 0
6 10 0 0 0
0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0 10 0
0 0 0 0 10
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
Σ2 = 10 ∗ I5
Σ3 = I5
(2.35)
The SMVCIR algorithm should form a mean difference dimension, a single vari-
ance difference dimension, and two covariance difference dimensions corresponding to
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the first and second columns of Σ1 . These differences are unique in scale, so the
rank of the SMVCIR spanning set should be 4.
This is the marginal mean.
흁
′ = (
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖흁i)
′
=
[
3.25 15.25 −.25 7 38.25
]′ (2.36)
This is the marginal variance.
Σ ≈
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
+ 20.6875 − 30.5625 − 21.9375 + 20.2500 − 79.3125
− 30.5625 + 73.1875 + 46.3125 − 42.7500 + 167.4380
− 21.9375 + 46.3125 + 37.1875 − 29.2500 + 114.5625
+ 20.2500 − 42.7500 − 29.2500 + 32.5000 − 105.7500
− 79.3125 + 167.4375 + 114.5625 − 105.7500 + 419.6875
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.37)
The inverse square root of this matrix is the following.
Σ−
1
2 ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
+.4194565 −.0280865 +.0201484 −.0185985 +.0728443
−.0280865 +.3828199 −.0346112 +.0319488 −.1251326
+.0201484 −.0346112 +.4049720 +.0197811 −.0774758
−.0185985 +.0319488 +.0197811 +.4081420 +.0715161
+.0728443 −.1251326 −.0774758 +.0715161 +.1462967
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.38)
This is the inverse square root of the marginal variance diagonal.
diag (Σ)−
1
2 ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.2198599 0 0 0 0
0 0.1168911 0 0 0
0 0 0.1639840 0 0
0 0 0 0.1754116 0
0 0 0 0 0.0488132
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.39)
These are the centered means.
흁
c′
1 =
[
6.75 −14.25 −9.75 9 −35.25
]′
흁
c′
2 = 흁
c′
3 =
[
−2.25 4.75 3.25 −3 11.75
]′ (2.40)
First we will standardize with the marginal variance in (2.38) and show how this
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is problematic. This leads to the following standardized centered means.
흁
cz′
1 ≈[
+.2999697 −.6088451 −.4102155 +.3786605 −1.4830869
]′
흁
cz′
2 = 흁
cz′
3 ≈[
−.0999900 +.2029484 +.1367385 −.1262202 +.4943623
]′
(2.41)
These are the standardized variances.
Σz1 ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
+1.686535 +0.638792 +0.025212 −0.023273 +0.091152
+0.638792 +1.523143 −0.122944 +0.113486 −0.444489
+0.025212 −0.122944 +1.711631 +0.098354 −0.385221
−0.023273 +0.113486 +0.098354 +1.727393 0.355589
+0.091151 −0.444489 −0.385221 +0.355589 +0.425460
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.42)
Σz2 ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
+1.827908 −0.329399 +0.115715 −0.106814 +0.418353
−0.329399 +1.652168 −0.175056 +0.161590 −0.632893
+0.115715 −0.175056 +1.720000 +0.090630 −0.354966
−0.106814 +0.161590 +0.090630 +1.734524 0.327661
+0.418353 −0.632893 −0.354966 +0.327661 +0.534842
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.43)
Σz3 ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
+.182791 −.032940 +.011571 −.010681 +.041835
−.032940 +.165217 −.017506 +.016159 −.063289
+.011572 −.017506 +.172000 +.009063 −.035497
−.010681 +.016159 +.009063 +.173452 +.032766
+.041835 −.063289 −.035497 +.032766 +.053484
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.44)
The pooled standardized variance is given by the following.
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖Σi ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
+.970006 +.060878 +.041017 −.037862 +.148294
+.060878 +.876436 −.083253 +.076849 −.300990
+.041017 −.083253 +.943908 +.051778 −.202795
−.037862 +.076849 +.051778 +.952205 +.187196
+.148294 −.300990 −.202795 +.187196 +.266818
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.45)
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This leads to the following centered standardized variances.
Σzc1 ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
+.716529 +.577914 −.015806 +.014590 −.057143
+.577914 +.646707 −.039691 +.036638 −.143498
−.015805 −.039691 +.767724 +.046577 −.182426
+.014590 +.036638 +.046577 +.775188 +.168393
−.057143 −.143498 −.182426 +.168393 +.158642
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.46)
Σzc2 ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
+.857902 −.390277 +.074697 −.068951 +.270059
−.390277 +.775732 −.091803 +.084741 −.331903
+.074697 −.091803 +.776092 +.038852 −.152171
−.068951 +.084741 +.038852 +.782318 +.140466
+.270059 −.331903 −.152171 +.140466 +.268025
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.47)
Σzc3 ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
−.787215 −.093818 −.029446 +.027181 −.1064584
−.093818 −.711219 +.065747 −.060690 +.2377007
−.029446 +.065747 −.771908 −.042715 +.1672985
+.027181 −.060690 −.042715 −.778753 −.1544294
−.106458 +.237701 +.167299 −.154429 −.2133335
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.48)
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Now we can give the SMVCIR spanning set matrix. Here we use the weights.
The group proportions are different, so we will include them in the spanning set to
be formal and clear.
Sp′ ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
4−.5
[
+0.299970 −0.608845 −0.410216 +0.378661 −1.483087 ]
4−.5
[ −0.099990 +0.202948 +0.136739 −0.126220 +0.494362 ]
2−.5
[ −0.099990 +0.202948 +0.136739 −0.126220 +0.494362 ]
4−.5
[
+0.716529 +0.646707 +0.767724 +0.775178 +0.158642
]
4−.5
[
+0.857902 +0.775732 +0.776092 +0.782318 +0.268025
]
2−.5
[ −0.787215 −0.711219 −0.771908 −0.778753 −0.213334 ]
4−.5
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −0.577914 −0.015805 −0.014590 −0.057143
−0.577914 0 −0.039691 +0.036638 −0.143498
−0.015805 −0.039691 0 +0.046577 −0.182426
+0.014590 +0.036638 +0.046577 0 +0.168393
−0.057143 −0.143498 −0.182426 +0.168393 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
4−.5
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −0.390277 +0.074697 −0.068951 +0.270059
−0.390277 0 −0.091803 +0.084741 −0.331903
+0.074697 −0.091803 0 +0.038852 −0.152171
−0.068951 +0.084741 +0.038852 0 +0.140466
+0.270059 −0.331903 −0.152171 +0.140466 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2−.5
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −0.093818 −0.029446 +0.027181 −0.106458
−0.093818 0 +0.065747 −0.060690 +0.237701
−0.029446 +0.065747 0 −0.042715 +0.167299
+0.027181 −0.060690 −0.042715 0 −0.154429
−0.106458 +0.237701 +0.167299 −0.154429 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
′
(2.49)
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Performing the scalar multiplication we obtain
Sp′ ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
+.149985 −.304423 −.205108 +.189330 −.741544
−.049995 +.101474 +.068369 −.063110 +.247181
−.070704 +.143506 +.096689 −.089251 +.349567
+.358265 +.323353 +.383862 +.387594 +.079321
+.428951 +.387866 +.388046 +.391159 +.134012
−.556645 −.502908 −.545821 −.550662 −.150850
0 +.288957 −.007903 +.007295 −.028571
+.288957 0 −.019846 +.018319 −.071749
−.007903 −.019846 0 +.023288 −.091213
+.007295 +.018319 +.023288 0 +.084197
−.028571 −.071749 −.091213 +.084197 0
0 −.195139 +.037349 −.034476 +.135030
−.195139 0 −.045902 +.042371 −.165952
+.037349 −.045902 0 +.019426 −.076086
−.034476 +.042371 +.019426 0 +.070233
+.135030 −.165952 −.076086 +.070233 0
0 −.066340 −.020821 +.019220 −.075278
−.066340 0 +.046490 −.042914 +.168080
−.020821 +.046490 0 −.030204 +.118298
+.019220 −.042914 −.030204 0 −.109198
−.075278 +.168080 +.118298 −.109198 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
′
(2.50)
For the first 3 vectors, the centered means, we see that the second and third
vectors are scalar multiples of each other. We can actually show that each of the
centered means is a scalar multiple of the same vector.
The two unique differences are linearly independent. So the mean differences add
one unique difference dimension to the SMVCIR space. In practice we don’t have to
do this specific calculation ourselves, the eigen decomposition will do it automatically.
We do it here to be instructive.
We start with the transposed mean differences, the first row corresponds to the
first mean, etc.
4−.5
[
+0.299970 −0.608845 −0.410216 +0.378661 −1.483087 ]
4−.5
[ −0.099990 +0.202948 +0.136739 −0.126220 +0.494362 ]
2−.5
[ −0.099990 +0.202948 +0.136739 −0.126220 +0.494362 ] (2.51)
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Ignoring the scaling factors, we divide the components of the first vector by the
second. Each component has a scaling factor of −3 . So we can rewrite the means as
the following.
4−.5
[
+0.299970 −0.608845 −0.410216 +0.378661 −1.483087 ]
4−.5
[ −0.099990 +0.202948 +0.136739 −0.126220 +0.494362 ]
2−.5
[ −0.099990 +0.202948 +0.136739 −0.126220 +0.494362 ]
≈
4−.5 ∗ −3 [ −0.099990 +0.202948 +0.136739 −0.126220 +0.494362 ]
4−.5
[ −0.099990 +0.202948 +0.136739 −0.126220 +0.494362 ]
2−.5
[ −0.099990 +0.202948 +0.136739 −0.126220 +0.494362 ]
≈⎡
⎣ +0.149985 −0.304423 −0.205108 +0.189330 −0.741544−0.049995 +0.101474 +0.068370 −0.063110 +0.247181
−0.070704 +0.143506 +0.096689 −0.089251 +0.349567
⎤
⎦
(2.52)
Now we look at the variances. We do component division on group 1 versus
group 2, this involves the group 1 variance for predictor 1 divided by the group 2
variance for predictor 1 and so on.
4−.5
[
.716529 .646707 .767724 .775188 .158642
]
/
4−.5
[
.857902 .775732 .776092 .782318 .268025
]
≈[
.835211 .833673 .989217 .990886 .591895
]
(2.53)
The component wise division does not lead to single factor, like the −3 factor
that we saw for the means. This confirms that there are multiple linearly independent
vectors among the centered variances. This finding contradicts our conclusions after
(2.35). The first two groups have the same variances, differing from those of the third
by a factor of 10. The strong conversion of the variance parameters is violated by this
standardization method, and as a result we have extra dimensions for the SMVCIR
space. To conclude the example using the wrong standardization, we compute the
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eigenvalues of the kernel, SpSp′. The number of non-zero eigenvalues is equal to
number of dimensions in the SMVCIR, or the unique difference between the groups
with respect to means, variances, and covariances. None of the five are zero. We
expected 4 dimensions for the SMVCIR space, and so only four of the eigenvalues
should be non-zero.
휆1 = 2.51707729
휆2 = 1.09418160
휆3 = 0.20701958
휆4 = 0.07181876
휆5 = 0.03526660
(2.54)
Now we will see what happens when we use the square-root inverse of the diag-
onal of the marginal variance to standardize. First we re-calculate the standardized
centered means.
흁
cz′
1 ≈[
+1.484054 −1.665699 −1.598844 +1.578704 −1.720664
]′
흁
cz′
2 = 흁
cz′
3 ≈[
−0.494685 +0.555233 +0.532948 −0.526235 +0.573555
]′
(2.55)
Now we recalculate the standardized variances.
Σz1 ≈
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.483384 0.154198 0 0 0
0.154198 0.136635 0 0 0
0 0 0.268908 0 0
0 0 0 0.307692 0
0 0 0 0 0.023827
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.56)
Σz2 ≈
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.483384 0 0 0 0
0 0.136635 0 0 0
0 0 0.268908 0 0
0 0 0 0.307692 0
0 0 0 0 0.023827
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.57)
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Σz3 ≈
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.048338 0 0 0 0
0 0.013664 0 0 0
0 0 0.026891 0 0
0 0 0 0.030769 0
0 0 0 0 0.002383
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.58)
And then we center them.
Σzc1 ≈
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
+0.217523 +0.115649 0 0 0
+0.115649 +0.061486 0 0 0
0 0 +0.121008 0 0
0 0 0 +0.138462 0
0 0 0 0 +0.010722
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.59)
Σzc2 ≈
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
+0.217523 −0.038550 0 0 0
−0.038550 +0.061486 0 0 0
0 0 +0.121008 0 0
0 0 0 +0.138462 0
0 0 0 0 +0.010722
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.60)
Σzc3 ≈
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
−0.217523 −0.038550 0 0 0
−0.038550 −0.061486 0 0 0
0 0 −0.121008 0 0
0 0 0 −0.138462 0
0 0 0 0 −0.010722
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.61)
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This leads to the following SMVCIR spanning set.
Sp′ ≈⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
4−.5
[
+1.484054 −1.665699 −1.598844 +1.578704 −1.720664 ]
4−.5
[ −0.494685 +0.555233 +0.532948 −0.526235 +0.573555 ]
2−.5
[ −0.494685 +0.555233 +0.532948 −0.526235 +0.573555 ]
4−.5
[
+0.217523 +0.061486 +0.121008 +0.138462 +0.010722
]
4−.5
[
+0.217523 +0.061486 +0.121008 +0.138462 +0.010722
]
2−.5
[ −0.217523 −0.061486 −0.121008 −0.138462 −0.010722 ]
4−.5
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 +0.115649 0 0 0
+0.115649 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
4−.5
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −0.038550 0 0 0
−0.038550 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2−.5
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −0.038550 0 0 0
−0.038550 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
′
(2.62)
A component-wise division of the first means difference vector by the second
shows the two linked again linked by a −3 factor. So we get one unique mean
difference. The linear relation of all three variance vectors is very obvious, and we
obtain one variance difference.
This difference is linearly independent from our mean difference. We can see this
by looking at the signs of each element.
We note that 0.115649 = −3∗−0.038550, so we obtain two covariance differences,
one for each column of the predictor covariance matrix that has a (1, 2) entry. These
differences are linearly independent of each other, and of the mean and variance
difference.
So we should have 4 unique differences, and 4 dimensions in the SMVCIR space.
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We perform an eigen decomposition of SpSp′ and expect to see 4 non-zero eigen-
values.
휆1 = 4.334515000
휆2 = 0.083501560
휆3 = 0.003049704
휆4 = 0.001630818
휆5 = 0
(2.63)
Our calculation engine for this report, the statistical programming language R
(created and maintained by R Development Core Team (2009)), actually reported
5.717472 ∗ 10−18 for the last eigenvalue. This non-zero value is very close to zero,
and believed to be a result of the finite precision involved in computing the eigen
decomposition numerically.
E. Final Cautions
We have concluded our examples. We have thoroughly demonstrated how using
the Mahalanobis transformation may violate the Strong Conversion Principle and
introduce additional difference dimensions to the SMVCIR space. It will correct
marginal linear dependence problems however. We will now see how this happens
and how the scaling transformation does not correct marginal linear dependence.
At the final stage of the SMVCIR algorithm, the standardized predictor coordi-
nates are translated to the SMVCIR space.
Standardized predictor observation zi, has these SMVCIR coordinates.
si = E
′zi =
[
e1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ed ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ek
]′
zi (2.64)
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The ei vectors are the eigenvectors of the SMVCIR kernel calculated using the
standardized predictors. The number 푑 is the dimension of the SMVCIR space. In
the transformed si observation we ignore the last 푘 − 푑 components. We only write
the transformation in this manner, including all 푘 elements, so that we may more
easily explain the resulting variance matrix of the transformed variables. It is not
necessarily diagonal.
Var [si] =
E′Var [zi]E
(2.65)
The E matrix is orthogonal (actually orthonormal), so when Var [zi] is the iden-
tity, Var [si] is the identity. Outside of this case, the orthogonality of Var [si] is not
assured. By standardizing using the Mahalanobis transformation, where we multiple
the original predictors by the square-root inverse of the marginal variance, we ensure
that the standardized predictors have an identity variance/covariance matrix. So un-
der the Mahalanobis standardization, Var [si] is the identity. So Var [si] is diagonal
under Mahalanobis standardization.
When Var [si] is not diagonal, it means that the SMVCIR coordinates are corre-
lated. So visualization and interpretation of the SMVCIR dimensions may be difficult.
Patterns between the dimensions will be distorted in the actual data displayed because
the coordinates involved in the patterns are correlated.
On page 102 of Cook (1998), it was suggested that orthogonal coordinates be
used to assess the features of the central subspace of the predictors on the response.
So linear combinations of the predictors that are linearly independent of each other
are advocated. But Dr. Cook went on to say in Cook (1998), “Interpretation may
be facilitated at other times by letting the columns of A correspond to linear com-
binations of particular interest, provided the latter are not too strongly correlated.”
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He was discussing the choice of vectors to multiply the data by to obtain the final
transformed coordinates. So the final translated coordinates (linear combinations of
the predictors) may be formulated to correspond to difference relationships that are
of interest, so long as they are not too strongly correlated.
We take a similar approach here. Examination of how groups differ in mean, vari-
ance, and covariance is easier when we are not worried about the plotting dimensions
being very dependent and distorting our perception. But it is not necessarily worth
standardizing with Σ−.5 in the Mahalanobis transformation (potentially violating the
Strong Conversion Principle and causing problems like those we documented in the
previous examples) to safeguard this perception.
In practice, we suggest checking the marginal correlations of the final SMVCIR
coordinates prior to and in conjunction with examining the plots and/or regression
of the coordinates on the standardized predictors. If they are within acceptable
tolerances, then analysis of plots and the regressions may be carried out without
extra caution. If some are large, then those dimensions should be handled carefully.
Differences and patterns may still be detectable, but their appearance is distorted by
the correlations.
To be conservative, it may be best to return to the original standardization Σ−.5
instead of trying to interpret the SMVCIR results when the final SMVCIR coordinates
are highly correlated. One should be careful and alert to noise dimensions in this case.
We should mention that the other predictor problem, marginal scaling differences,
is solved by both the scaling and Mahalanobis transformation. Moreover under the
scaling standardization, the small scale of Var [si] is ensured by the orthonormality
of the eigenvectors and the correspondence of Var [zi] = Corr [zi] = Corr [xi]. Since
the covariance matrix of the standardized predictors is equivalent to its correlation
matrix, all the predictors have the same scale.
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In practice, one should use the sample mean for estimating 흁 and the sample vari-
ances for estimating the diagonal elements of Σ. Our dimensionality test is developed
under these assumptions. Using these statistics, we have strong consistent estimators
of the mean and variance parameters. Taking the square-root inverse of the Σ diag-
onal is a continuous operation, so applying the operation to the sample estimates of
the variances will provide a strong consistent estimate of diag
(
S−
1
2
)
. So as before,
we suggest standardizing the population with zi = diag
(
S−
1
2
)
(xi − x¯). If the result-
ing SMVCIR coordinates are too highly correlated you may use zi = S
− 1
2 (xi − x¯).
Watch out for noise dimensions and be wary of switched relationships among the
differences if you perform the Mahalanobis standardization. Particularly strong dif-
ferences should show through regardless of which standardization you use. Note that
our dimensionality test is not developed for use under this alternative standardization
method.
Now we will develop the test of the dimension of the SMVCIR space.
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CHAPTER III
DIMENSIONALITY TEST: SPANNING SET
By determining the dimension of the SMVCIR space, 푑, we decide how many of the
transformed variables need to be examined to see the mean, variance, and covariance
differences between groups.
Our dimensionality test will allow us to infer on the number of dimensions. The
approach we take was inspired by that of the technical report Yin (2005). Yin’s test
hinges on the data coming from a standardized distribution. Our data will come from
a non-standardized distribution and we must make it standardized, adding an extra
level of complexity.
The dimension of the SMVCIR space is the same as the rank of the spanning set
matrix. This is the same as the number of non-zero singular values of the spanning
set K and non-zero eigenvalues of the kernel KK′. Using the eigen and singular value
decompositions described in Chapter I, we can diagonalize these matrices and obtain
the eigen and singular values.
We suggest a one-sided alternative test. The eigen and singular values are always
non-negative, so there is no obvious point of symmetry to base a two sided hypothesis
test around.
To test the null hypothesis 푑 = 푖 versus the alternative 푑 > 푖, we could sum the
푑+1, . . . , 푘 diagonal elements of one of the diagonalized matrices just mentioned, and
reject the null if the resultant value is too large.
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To actually estimate a value of 푑, we use an iterative series of tests.
Test 0 : H0 : 푑 = 0 vs H1 : 푑 > 0
Test 1 : H0 : 푑 = 1 vs H1 : 푑 > 1
...
Test i : H0 : 푑 = 푖 vs H1 : 푑 > 푖
...
Test k-1 : H0 : 푑 = 푘 − 1 vs H1 : 푑 = 푘
(3.1)
Note that there are 푘 tests. We have rank (K) ≤ 푘 because of the inclusion of
the covariance matrix columns.
We start with test 0. If we reject the null, then we perform test 1. If we reject
the null again, we move to the third test, etc. We move through the tests until we
finally accept a null hypothesis or reach the last test. Our accepted value of 푑 is the
index of the last test we performed, or 푘 if we reject the null hypothesis of the last
test.
For test 푖, we calculate the statistic
Λˆ푖 = 푛
푘∑
푗=푖+1
휆ˆ푗 (3.2)
The scalar values 휆ˆ1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휆ˆ푘 are the eigenvalues of the estimated kernel
matrix KnK
′
n. To perform test 푖, we have to determine the distribution of Λˆ푖 under
H0 : 푑 = 푖. The same statistic and a similar testing scheme is used in SAVE (Cook
and Yin (2001)) and SIR (Li (1991)).
In this chapter, we develop asymptotic distributional results for our estimate
of K (1.15). In the next chapter we use these to develop asymptotic distributional
results for the final test statistic Λˆ푖. This approach has the disadvantage of yielding
only approximate results, but it has the advantage of complete generality. We will
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use only central limit theorems and basic convergence theorems, so our results will be
approximately valid regardless of the underlying distributions of the predictors and
response.
The standardization that we use will affect the derivation of our test of dimen-
sionality. As we advocated the scaling transformation previously, we will develop our
dimensionality test based on this standardization.
The structure of this chapter can be more easily explained using a schematic,
which we draw in Figure 5. We will devote a section to each “node” in the schematic.
These represent stages in the calculation of the spanning set estimate Kn. We be-
gin with a central limit theorem invoked on group pseudo-first and pseudo-second
moments, group proportions, and marginal first and second moments. Then we in-
voke a delta method with 5 separate stages. In the first stage group first and second
moments are formed using the group proportions and pseudo moments from the
central limit theorem stage. In the next stage, we calculate the group/marginal vari-
ances/covariances using the second and first moments. Then we finally standardize
the group means and variances using the marginal means and variances. This forms
mean differences as well, as we subtract out the marginal mean. In the next stage,
we create variance and covariance differences by subtracting out the pooled vari-
ance/covariance matrix. Following this, in the final delta method stage, we weight
the calculated group mean, variance, and covariance differences using the group pro-
portions. This ends the delta method. To obtain the final spanning set distribution
we then use a permutation matrix to stack the variances and place zeroes across the
diagonal of the covariance matrices.
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Figure 5. Spanset Schematic
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A. Central Limit Theorem
We begin to find the asymptotic distribution of Kn with a central limit theorem.
We will parallel parts of the initial development of the SIR훼 kernel distribution in
Gannoun and Saracco (2003) for this stage and several of the following stages. Figure
6 summarizes our work.
Figure 6. Data To CLT
So we have an i.i.d. sample (x′1, 푦1)
′ , . . . , (x′n, 푦푛)
′ from the population random
vectors (x′, 푦)′. The predictors have marginal mean 흁 and variance Σ. The response
variables, 푦1, . . . , 푦푛 are categorized into 푔 disjoint groups. Each of the groups is
a set of real numbers, which inspires the following definition. Define the function
1푖 : ℝ 7→ {0, 1} ∋ 1푖 (푟) = I (푟 ∈ group 푖).
For efficiency, we use the shorthand notation 1푖푗 = I(푦푗 ∈ group 푖). Conditioned
on each of the groups, the x variables are continuous and have finite mean and full
rank variance.
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For observation 푖, we define the following 푔 + 푔푘 + 푔푘푘 + 푘 + 푘푘 vector.
ui =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
11푖
...
1푔푖
11푖xi
...
1푔푖xi
11푖vec (xix
′
i)
...
1푔푖vec (xix
′
i)
xi
vec (xix
′
i)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.3)
We will use the multivariate central limit theorem to ascertain the asymptotic
distribution of u¯, which estimates population group proportions, means, and second
moments. We will be able to fix the group mean and group second moment estimators
later. Now their divisor is the entire sample size 푛 rather than the sample size in their
group. The estimated spanning vectors of the SMVCIR space are a function of the
elements of u¯. We will use the asymptotic distribution of u¯ to find the asymptotic
distribution of vec(Kn), and thus Kn.
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The expectation of ui and therefore u¯ is the following.
E [ui] =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푃 (푦푖 ∈ group1)
...
푃 (푦푖 ∈ group푔)
E [11푖xi]
...
E [1푔푖xi]
E [11푖vec (xix
′
i)]
...
E [1푔푖vec (xix
′
i)]
E [xi]
E [vec (xix
′
i)]
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.4)
It will help our explanation to create some simplified notation. For the group 푗,
let 푝푗 be 푃 (푦푖 ∈ group 푗). This is the proportion of the population that falls into
group 푗.
Let mj = E [1푗푖xi] = (푚푗1, . . .푚푗푘)
′, this is the first moment of the predictors in
group 푗, sans a scaling constant. The nonzero range of the expectation is restricted to
population values that fall in group 푗, but the range of integration of the expectation
is all of the groups. In the next chapter we will see how to get the first moment of
group 푗, ignoring the other groups.
Vj = E [1푗푖xix
′
i] =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푣푗11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푣푗1푘
...
. . .
...
푣푗푘1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푣푗푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푣푗11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푣푗푘1
...
. . .
...
푣푗1푘 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푣푗푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.5)
For group 푗, Vj gives the second moment of the predictors, with the same scaling
constant caveat that applied to mj.
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We will work with vec (Vj), and use the notation of the last matrix in (3.5).
The placement of second moment elements in the stacked matrix E [ui] is given in
ascending order of its group, row index, and finally column index in the second to last
matrix in (3.5). Because the second moment matrix is symmetric, this is perfectly
accurate. We are simply stacking the rows of the matrix rather than the columns.
The expectation E [xi] = 흁, the marginal first moment of the predictors and
E [vec (xix
′
i)] = vec (Σ+ 흁흁
′) the marginal second moment. These quantities and
their estimates will be used for the standardization.
The variance of ui is calculated in Gannoun and Saracco (2003).
Var [ui] =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Bpp Bpm Bpv BpM BpV
Bmp Bmm Bmv BmM BmV
Bvp Bvm Bvv BvM BvV
BMp BMm BMv BMM BMV
BVp BVm BVv BVM BVV
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.6)
The matrix Bpp is the variance matrix of the 1푗푖.
Bpp =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1(1− 푝1) −푝2푝1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −푝푔푝1
−푝1푝2 푝2(1− 푝2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ...
...
...
. . .
...
−푝1푝푔 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푝푔(1− 푝푔)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.7)
The matrix Bpm is the covariance matrix of the 1푗푖 with the 1푗푖xi.
Bpm =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(1− 푝1)m′1 −푝1m′2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −푝1m′g
−푝2m′1 (1− 푝2)m′2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
...
...
...
. . .
...
−푝푔m′1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ (1− 푝푔)m′g
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= B′mp (3.8)
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The matrix B푝푣 is the covariance matrix of the 1푗푖 with the 1푗푖vec(xix
′
i).
Bpv =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(1− 푝1)vec(V1)′ −푝1vec(V2)′ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −푝1vec(Vg)′
−푝2vec(V1)′ (1− 푝2)vec(V2)′ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ...
...
...
. . .
...
−푝푔vec(V1)′ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ (1− 푝푔)vec(Vg)′
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= B′vp (3.9)
The matrix BpM is the covariance matrix of the 1푗푖 with xi.
BpM =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
m′1 − 푝1흁′
...
m′g − 푝푔흁′
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = B′Mp (3.10)
The matrix BpV is the covariance matrix of the 1푗푖 with vec (xix
′
i).
BpV =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
vec (V1)
′ − 푝1vec (Σ+ 흁흁′)′
...
vec (Vg)
′ − 푝푔vec (Σ+ 흁흁′)′
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = B′Vp (3.11)
The matrix Bmm is the variance matrix of the 1푗푖xi.
Bmm =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
V1 −m1m′1 −m1m′2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −m1m′g
−m2m′1 V2 −m2m′2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
...
...
...
. . .
...
−mgm′1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Vg −mgm′g
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.12)
Define Mj = E[1푗푖xi(x
′
i ⊗ x′i)] . The matrix Bmv is the covariance matrix of the
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1푗푖xi with the 1푗푖vec (xix
′
i).
Bmv = B
′
vm =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
M1 −m1vec (V1)′ −m1vec (V2)′ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −m1vec (Vg)′
−m2vec (V1)′ M2 −m2vec (V2)′ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ...
...
...
. . .
...
−mgvec (V1)′ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Mg −mgvec (Vg)′
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.13)
The matrix BmM is the covariance matrix of the 1푗푖xi with xi.
BmM =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
V′1 −m1흁′
...
V′g −mg흁′
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = BMm′ (3.14)
The matrix BmV is the covariance matrix of the 1푗푖xi with vec (xix
′
i).
BmV =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
M1 −m1vec (Σ+ 흁흁′)′
...
Mg −mgvec (Σ+ 흁흁′)′
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = B′Vm (3.15)
Now define Nj = E [1푗푖(xix
′
i)⊗ (xix′i)] . The matrix Bvv is the covariance matrix
of the 1푗푖vec (xix
′
i).
Bvv =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N1 − vec(V1)vec(V1)′ −vec(V1)vec(V2)′ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −vec(V1)vec(Vg)′
−vec(V2)vec(V1)′ N2 − vec(V2)vec(V2)′ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ...
...
...
. . .
...
−vec(Vg)vec(V1)′ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Ng − vec(Vg)vec (Vg)′
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.16)
The matrix BMv is the covariance matrix of xi with the 1푗푖vec (xix
′
i).
BMv =
[
M1 − 흁vec (V1)′ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Mg − 흁vec (Vg)′
]
= B′vM (3.17)
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The matrix BVv is the covariance matrix of vec (xix
′
i) with the 1푗푖vec (xix
′
i).
BVv = BvV′ =[
N1 − vec (Σ+ 흁흁′) vec (V1)′ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Ng − vec (Σ+ 흁흁′) vec (Vg)′
] (3.18)
The matrix BMM is the variance matrix of xi. Its value is not surprising.
BMM = Σ (3.19)
DefineM = E [xi(x
′
i ⊗ x′i)]. The matrix BMV is the covariance matrix of xi with
vec (xix
′
i).
BMV =M− 흁vec (Σ+ 흁흁′)′ (3.20)
Define N = E [(xix
′
i)⊗ (xix′i)] . The matrix BVV is the variance matrix of
vec (xix
′
i).
BVV = N− vec (Σ+ 흁흁′) vec (Σ+ 흁흁′)′ (3.21)
Now we invoke the multivariate central limit theorem. This gives us our first
asymptotic distribution.
√
푛 (u¯− E [ui])→푑 푁 (0,Var [ui]) (3.22)
Remember how we are actually only estimating the group moments with a scaling
constant. We will fix this in the next chapter, as we get closer to finding the asymp-
totic distribution of the estimated SMVCIR spanning set. In the following sections,
we repeatedly use the delta method. The output from one delta method becomes
the input to the next. By the chain rule (as reviewed in the appendix of Lu¨tkepohl
(2007)), our repeated invocations are equivalent to one single complex delta method.
Explanation is simpler if we treat each stage of the chain separately.
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B. Group Moments, Delta Method 1
To fix our estimators so that they are unbiased for the first and second group mo-
ments, we need to rescale them. To estimate the mean in group 푗, we add all the
predictor data vectors whose response falls in group 푗 and then divide by their quan-
tity, 푛−1푗
∑푛푗
1 xi. The estimator from the last section, the sample mean of 1푗푖xi, is
actually 푛−1
∑푛푗
1 xi. Figure 7 summarizes our work.
Figure 7. CLT To Group Moments
It is necessary to use this estimator in the initial central limit theorem, because
there is no a priori knowledge of the population group proportions. But now that we
have invoked the central limit theorem, we may combine our estimators and use the
delta method to find the asymptotic distribution of the new statistic.
In this case, we need only multiply the first and second moment estimators by
the inverse of their sample group proportions, since (푛푗/푛)
−1 푛−1
∑푛푗
1 xi = 푛
−1
푗
∑푛푗
1 xi
.
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Let f1 : ℝ
푔+푔푘+푔푘푘+푘+푘푘 → ℝ푔+푔푘+푔푘푘+푘+푘푘 such that the following holds.
f1
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1
...
푝푔
푚11
...
푚1푘
...
푚푔1
...
푚푔푘
푣111
...
푣11푘
...
푣1푘1
...
푣1푘푘
...
푣푔11
...
푣푔1푘
...
푣푔푘1
...
푣푔푘푘
휇1
...
휇푘
푣11
...
푣1푘
...
푣푘1
...
푣푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1
...
푝푔
푝−11 푚11
...
푝−11 푚1푘
...
푝−1푔 푚푔1
...
푝−1푔 푚푔푘
푝−11 푣111
...
푝−11 푣11푘
...
푝−11 푣1푘1
...
푝−11 푣1푘푘
...
푝−1푔 푣푔11
...
푝−1푔 푣푔1푘
...
푝−1푔 푣푔푘1
...
푝−1푔 푣푔푘푘
휇1
...
휇푘
푣11
...
푣1푘
...
푣푘1
...
푣푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1
...
푝푔
휇11
...
휇1푘
...
휇푔1
...
휇푔푘
휐111
...
휐11푘
...
휐1푘1
...
휐1푘푘
...
휐푔11
...
휐푔1푘
...
휐푔푘1
...
휐푔푘푘
휇1
...
휇푘
푣11
...
푣1푘
...
푣푘1
...
푣푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.23)
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To invoke the delta method, we must calculate the matrix of derivatives of
f1(E [ui]) with respect to E [ui], D1 =
[
∂f1(E[up])푖
∂E[up]푗
]
. It is necessary that tr (D1D
′
1) =∑푔+푔푘+푔푘푘+푘+푘푘
푖=1
∑푔+푔푘+푔푘푘+푘+푘푘
푗=1
(
D1ij
)2
> 0 for the delta method to work. This con-
dition is clearly met here. Now we will fully define define D1.
D1 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ig 0 0
D흁흊Dp D흁흊Dmv 0
0 0 Ik+kk
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.24)
The matrix D흁흊Dp is 푔푘 + 푔푘푘 × 푔. It contains the derivatives of the group
mean and second moment parameters with respect to the group proportions.
D흁흊Dp =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흁1Dp
...
D흁gDp
D흊11Dp
...
D흊1kDp
...
D흊g1Dp
...
D흊gkDp
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.25)
The submatrices D흁jDp are each 푘 × 푔.
[D흁lDp]푖푗 =
∂휇푙푖
∂푝푗
=
∂ (푚푙푖/푝푙)
∂푝푗
= −푚푙푖
푝2푗
I(푗 = 푙) (3.26)
The submatrices D흊liDp are also 푘 × 푔.
[D흊liDp]푓푗 =
∂휐푙푖푓
∂푝푗
=
∂ (푣푙푖푓/푝푙)
∂푝푗
= −푣푙푖푓
푝2푗
I(푗 = 푙) (3.27)
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The matrix D흁흊Dmv is 푔푘+ 푔푘푘× 푔푘+ 푔푘푘. It contains the derivatives of the
group means and second moments with respect to the mj and Vj parameters.
D흁흊Dmv = diag
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흁1Dm1
...
D흁gDmg
D흊11Dv11
...
D흊1kDv1k
...
D흊g1Dvg1
...
D흊gkDvgk
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.28)
The matrices D흁lDml and D흊ljDvlj are each 푘 × 푘.
D흁lDml= D흊ljDvlj=
1
푝푙
Ik (3.29)
Since the non-zero derivative condition (mentioned a few pages back) is clearly
met, we may conclude the following.
√
푛 (f1 (u¯)− f1 (E [ui]))→푑 푁 (0,D1Var [ui]D′1) (3.30)
C. Variances, Delta Method 2
We have first and second group moments estimated in f1 (u¯). We need to turn the
second moment estimates into variance estimates. We can do this by combining our
estimators and invoking the delta method a second time. Figure 8 summarizes our
work.
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Figure 8. Group Moments to Variances/Covariances
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The sample variance can be expanded into an expression that utilizes the second
sample moment and sample mean.
1
푛−1
∑푛
푖=1 (xi − x¯) (xi − x¯)′ =
1
푛−1
∑푛
푖=1
(
xi (xi − x¯)′ − x¯ (xi − x¯)′
)
=
1
푛−1 (
∑푛
푖=1 xix
′
i − (
∑푛
푖=1 xi) x¯
′ − x¯ (∑푛푖=1 x′i) + 푛x¯x¯′) =
1
푛−1 (
∑푛
푖=1 xix
′
i − 푛x¯x¯′ − 푛x¯x¯′ + 푛x¯x¯′) =
1
푛−1 (
∑푛
푖=1 xix
′
i − 푛x¯x¯′)
(3.31)
Because of Slutsky’s Theorem we have the following.
1
푛−1 (
∑푛
푖=1 xix
′
i − 푛x¯x¯′) ≈ 푑
1
푛
(
∑푛
푖=1 xix
′
i − 푛x¯x¯′) =
xx′ − x¯x¯′
(3.32)
This is a very simple expression in the first and second moment estimators. An
expansion of the subtracted x¯x¯′ term will give us insight into how our transformation
function should work for the delta method.
x¯x¯′ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥¯1
...
푥¯푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
[
푥¯1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥¯푘
]
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥¯1푥¯1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥¯푘푥¯1
...
. . .
...
푥¯1푥¯푘 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥¯푘푥¯푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.33)
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Let f2 : ℝ
푔+푔푘+푔푘푘+푘+푘푘 → ℝ푔+푔푘+푔푘푘+푘+푘푘 such that
f2
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1
...
푝푔
휇11
...
휇1푘
...
휇푔1
...
휇푔푘
휐111
...
휐11푘
...
휐1푘1
...
휐1푘푘
...
휐푔11
...
휐푔1푘
...
휐푔푘1
...
휐푔푘푘
휇1
...
휇푘
푣11
...
푣1푘
...
푣푘1
...
푣푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1
...
푝푔
휇11
...
휇1푘
...
휇푔1
...
휇푔푘
휐111 − 휇211
...
휐11푘 − 휇11휇1푘
...
휐1푘1 − 휇1푘휇11
...
휐1푘푘 − 휇21푘
...
휐푔11 − 휇2푔1
...
휐푔1푘 − 휇푔1휇푔푘
...
휐푔푘1 − 휇푔푘휇푔1
...
휐푔푘푘 − 휇2푔푘
휇1
...
휇푘
푣11 − 휇21
...
푣1푘 − 휇1휇푘
...
푣푘1 − 휇푘휇1
...
푣푘푘 − 휇2푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1
...
푝푔
휇11
...
휇1푘
...
휇푔1
...
휇푔푘
휎111
...
휎11푘
...
휎1푘1
...
휎1푘푘
...
휎푔11
...
휎푔1푘
...
휎푔푘1
...
휎푔푘푘
휇1
...
휇푘
휎11
...
휎1푘
...
휎푘1
...
휎푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.34)
As before, we calculate the matrix of derivatives of f2(f1(E[ui])) with respect to
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f1(E[ui]) , D2 =
[
∂f2(f1(E[up]))푖
∂f1(E[up])푗
]
. The quantity tr(D2D
′
2) is clearly nonzero, so we
may invoke the delta method.
D2 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ig 0 0 0 0
0 Igk 0 0 0
0 D흈D흁 Igkk 0 0
0 0 0 Ik 0
0 0 0 D흈mD흁m Ikk
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.35)
D흈D흁 = diag
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흈1D흁1
...
D흈gD흁g
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.36)
D흈jD흁j =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흈j1D흁j
...
D흈jkD흁j
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.37)
D흈mD흁m =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흈1D흁
...
D흈kD흁
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.38)
The matrices D흈liD흁l are 푘 × 푘.
[D흈liD흁l]푓푗 =
∂휎푙푖푓
∂휇푙푗
=
∂(휐푙푖푓−휇푙푖휇푙푓)
∂휇푙푗
=
−휇푙푓 I(푗 = 푖 ∕= 푓)− 2휇푙푖I(푗 = 푖 = 푓)− 휇푙푖I(푗 = 푓 ∕= 푖)
(3.39)
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The matrices D흈iD흁 are 푘 × 푘.
[D흈iD흁]푓푗 =
∂휎푖푓
∂휇푗
=
∂(푣푖푓−휇푖휇푓)
∂휇푗
=
−휇푓 I(푗 = 푖 ∕= 푓)− 2휇푖I(푗 = 푖 = 푓)− 휇푖I(푗 = 푓 ∕= 푖)
(3.40)
Since the non-zero derivative condition is clearly met, we may conclude the fol-
lowing.
√
푛 (f2 (f1 (u¯))− f2 (f1 (E [ui])))→푑 푁 (0,D2D1Var [ui]D′1D′2) (3.41)
So now we have sample group means, variances, and proportions in our spanning
set. We need to hold onto the proportions a bit longer, they will be used to weight
the spanning set vectors at the end.
D. Standardization, Delta Method 3
Now we need to standardize the data using the scaling transformation. This is accom-
plished with another delta method. The sample group means will be centered using
the marginal sample mean, and then scaled by the inverse of the marginal standard
deviations. The sample group variances (covariances) will be scaled by the inverse of
the marginal variances (products of standard deviations). Figure 9 summarizes our
work.
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Figure 9. Variances/Covariances to Standardization
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Let f2 : ℝ
푔+푔푘+푔푘푘+푘+푘푘 → ℝ푔+푔푘+푔푘푘 such that the following holds.
f3
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1
...
푝푔
휇11
...
휇1푘
...
휇푔1
...
휇푔푘
휎111
...
휎11푘
...
휎1푘1
...
휎1푘푘
...
휎푔11
...
휎푔1푘
...
휎푔푘1
...
휎푔푘푘
휇1
...
휇푘
휎11
...
휎1푘
...
휎푘1
...
휎푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1
...
푝푔
(휇11 − 휇1)
/√
휎11
...
(휇1푘 − 휇푘)
/√
휎푘푘
...
(휇푔1 − 휇1)
/√
휎11
...
(휇푔푘 − 휇푘)
/√
휎푘푘
휎111/휎11
...
휎11푘
/(√
휎11
√
휎푘푘
)
...
휎1푘1
/(√
휎푘푘
√
휎11
)
...
휎1푘푘/휎푘푘
...
휎푔11/휎11
...
휎푔1푘
/(√
휎11
√
휎푘푘
)
...
휎푔푘1
/(√
휎푘푘
√
휎11
)
...
휎푔푘푘/휎푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.42)
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We calculate the matrix of derivatives of f3(f2(f1(E[ui]))) with respect to f2(f1(E[ui])),
D3 =
[
∂f3(f2(f1(E[up])))푖
∂f2(f1(E[up]))푗
]
. The quantity tr (D3D
′
3) is clearly nonzero, so we may invoke
the delta method.
D3 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ig 0 0 0 0
0 D흁zD흁 0 D흁zDm흁 D흁zDm흈
0 0 D휎zD흈 0 D흈zDm흈
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.43)
D흈zD흈 = diag
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흈z1D흈1
...
D흈zgD흈g
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.44)
D흈ziD흈i = diag
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흈zi1D흈i1
...
D흈zikD흈ik
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.45)
The matrices D흈zijD흈ij are 푘 × 푘.
[
D흈zijD흈ij
]
lf
=
∂(휎푖푗푙/(
√
휎푗푗
√
휎푙푙))
∂휎푖푗푓
=
I(푓 = 푙)
(√
휎푗푗
√
휎푙푙
)−1 (3.46)
The matrixD흁zD흁 is block diagonal with the 푘×푘 matrix [I (푖 = 푗)√휎푖푗 −1] re-
peated 푔 times. The matrixD흁zDm흁 is 푔푘×푘 with the 푘×푘 matrix [−I (푖 = 푗)√휎푖푗 −1]
repeated 푔 times.
D흁zDm흈 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흁z1Dm흈
...
D흁zgDm흈
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.47)
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D흁ziDm흈 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흁ziDm흈1
...
D흁ziDm흈k
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
′
(3.48)
The matrices D흁ziDm흈j are each 푘 × 푘.
[D흁ziDm흈j]푙푓 =
∂((휇푖푙−휇푙)/√휎푙푙)
∂휎푗푓
=
−I(푗 = 푙 = 푓)12 (휇푖푙 − 휇푙) 휎
− 3
2
푙푙
(3.49)
D흈zDm흈 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흈z1Dm흈
...
D흈zgDm흈
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.50)
D흈ziDm흈 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흈zi1Dm흈
...
D흈zikDm흈
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.51)
D흈zijDm흈 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흈zijDm흈1
...
D흈zijDm흈k
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
′
(3.52)
The matrices D흈zijDm흈f are each 푘 × 푘.
[
D흈zijDm흈f
]
푙푚
=
∂(휎푖푗푙/
√
휎푗푗
√
휎푙푙)
∂휎푓푚
=
I(푓 = 푚)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−I(푓 = 푗 ∕= 푙) 휎푖푗푙
2휎
3/2
푗푗
√
휎푙푙
−I(푓 = 푙 ∕= 푗) 휎푖푗푙
2휎
3/2
푙푙
√
휎푗푗
−I(푓 = 푗 = 푙)휎푖푗푙휎2푗푗
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(3.53)
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Other than weighting, the mean components of the spanning set are finished.
The variances still have to be centered and then finally weighted. We center the
variances by subtracting the weighted-average variance estimate. We will perform
this in the next chapter.
Since the non-zero derivative condition is clearly met, we may conclude the fol-
lowing.
√
푛 (f3 (f2 (f1 (u¯)))− f3 (f2 (f1 (E [ui]))))→푑 푁 (0,D3D2D1Var [ui]D′1D′2D′3) (3.54)
E. Centered Variance, Delta Method 4
We define the weighted average variance (pooled variance or expected conditional vari-
ance) as
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖Σi . So the weighted average covariance of the standardized predictor
components 푖 and 푗 is
∑푔
푙=1 푝푙휎푙푖푗 . We can use the proportion and variance/covariance
components of our estimator to create new variance/covariance components 휎˘푝푖푗 that
have been centered, 휎푝푖푗 −
∑푔
푙=1 푝푙휎푙푖푗 . The distribution of our estimator, with these
new variance/covariance components replacing the old ones, is easily determined with
another delta method invocation. Figure 10 summarizes our work.
Figure 10. Standardization To Centered Variances/Covariances
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Let f4 : ℝ
푔+푔푘+푔푘푘 → ℝ푔+푔푘+푔푘푘 such that the following holds.
f4
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1
...
푝푔
휇11
...
휇1푘
...
휇푔1
...
휇푔푘
휎111
...
휎11푘
...
휎1푘1
...
휎1푘푘
...
휎푔11
...
휎푔1푘
...
휎푔푘1
...
휎푔푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1
...
푝푔
휇11
...
휇1푘
...
휇푔1
...
휇푔푘
휎111 −
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖휎푖11 = 휎˘111
...
휎11푘 −
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖휎푖1푘 = 휎˘11푘
...
휎1푘1 −
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖휎푖푘1 = 휎˘1푘1
...
휎1푘푘 −
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖휎푖푘푘 = 휎˘1푘푘
...
휎푔11 −
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖휎푖11 = 휎˘푔11
...
휎푔1푘 −
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖휎푖1푘 = 휎˘푔1푘
...
휎푔푘1 −
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖휎푖푘1 = 휎˘푔푘1
...
휎푔푘푘 −
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖휎푖푘푘 = 휎˘푔푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.55)
We calculate the matrix of derivatives of f4(f3(f2(f1(E[ui])))) with respect to
f3(f2(f1(E[ui]))) ,D4 =
[
∂f4(f3(f2(f1(E[up]))))푖
∂f3(f2(f1(E[up])))푗
]
. The quantity tr (D4D
′
4) is clearly nonzero,
so we may invoke the delta method.
D4 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ig 0 0
0 Igk 0
D흈˘Dp 0 D흈˘D흈
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.56)
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The matrix D흈˘Dp contains the derivative of the centered variances with respect
to the group proportions.
D흈˘Dp =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흈˘11Dp
...
D흈˘1kDp
...
D흈˘g1Dp
...
D흈˘gkDp
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.57)
The matrices D흈˘1qDp are 푘 × 푔.
[D흈˘lqDp]푓푗 =
∂
⌣
휎푙푞푓
∂푝푗
=
∂ (휎푙푞푓 −
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖휎푖푞푓 )
∂푝푗
= −휎푗푞푓 (3.58)
The matrixD흈˘D흈 contains the derivatives of the centered variances with respect
to the original variances.
D흈˘D흈 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D흈˘11D흈
...
D흈˘1kD흈
...
D흈˘g1D흈
...
D흈˘gkD흈
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.59)
D흈˘1jD흈 =[
D흈˘1jD흈11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D흈˘1jD흈1k ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D흈˘1jD흈g1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ D흈˘1jD흈gk
] (3.60)
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The matrices D흈˘1qD흈hm are 푘 × 푘
[D흈˘1qD흈hm]푓푗 =
∂휎˘푙푞푓
∂휎ℎ푚푗
=
∂(휎푙푞푓−
∑푔
푖=1 푝푖휎푖푞푓)
∂휎ℎ푚푗
=
(1− 푝푙) I(ℎ = 푙, 푚 = 푞, 푗 = 푓)− 푝ℎI(ℎ ∕= 푙, 푚 = 푞, 푗 = 푓)
(3.61)
Since the non-zero derivative condition is clearly met, we may conclude the fol-
lowing.
√
푛 (f4(f3 (f2 (f1 (u¯))))− f4(f3 (f2 (f1 (E [ui])))))→푑
푁 (0,D4D3D2D1Var [ui]D
′
1D
′
2D
′
3D
′
4)
(3.62)
F. Weighting, Delta Method 5
We weight each of the statistics by the square root of the group proportion to finalize
the estimates of the spanning set components. This can be achieved by multiplying
the means and centered variance/covariance estimates by the group proportion esti-
mates. We can use the delta method again. This invocation is similar to the first
delta method invocation, save that we are not inverting the proportions. Figure 11
summarizes our work.
Figure 11. Centered Variances/Covariances To Weighting
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Let f4 : ℝ
푔+푔푘+푔푘푘 → ℝ푔푘+푔푘푘 such that the following holds.
f5
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푝1
...
푝푔
휇11
...
휇1푘
...
휇푔1
...
휇푔푘
휎˘111
...
휎˘11푘
...
휎˘1푘1
...
휎˘1푘푘
...
휎˘푔11
...
휎˘푔1푘
...
휎˘푔푘1
...
휎˘푔푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
푝1휇11
...√
푝1휇1푘
...√
푝푔휇푔1
...√
푝푔휇푔푘√
푝1휎˘111
...√
푝1휎˘11푘
...√
푝1휎˘1푘1
...√
푝1휎˘1푘푘
...√
푝푔휎˘푔11
...√
푝푔휎˘푔1푘
...√
푝푔휎˘푔푘1
...√
푝푔휎˘푔푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푉11
...
푉1푘
...
푉푔1
...
푉푔푘
Δ111
...
Δ11푘
...
Δ1푘1
...
Δ1푘푘
...
Δ푔11
...
Δ푔1푘
...
Δ푔푘1
...
Δ푔푘푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.63)
We calculate the matrix of derivatives of f5 (f4 (f3(f2(f1(E[ui]))))) with respect to
f4 (f3 (f2(f1(E[ui])))) , D5 =
[
∂f5(f4(f3(f2(f1(E[up])))))푖
∂f4(f3(f2(f1(E[up]))))푗
]
. The quantity tr(D5D
′
5) is clearly
nonzero, so we may invoke the delta method.
D5 =
⎡
⎢⎣ DVDp
DΔDp
DVD흁
0
0
DΔD흈˘
⎤
⎥⎦ (3.64)
The matrix DVDp contains the derivatives of the weighted mean difference
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parameters with respect to the group proportions.
DVDp = diagonal
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
DV1Dp1
...
DVgDpg
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.65)
The DVjDpj matrices are 푘 × 1 vectors.
[
DVjDpj
]
푚
=
∂푉푗푚
∂푝푗
=
∂
(√
푝푗휇푗푚
)
∂푝푗
=
휇푗푚
2
√
푝푗
(3.66)
The matrix DΔDp holds the derivatives of the weighted variance parameters
with respect to the group proportions.
DΔDp = diag
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
DΔ1Dp1
...
DΔgDpg
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.67)
DΔjDpj =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
DΔj1Dpj
...
DΔjkDpj
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.68)
The matrices DΔijDpi are 푘 × 1 vectors.
[DΔijDpi]푚 =
∂Δ푖푗푚
∂푝푖
=
∂
(√
푝푖
⌣
휎푖푗푚
)
∂푝푖
=
⌣
휎푖푗푚
2
√
푝푖
(3.69)
The matrix DVD흁 holds the derivatives of the weighted means with respect to
the unweighted means.
DVD흁 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
푝1Ik 0 0
0
. . . 0
0 0
√
푝푔Ik
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.70)
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The matrix DΔD흈˘ holds the derivatives of the weighted variances with respect
to the unweighted variances.
DΔD흈˘ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
푝1Ikk 0 0
0
. . . 0
0 0
√
푝푔Ikk
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.71)
Since the non-zero derivative condition is clearly met, we may conclude the fol-
lowing.
√
푛 (f5 (f4 (f3 (f2 (f1 (u¯)))))− f5 (f4 (f3 (f2 (f1 (E [ui]))))))→푑
푁 (0,D5D4D3D2D1Var [ui]D
′
1D
′
2D
′
3D
′
4D
′
5)
(3.72)
We now have estimates of all of the component elements of our spanning set and
their asymptotic distribution. We need to reorder the elements and add some zero
cells to properly compose the spanning set vectors. Recall that SMVCIR stacks all
the variance differences together, separately from the covariance differences.
G. Final Spanset Stage: Permutations & Slutsky’s
We will adopt some new notation for simplicity.
M = f5 (f4 (f3 (f2 (f1 (E [ui])))))
Mˆ = f5 (f4 (f3 (f2 (f1 (u¯)))))
V = D5D4D3D2D1Var [ui]D
′
1D
′
2D
′
3D
′
4D
′
5
(3.73)
We want to transform M and Mˆ so that their variance components are stacked
together, with 0’s in the variance components previous positions. Figure 12 summa-
rizes our work.
First, we add zero cells. This is done via a matrix multiplication. Look at the
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Figure 12. Weighting To Permutation
following example. ⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
2
3
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
2
3
0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.74)
This can be easily extended by adding more zero rows on the permutation matrix.
If we multiply our estimator by such a zero row augmented permutation matrix, we
may invoke Slutsky’s Theorem to find its new asymptotic distribution. It will clearly
be normal, supposing that zero-variance components are allowed in a multivariate
normal random vector. This supposition should not cause difficulties here, so we will
make it.
√
푛
⎛
⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎣ Mˆ
0gk
⎤
⎥⎦−
⎡
⎢⎣ M
0gk
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠→푑 푁
⎛
⎜⎝0,
⎡
⎢⎣ V 0
0 0
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠ (3.75)
Now we permute. We will use some Matlab notation here, as in Golub and
Loan (1996). Let Row(푧) = Igk+gkk+gk(푧, :). This function gives the row vector of
Igk+gkk+gk corresponding to the input index.
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We will refer to the rows of our 푔푘 + 푔푘푘 + 푔푘 permutation matrix, P using
a parenthetic index. So, P(푖) refers to row 푖 of P. We will define P after some
explanatory discussion about the indices of our variance estimates.
Suppose we had 푘 = 3. Our variance differences for group 푖 are stacked as so.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δ푖11
Δ푖12
Δ푖13
Δ푖21
Δ푖22
Δ푖23
Δ푖31
Δ푖32
Δ푖33
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.76)
The first variance component is found at index 1 + 0(3 + 1) = 1.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δi11
Δ푖12
Δ푖13
Δ푖21
Δ푖22
Δ푖23
Δ푖31
Δ푖32
Δ푖33
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.77)
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The second variance component is found at index 1 + 1(3 + 1) = 5.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δ푖11
Δ푖12
Δ푖13
Δ푖21
Δi22
Δ푖23
Δ푖31
Δ푖32
Δ푖33
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.78)
The third and last variance component is found at index 1 + 2(3 + 1) = 9.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δ푖11
Δ푖12
Δ푖13
Δ푖21
Δ푖22
Δ푖23
Δ푖31
Δ푖32
Δi33
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.79)
This example can be easily extended for higher values of 푘. Let 푙푖 be the last
index before the variance/covariance estimates for group 푖. The variance estimates
for group 푖 are found at indices 푙푖 + 1 + (푧 − 1)(푘 + 1) where 푧 = 1, . . . , 푘.
We can easily calculate these 푙푖 indices upon realizing that the mean differences
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account for the first 푔푘 differences and that each group’s variance/covariance differ-
ences are spread over 푘푘 indices. So 푙푖 = 푔푘 + 푘푘(푖− 1).
We will switch the variance estimates with the zero cells at the bottom of Mˆ by
replacing Mˆ with PMˆ.
Initially, we let Pi = Row(푖) for all indices. The mean and covariance estimates
will not switch positions from Mˆ to PMˆ, and this action fixes them in the correct
position after multiplication. The variances are switched with the zero cells using the
following formulas.
P(푔푘 + 푘푘(푖− 1) + 1 + (푧 − 1)(푘 + 1)) = Row(푔푘 + 푔푘푘 + 푧 + (푖− 1)푘)
P(푔푘 + 푔푘푘 + 푧 + (푖− 1)푘) = Row(푔푘 + 푘푘(푖− 1) + 1 + (푧 − 1)(푘 + 1))
푖 = 1, . . . , 푔
푧 = 1, . . . , 푘
(3.80)
So by Slutsky’s Theorem we obtain the following.
√
푛
⎛
⎜⎝P
⎡
⎢⎣ Mˆ
0gk
⎤
⎥⎦−P
⎡
⎢⎣ M
0gk
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠→푑 푁
⎛
⎜⎝0,P
⎡
⎢⎣ V 0
0 0
⎤
⎥⎦P′
⎞
⎟⎠ (3.81)
Now we redefine our notation.⎛
⎜⎝P
⎡
⎢⎣ Mˆ
0gk
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠ = vec (Kn)
⎛
⎜⎝P
⎡
⎢⎣ M
0gk
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠ = vec (K)
⎛
⎜⎝P
⎡
⎢⎣ V 0
0 0
⎤
⎥⎦P′
⎞
⎟⎠ = Δ
vec
√
푛 (Kn−K)→푑 푁 (0,Δ)
(3.82)
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The kernel of the SMVCIR space is then estimated by the following.
KnK
′
n = [kn1 . . .knh]
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
kn1
...
knh
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = kn1k′n1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅+ knhk′nh (3.83)
It is time to show how to make inference on 푑, the dimension of the SMVCIR
space.
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CHAPTER IV
DIMENSIONALITY TEST : FINAL TEST STATISTIC
From the last chapter, we have decided theoretically the ℎ vector spanning set K and
the kernel of the SMVCIR space KK′. We also have an estimator for K, Kn with a
known asymptotic distribution.
We will provide a test for the dimensionality of K, 푑 in this chapter.
For our tests of dimensionality of the SMVCIR space, 푑, we will use both the left
and right singular vectors of Kn. Our approach was inspired by that of Yin (2005).
The same final statistic and a similar testing scheme is used in both SAVE (Cook
and Yin (2001)) and SIR (Li (1991)).
The dimension of the SMVCIR space is the same as the rank of the spanning set
matrix. This is the same as the number of non-zero singular values of the spanning
set K and non-zero eigenvalues of the kernel KK′. We saw how to diagonalize K in
(1.19) and KK′ in (1.17).
We suggest a one-sided alternative test. The eigen and singular values are always
non-negative, so there is no obvious point of symmetry to base a two sided hypothesis
test around.
To test the null hypothesis 푑 = 푖 versus the alternative 푑 > 푖, we could sum
the 푑 + 1, . . . , 푘 diagonal elements of one of the diagonalized estimate matrices just
mentioned, and reject the null if the resultant value is too large. Under the null
hypothesis, the parameters that these diagonal elements estimate will be zero.
As we discussed before, To actually estimate a value of 푑 we use an iterative
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series of tests.
Test 0 : H0 : 푑 = 0 vs H1 : 푑 > 0
Test 1 : H0 : 푑 = 1 vs H1 : 푑 > 1
...
Test 푖 : H0 : 푑 = 푖 vs H1 : 푑 > 푖
...
Test 푘 − 1 : H0 : 푑 = 푘 − 1 vs H1 : 푑 = 푘
(4.1)
For test 푖 , we calculate the following statistic.
Λˆ푖 = 푛
푘∑
푗=푖+1
휆ˆ푗 (4.2)
The scalar values 휆ˆ1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휆ˆ푘 are the eigenvalues of the estimated kernel
matrix KnK
′
n.
We proceed by first writing Λˆ푖 in terms of the singular value decomposition of the
spanning set. Then we find the null distribution of a similar expression that replaces
the estimated spanning set statistic with the mean adjusted estimated spanning set
statistic from (3.82). Then we show how the distribution of our test statistic and the
mean-adjusted statistic are equivalent. Finally we provide 3 reference distributions
for the null distribution of our statistic based on these results.
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A. Test Statistic Λˆ푖 in Terms of SVD of Span Set
To perform test 푖, we have to determine the distribution of Λˆ푖 under H0 : 푑 = 푖. To
do this, we first return to the singular value decomposition of K.
K =
[
U1 U0
]⎡⎢⎣ D1 0
0 D0
⎤
⎥⎦[ V1 V0
]′
U1 =
[
u1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ui
]
U0 =
[
ui+1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ uk
]
V1 =
[
v1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ vi
]
V0 =
[
vi+1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ vh
]
(4.3)
The matrix D1 is diagonal and contains 휎1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휎푖 on its diagonal. The
rectangular matrix D0 has all zero entries, except for along its diagonal (where the
row and column indices are equal), which contains 휎푖+1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휎푘.
We denote the sample analogs of the above matrices by using the “hat” nota-
tion: Uˆ1, Uˆ0, Vˆ1, Vˆ0, Dˆ1, Dˆ0. These are generated by performing a singular value
decomposition of Kn.
Our test statistic estimates the sum of the squared elements of D0 (scaled by the
total sample size, we will explain this later). We will now show how to diagonalize K
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to obtain D0.
U′0KV0
=
[
U′0U1 U
′
0U0
]⎡⎢⎣ D1 0
0 D0
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ V′1V0
V′0V0
⎤
⎥⎦
=
[
U′0U1D1 U
′
0U0D0
]⎡⎢⎣ V′1V0
V′0V0
⎤
⎥⎦
= U′0U1D1V
′
1V0 +U
′
0U0D0V
′
0V0
(4.4)
The vectors in U0 are orthogonal to those in U1 . Identically, the vectors in
V0 are orthogonal to those in V1 . So the matrix products U
′
0U1 and V
′
1V0 are
both zero. Also, the matrix product U′0U0 contains elements that are dot products of
vectors in U0. . The only non-zero dot products (again, because of the orthogonality)
among these will be the dot products of a vector with itself. This will always be one
(because of the orthonormality). The same situation occurs with V′0V0.
U′0KV0 =
0D10+ IkD0Ih =
D0
(4.5)
So, our test statistic (4.2), estimates the sum of the squared elements ofU′0KV0.
More precisely, the statistic estimates the following.
(vec (U′0KV0))
′ (vec (U′0KV0)) =
((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec (K))′ ((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec (K))
(4.6)
The singular value decomposition algorithm outputs a continuous function of the
elements of its input matrix. Hence, if the input matrix Kn converges in probability,
its singular vectors and values also converge in probability by the continuous mapping
theorem. As explained in section 1.2.1 of Serfling (1980), our matrix Kn converges in
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probability if and only if each of its components converges in probability.
By (3.82), for each component 푘푛푖푗 of Kn, we have the following.
√
푛 (푘푛푖푗 − 푘푖푗)→푑 푁 (0, 훿푖푗) (4.7)
Here the 푘푖푗 mean parameter is the 푖푗 component of K and the 훿푖푗 variance parameter
is the 푖푗 component of the variance matrix Δ in (3.82). Because of this asymptotic
distributional result, problem 1.P.20 in Serfling (1980) tells us that 푘푛푖푗 →푝 푘푖푗. Thus
we conclude thatKn →푝 K. It immediately follows that Uˆ1, Uˆ0, Vˆ1, Vˆ0, Dˆ1, Dˆ0 each
converge in probability via the continuous mapping theorem.
When 푑 = 푖, Bura and Pfeiffer (2008) show that Uˆ1 and Vˆ1 converge in prob-
ability to U1 and V1. Hence Uˆ
′
1KnVˆ1 = Dˆ1 →푝 D1 by the continuous mapping
theorem.
Under 푑 = 푖, the matrices U0 and V0 do not necessarily seem to be uniquely
defined. Returning to (4.4), if we examine the expressions without the pre and post
multiplications we find the following.
K
=
[
U1 U0
]⎡⎢⎣ D1 0
0 D0
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ V′1
V′0
⎤
⎥⎦
=
[
U1D1 U0D0
]⎡⎢⎣ V′1
V′0
⎤
⎥⎦
= U1D1V
′
1 +U0D0V
′
0
< 푑 = 푖 >
= U1D1V
′
1
(4.8)
So when 푑 = 푖, any 푘 − 푖 vectors that are normalized and mutually orthogonal
with each other and to the first 푖 vectors in U1 may be in U0. Similarly, any ℎ − 푖
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vectors that are normalized and mutually orthogonal with each other and to the first
푖 vectors in V1 may be in V0.
These restrictions define a class of vector sets that are suitable to be in U0, and
a class of vector sets that are suitable to be in V0.
퐶U0 (U1) =
⎧⎨
⎩
퐴 ϶
∣퐴∣ = 푘 − 푖;
x,y ∈ 퐴⇒
x′x = 1,x′y = 0,x′U1 = 0
⎫⎬
⎭
퐶V0 (V1) =
⎧⎨
⎩
퐴 ϶
∣퐴∣ = ℎ− 푖;
x,y ∈ 퐴⇒
x′x = 1,x′y = 0,x′V1 = 0
⎫⎬
⎭
(4.9)
The vectors in Uˆ0 are in 퐶U0
(
Uˆ1
)
, and the criteria for membership in 퐶U0
(
Uˆ1
)
are all based on continuous operations on the vectors in Uˆ0 and Uˆ1. It thus follows by
the continuous mapping theorem (since Uˆ0 converges in probability to something and
Uˆ1 →푝 U1), that the vectors in Uˆ0 converge to an element of 퐶U0 (U1). Similarly,
the vectors in Vˆ0 converge to an element of 퐶V0
(
Vˆ1
)
. We can use the unique values
that Uˆ0 and Vˆ0 converge to as the theoretical singular vector parameters without
any difficulties. For simplicity we say that under 푑 = 푖 we have the following.
Uˆ0 →푝 U0
Vˆ0 →푝 V0
(4.10)
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We can rewrite our test statistic in a similar manner to (4.6).
Λˆ푖 = 푛
푘∑
푗=푖+1
휆ˆ푗 =
푛
((
Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0
)
vec (Kn)
)′ ((
Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0
)
vec (Kn)
) (4.11)
We do not immediately know the distribution of this reformulated expression,
under H0 : 푑 = 푖 or otherwise. We can find the distribution of a similar expression
under H0 : 푑 = 푖 and show that they are equivalent.
B. Mean Adjusted Test Statistic
This similar expression uses Kn −K rather than just Kn. Additionally, we will only
need to use the parameter singular matrices, U0 and V0. rather than their estimates.
It is quickly apparent that we can use the distribution of
√
푛 (Kn −K) from (3.82).
By (3.82), under H0 : 푑 = 푖 we have the following.
(V′0 ⊗U′0) vec
√
푛 (Kn−K)
→푑 (V′0 ⊗U′0)푁 (0,Δ)
=푑 푁
(
0, (V′0 ⊗U′0)Δ (V′0 ⊗U′0)′
)
=푑 푁 (0, (V′0 ⊗U′0)Δ(V0 ⊗U0))
(4.12)
So our test statistic is similar to the quadratic form obtained by diagonalizing
the mean adjusted spanset estimate (using the parameters instead of their estimates
for the diagonalizing matrices) and then squaring it. The expression in (4.11) is a
quadratic form with each of the two input terms similar to (4.12). We now see how
the sample size scaling factor becomes relevant. It is necessary to adjust the test
statistic so that the variance is not infinite. This is done by scaling each term of
the quadratic form. We want to obtain the distribution of a quadratic form of (4.11)
under H0 : 푑 = 푖. Noting that the dot product is a continuous function of its inputs,
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by (4.11) and the continuous mapping theorem for distributional convergence, we
have the following.
((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec
√
푛 (Kn−K))′ ((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec
√
푛 (Kn−K))
→푑 y′y where y ∼ 푁 (0, (V′0 ⊗U′0)Δ(V0 ⊗U0))
(4.13)
Now we can use a theorem adapted from page 113 of Eaton (1983) to determine
this distribution. Another version occurs in Guttman (1982), but the earlier theorem
needs a positive definite covariance matrix.
Quadratic Form Theorem
Let y ∼ Nm (0,Σ) ,Σ positive semidefinite
with eigenvalues 휆1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휆푚
then y′y is distributed as
∑푚
푖=1 휆푖휒푖
휒푖 ∼ i.i.d. 휒21
(4.14)
So we conclude the following under H0 : 푑 = 푖.
((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec
√
푛 (Kn−K))′ ((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec
√
푛 (Kn−K))
→푑 ∑(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖)푗=1 휆푗휒푗
휒푗 ∼ i.i.d. 휒21
휆1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휆(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖) eigenvalues of (V′0 ⊗U′0)Δ(V0 ⊗U0)
(4.15)
By the continuous mapping theorem (⊗ only multiplies and adds components
from its argument matrices) and (4.10), under H0 : 푑 = 푖 we have the following.
Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0 →푝 V′0 ⊗U′0 (4.16)
We can obtain a consistent estimator of Δ, Δˆ by using sample moment estima-
tors (up to the fourth moment and including product moments) and the continuity
mapping theorem. In the previous chapter we found that Δ was quite complicated,
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but its component pieces are all made of elementary algebraic manipulations of mo-
ments. Then we obtain the following, by the continuous mapping theorem and (4.16),
under H0 : 푑 = 푖.
(Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0)Δˆ(Vˆ0 ⊗ Uˆ0)→푝 (V′0 ⊗U′0)Δ(V0 ⊗U0) (4.17)
Via Lemma 2.1 from Tyler (1981) and (4.17), under H0 : 푑 = 푖 we obtain the
following.
푖th eigenvalue from (Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0)Δˆ(Vˆ0 ⊗ Uˆ0)
휆ˆ푖 →푝 휆푖
푖th eigenvalue from(V′0 ⊗U′0)Δ(V0 ⊗U0)
(4.18)
So by Slutsky’s Theorem, under H0 : 푑 = 푖 we have the following.
휆ˆ1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휆ˆ(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖) eigenvalues of (Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0)Δˆ(Vˆ0 ⊗ Uˆ0)∑(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖)
푗=1 휆ˆ푗휒푗 →푑
∑(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖)
푚=1 휆푚휒푚
휒푗 , 휒푚 ∼ i.i.d. 휒21
휆1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휆(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖) eigenvalues of (V′0 ⊗U′0)Δ(V0 ⊗U0)
(4.19)
So we conclude the following under H0 : 푑 = 푖.
((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec
√
푛 (Kn−K))′ ((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec
√
푛 (Kn−K))
≈ 푑∑(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖)
푗=1 휆ˆ푗휒푗
휒푗 ∼ i.i.d. 휒21
휆ˆ1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휆ˆ(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖) eigenvalues of (Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0)Δˆ(Vˆ0 ⊗ Uˆ0)
(4.20)
So we can use our estimated covariance matrix of the spanning set together with
the estimated singular vectors from the spanning set to estimate the null distribution
of (4.13). It is time to show how (4.13) and our test statistic are equivalent under
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H0 : 푑 = 푖.
C. Equivalence Mean Adjusted Test Statistic and Λˆ푖
As mentioned before, the singular value decomposition is a continuous function of the
input matrix elements. For 푞 ≤ 푝 , let 휓 : ℝ푝×푞 7→ ℝ푞 be the singular value function,
receiving real valued matrices as input and outputting a vector of the input’s singular
values. In our situation, the matrices Kn and K have more columns than rows, so
we could pass their transposes to 휓.
In Eaton and Tyler (1994), the asymptotic distribution of
√
푛 (휓 (Xn)− 휓 (B))
was studied, under the assumption that
√
푛 (Xn −B) converged to a valid distribu-
tion. Let’s apply this notation to our setting under H0 : 푑 = 푖.
√
푛 (휓 (Kn)− 휓 (K)) =
√
푛
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
diag(Uˆ′1KnVˆ1) = diag(Dˆ1) =
휎ˆ1
...
휎ˆ푖
diag(Uˆ′0KnVˆ0) = diag(Dˆ0)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
−
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎1
...
휎푖
0min(k−i,h−i)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(4.21)
They concluded, that under H0 : 푑 = 푖, the distribution of the components of
(4.21) indexed above 푖 had the same asymptotic distribution as
√
푛휓 (U′0KnV0).
Recalling (4.8) and the orthogonality of the 0 partitions with their 1 partition coun-
terparts, this asymptotic distribution is equivalent to
√
푛휓 (U′0 (Kn −K)V0)
So we conclude the following under H0 : 푑 = 푖.
√
푛
(
diag(Uˆ′0KnVˆ0)
)
≈ 푑
√
푛휓(U′0 (Kn −K)V0)
(4.22)
Now we obtain the following by noting that Uˆ′0KnVˆ0 is diagonal and that we
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can pull the
(
Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0
)
term back into the vec.
√
푛
(
diag(Uˆ′0KnVˆ0)
)′√
푛
(
diag(Uˆ′0KnVˆ0)
)
=
푛
(
vec
(
Uˆ′0KnVˆ0
))′ (
vec
(
Uˆ′0KnVˆ0
))
=
푛
((
Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0
)
vec (Kn)
)′ ((
Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0
)
vec (Kn)
) (4.23)
This is our test statistic from written in the form of (4.11). By the continuous
mapping theorem and the above, under H0 : 푑 = 푖 we obtain the following result.
푛
((
Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0
)
vec (Kn)
)′ ((
Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0
)
vec (Kn)
)
≈ 푑
√
푛휓(U′0 (Kn −K)V0)′
√
푛휓(U′0 (Kn −K)V0)
(4.24)
The latter half of (4.24) is the sum of the squared singular values of the matrix
√
푛U′0 (Kn −K)V0. These are the eigenvalues of the matrix
(
√
푛U′0 (Kn −K)V0) (
√
푛U′0 (Kn −K)V0)′. The sum of these eigenvalues is equal
to the trace of this matrix.
There is a useful relationship between the vec and trace operators. For matrices
A and B such that BA (and therefore AB) is square, trace (BA) = vec (A′)′ vec (B).
This result and other useful matrix algebra identities are found in the appendix of
Lu¨tkepohl (2007).
We take advantage of this relationship between the vec and trace operators to
obtain the following.
√
푛휓(U′0 (Kn −K)V0)′
√
푛휓(U′0 (Kn −K)V0) =
trace
(√
푛U′0 (Kn −K)V0 (
√
푛U′0 (Kn −K)V0)′
)
=
푛 (vec (U′0 (Kn −K)V0))′ (vec (U′0 (Kn −K)V0)) =
푛 ((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec (Kn −K))′ ((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec (Kn −K))
(4.25)
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Therefore we conclude the following by (4.24) and (4.11).
푛 ((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec (Kn −K))′ ((V′0 ⊗U′0) vec (Kn −K)) ≈ 푑
푛
((
Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0
)
vec (Kn)
)′ ((
Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0
)
vec (Kn)
)
=
푛
푘∑
푗=푖+1
휆ˆ푗 = Λˆ푖
(4.26)
D. 3 Reference Distributions of Λˆ푖
So by (4.15), under H0 : 푑 = 푖 our test statistic from (4.2) has the following asymp-
totic distribution.
Theory
Λˆ푖
→푑 ∑(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖)푗=1 휆푗휒푗
휒푗 ∼ i.i.d. 휒21
휆1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휆(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖) eigenvalues of (V′0 ⊗U′0)Δ(V0 ⊗U0)
(4.27)
This result is theoretically useful, but it does not have practical merit. To perform
the dimensionality test in practice, one would have to already know the diagonalized
spanset variance matrix parameter or its eigenvalues.
Earlier we showed how the estimates of these parameters converged in probability.
We demonstrated how the distribution of the quadratic form of diagonalized and mean
adjusted statistic (4.13) could be approximated using these estimates in (4.20). Given
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(4.26), under H0 : 푑 = 푖 we obtain the following distribution.
Empirical
Λˆ푖 ≈ 푑∑(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖)
푗=1 휆ˆ푗휒푗
휒푗 ∼ i.i.d. 휒21
휆ˆ1 ≥ . . . ≥ 휆ˆ(푘−푖)(ℎ−푖) eigenvalues of (Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0)Δˆ(Vˆ0 ⊗ Uˆ0)
(4.28)
So we can perform the tests in (4.1) using only the sample data. We will find
that using (4.28) to directly perform the dimensionality test of H0 : 푑 = 푖 will require
a simulation.
Unlike other more simple distributions, such as a chi-squared or normal distri-
bution, the quantiles of the distribution in (4.28) cannot be automatically calculated.
The cumulative distribution function and the density of (4.28) are not explicitly
known. A full derivation of their form for a given spanning set could be performed,
but it will be very complicated.
We can perform a simulation to estimate the cumulative distribution function of
the right hand side of (4.28) and its quantiles. We would compare our test statistic
to these quantiles and then accept H0 : 푑 = 푖 unless the statistic was close to or
exceeding the estimated high quantiles. Equivalently we could count the number of
times that our simulated value of (4.28) exceeded the value of the test statistic. The
ratio of this count with the total number of simulated values of (4.28) would yield a
p-value for the test H0 : 푑 = 푖.
To perform the simulation, we first calculate (Vˆ′0 ⊗ Uˆ′0)Δˆ(Vˆ0 ⊗ Uˆ0) and its
eigenvalues. Every realization of the random variable in (4.28) is a dot product of a
vector containing these values with a vector of independent 휒21. Individual 휒
2
1 realiza-
tions are simple to produce. So after the calculation of the parameters, realizations
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of the distribution of (4.28) are easy to make.
In the simulation, a large number of independent realizations are generated. The
quantiles are then estimated, treating the entire set of realizations as if it were the
entire support of the distribution in (4.28).
This method of testing by running a simulation is effective, but it is not very fast.
A user would prefer to be able to automatically determine the quantiles (as they can
when performing a T-test for example) of the test statistic’s null distribution and then
automatically obtain an accept/reject decision. This concern is well founded. The
other inverse regression techniques, SIR and SAVE have encountered this issue as well.
One solution is to approximate the linear combination of 휒21 random variables with
a single “corrected” chi-squared random variable. This was explained and studied in
Bentler and Xie (2000). The new random variable is scaled and its degree of freedom
are adjusted to reflect the affect of the eigenvalue coefficients. The R language dr
package (Weisberg (2009)) implementation of SIR and SAVE allows the use of this
method.
We will apply this method to approximating the distribution 4.28 in our test of
H0 : 푑 = 푖. First we formally state the result we will use from Bentler and Xie (2000).
Suppose a statistic 푇 →푑 ∑푚푖=1 훼푖휒21 where the 휒21 variables are independent and
훼푖 coefficients are the eigenvalues of a symmetric non-negative definite matrix A. We
can estimate A with a consistent (convergent in probability) estimate matrix An.
Then we have the following result.
For 푑 closest integer to trace(An)
2
trace(A2n)
푇 = 푑
trace(An)
푇 ≈ 푑휒2푑
(4.29)
Using (4.27), this applies to our situation. We can obtain a consistent estimate of
our A matrix (V′0⊗U′0)Δ(V0⊗U0) in (Vˆ′0⊗ Uˆ′0)Δˆ(Vˆ0⊗ Uˆ0) via (4.17). Note that
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A must be non-negative definite. Our (V′0 ⊗U′0)Δ(V0 ⊗U0) is a variance matrix
(as demonstrated in (4.13)) so it is certainly non-negative definite.
Approximate Empirical
For 푑 closest integer to
trace((Vˆ′0⊗Uˆ′0)Δˆ(Vˆ0⊗Uˆ0))
2
trace
(
((Vˆ′0⊗Uˆ′0)Δˆ(Vˆ0⊗Uˆ0))
2
)
푑
trace((Vˆ′0⊗Uˆ′0)Δˆ(Vˆ0⊗Uˆ0))
Λˆ푖 ≈ 푑휒2푑
(4.30)
So a user of the SMVCIR dimensionality test may use the empirical (4.28) or
approximate empirical (4.30). We will compare both approaches. To corroborate our
results and show how effective our testing method can be, we will perform simulations
and go through several examples. The approximate empirical (4.30), empirical (4.28),
and theory (4.27) distribution results will be studied.
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CHAPTER V
CALCULATION/TEST DETAILS AND A COMPLETE EXAMPLE
We have provided a lot of theory in the last two chapters. It will be better explained
when we apply it in an example. A more thorough explanation of how we would
calculate some of the quantities in our theory is also necessary. Additionally, be-
fore simulations are performed in the next chapter, we need to outline some of our
simulation evaluation methodology.
We would like to be able to see how the test statistic behaves over multiple
samples. This can be done in several ways using the approximate empirical and
empirical distribution results. For the empirical, we may form a rejection rule based
on the simulated quantiles and report the type 1 error rate of the test overall the
samples. We would conclude that the test performed well in the given situation if the
probability for the quantile we used for the rejection rule matched the value of the
error rate. We could perform a similar exercise to examine the approximate empirical
reference distribution, but here the quantiles would be automatic and require no
simulation.
We will perform both these examinations in a variety of contexts. Examination
of the power of the tests under the alternative hypotheses will also be conducted.
Particularly, we will compare the tests in both power and size across a variety of
different sample sizes and population settings. The empirical will be compared with
the empirical across different sample sizes and population settings The approximate
empirical will be compared with the approximated empirical across different sample
sizes and population settings. And both test forms will be compared with each other
across different sample sizes and population settings.
As explained in the last chapter, we can estimate the Δ matrix using sample
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moments and proportions. The K spanning set matrix can be well estimated by Kn
which is easily calculated using the sample means, variances, covariances, and pro-
portions, so its singular value decomposition matrices are easily estimated as well.
So the estimated covariance matrix of the diagonalize spanning set estimate used in
the approximate empirical (4.30) and empirical (4.28) distributions is easily calcu-
lated using the data. So we can perform the tests in our simulations without extra
considerations about the SMVCIR parameters.
But we should realize that the power and size of our tests that we observe in
simulations, are themselves statistics. Their probabilistic behavior should be consid-
ered, particularly the situations where their behavior drastically changes. The power
of the tests compared may be drastically different depending on the actual size of the
test. When we supposedly fix a size for our tests 훼, the actual size 훼★ may differ.
This means that the power may not be simply and directly controlled by the nominal
size of the test 훼. In our situation we may likely encounter this in small sample sizes,
since our distributional results are only valid in large samples. These issues were
explored in Lloyd (2005). We incorporate Lloyd’s “method 1” into our simulation
studies. This allows us to correctly compare the power of tests, even if their actual
sizes 훼★ differ. The details will be found in the next section.
It is also of interest to examine the theory (4.27) null distribution of the dimen-
sionality test statistic. In this case we can graphically examine how the test statistic
behaves over multiple samples, by comparing its estimated distribution with that of
the theory distribution. A scatter plot of the test statistic and theory quantiles (a
Q-Q plot) may be used to compare the two. We will also compare the test statistic
with the theory distribution by overlaying the kernel density estimates of the two.
To make these graphical comparisons, we have to create realizations from the
theory distribution. So we will have to explicitly calculate the diagonalized variance
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matrix (V′0⊗U′0)Δ(V0⊗U0). This explicitly depends on the spanning set estimate
variance matrixΔ and implicitly depends on the spanning setK through the singular
value decomposition. We would like to postulate group means and variances (both
on the unstandardized population) and group proportions. Then we want to be able
to derive all the parameters of the asymptotic mean and variance of our estimators
with minimal extra assumptions.
In this chapter we first provide the details of Lloyd’s “method 1” as it applies to
our work here. In the next section we provide calculation details for the theoretical
spanning set K and covariance of our dimensionality test statistic Δ. Finally in the
last section we give two examples demonstrating how we perform SMVCIR and use
the dimensionality test.
A. Test Power Comparison
The power of a test is formally the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis under
a particular parameter value. For a size 훼 test, the power of the test under each
parameter value in H0 should be less than or equal to 훼. Equivalently, 훼 is defined as
the supremum of the powers under H0. The probability of correct decision to reject
H0 under a particular parameter value in the alternative hypothesis H1 (here for a
particular alternative value to 푑) is 훽. In Lloyd’s notation, 훽 is referred to as the
“power” of the test.
In this section we draw a distinction between the nominal size of the test (the
value used to formulate the rejection rule) 훼nom and the true size of the test 훼. We
also define separate powers 훽푖 for each 푖 > 푑.
We examine each test individually. In the last chapter we discuss how we might
study the entire sequence of tests as a future research direction. In multiple hypothesis
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test situations, the nominal size we use for each individual test 훼nom may be quite
different than the actual size of the combined tests together. The most familiar case
of this happens with multiple comparison of the means in an ANOVA. Our situation,
using the iterated test sequence in (4.1) is even more complicated, as inference only
leads one to examine tests until the null is accepted. So each test is nested within the
last. This form of testing is called sequential hypothesis testing or sequential analysis.
Lloyd’s method of test power comparison (Lloyd (2005)) depends on having an
estimator of the test size 훼, 훼ˆ and an estimator of the power under the alternative
훽ˆ. In SMVCIR, the dimensionality parameter 푑 can conceivably take values 푑 =
0, 1, . . . , 푘. These different values for 푑 are caused by different values for the group
mean and variance/covariance parameters. So for the test statistic Λˆ푖 with nominal
test size 훼nom for H0 : 푑 = 푖 the true size, 훼 and power, 훽푖 parameters are dictated
by the continuous and multidimensional group mean and variance parameters.
We will evaluate Λˆ푖 in a variety of situations (a variety of different group mean
and variance parameters) for a variety of 훼nom values. In each situation, we can
easily estimate 훼 for the test statistic Λˆ푑 under the empirical or approximate empirical
reference distributions.
For estimation of 훽푖 we will formulate similar situations (same nominal power,
same dimensionality, same group proportions) to the situation that gave us our 훼
estimate. In each situation, the true dimensionality of the SMVCIR space will exceed
푑 = 푑0, the dimension for the test statistic we used for estimation of 훼. For each
of the possible alternatives 푖 > 푑0, we will estimate 훽ˆ푖 as the proportion of correct
decisions to reject H0 when the true 푑 = 푖 using Λˆ푑0 . Our estimation of 훼, and 훽푖 will
be by no means exhaustive, since there are so many possibilities for the population
parameters. But they will be varied enough that we have some reasonable breadth
in our contexts.
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Once we have estimates 훼ˆ and 훽ˆ푖, we can compare any two tests of the same
null hypothesis 푑 = 푑0 and alternative hypothesis parameter values 푑 = 푖 > 푑0.
We use Lloyd’s method 1. We will also only compare tests that use identical 훼nom
values. Obviously comparison of a .1 level test and a .05 level test should lead to
some differences. Also, the compared tests will obviously be sampled under identical
circumstances as well.
Lloyd’s method 1 estimates the relationship of 훼 and 훽 (where the subscript on 훽
is understood) as being well approximated (when the number of sampled tests is large)
by 훽 = Φ(훿 + Φ−1 (훼)). The Φ symbol represents the standard normal cumulative
distribution function. The 훿 parameter represents the quality of the test and can be
estimated by the following.
훿ˆ = Φ−1(훽ˆ)− Φ−1(훼ˆ) (5.1)
We can compare two tests by examining their 훿ˆ values. Of course, as we men-
tioned earlier, 훼ˆ and 훽ˆ are statistics. So 훿ˆ is a statistic, and we can perform inference
on the equivalence of the tests 1 and 2 using the statistical properties of 훿ˆ1 and 훿ˆ2.
We will use 6 criteria to compare tests. We have already discussed the 훿 criterion.
Fixing the null and alternative hypotheses and the nominal size of the test 훼nom for
tests 1 and 2, it is also instructive to compare the estimates 훼ˆ1 and 훼ˆ2 and 훽ˆ1 and
훽ˆ2. So we will use 훼 and 훽 as criteria for test comparison. Their difference 훽−훼 will
also be a useful criterion.
A value of 훽 for the nominal alpha value 훼nom is also a useful criteria. Following
Lloyd’s notation, we denote this value as the following.
푅
(
훼nom
)
= Φ
(
훿 + Φ−1
(
훼nom
))
(5.2)
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The final criteria is the “proportion of correct classifications” parameter.
푊 (0, 1) = Φ
(
훿√
2
)
(5.3)
These last two criteria are estimated as follows.
푅ˆ
(
훼nom
)
= Φ
(
훿ˆ + Φ−1
(
훼nom
))
(5.4)
푊ˆ (0, 1) = Φ
(
훿ˆ√
2
)
(5.5)
So we compare tests of the same 훼nom and null dimension 푑0 against the same al-
ternative dimension 푑1 using the six criteria: true size 훼, power 훽, 훼−훽, 훿, 푅 (훼nom),
and coefficient of correct classification 푊 (0, 1). Each of the criteria have estimates
that have been previously noted. Lloyd calculated the standard errors of these esti-
mates as well. He refrained from developing their distributions in method 1.
We will compare tests using only the estimates of the criteria and their standard
errors. Lloyd’s other methods of test comparison provide full statistical inference
on the criteria, but they are complex and involve time consuming techniques like the
bootstrap. Performing each test is already a somewhat time consuming technique due
to the complicated large matrix calculations. So, we will compare tests using accurate
point estimates of comparison criteria, while having an estimate of how precise the
point estimate is.
These are the estimated standard errors of the six criteria estimates. By “stan-
dard error”, we mean asymptotic standard deviation of the estimate. The value 퐵0
is the number of tests sampled under the the null dimension 푑0. The value 퐵1 is
the number of tests sampled under the alternative dimension 푑1. Lloyd explicitly
calculated each, and we produce their estimates with the normal “plug-in” method.
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Note that the the null and alternative tests are independently conducted, so 훼ˆ and 훽ˆ
are independent. Also we use 휙 to represent the standard normal density.
SˆD (훼ˆ) =
√
훼ˆ
√
1− 훼ˆ
퐵0
(5.6)
SˆD
(
훽ˆ
)
=
√√√⎷ 훽ˆ√1− 훽ˆ
퐵1
(5.7)
SˆD
(
훽ˆ − 훼ˆ
)
=
√
SˆD(훽ˆ)2 + SˆD (훼ˆ)2 (5.8)
SˆD
(
훿ˆ
)
=
√
SˆD(훽ˆ)2
휙2(Φ−1(훽ˆ))
+
SˆD (훼ˆ)2
휙2 (Φ−1 (훼ˆ))
(5.9)
SˆD
(
푅ˆ
(
훼nom
))
= SˆD
(
훿ˆ
)
휙
(
훿ˆ + Φ−1
(
훼nom
))
(5.10)
SˆD
(
푊ˆ (0, 1)
)
= SˆD
(
훿ˆ
)( 1√
2
)
휙
(
훿ˆ√
2
)
(5.11)
B. Calculation of Δ and K
In Chapter III we found that the asymptotic distribution of the spanning set estimate
depended on the parameter matrices K and Δ. In the last chapter we found that the
theory distribution depended on the the same matrices,Δ directly andK through the
singular value decomposition. These parameter matrices are functions of the original
parameters of the asymptotic distribution of u¯ in (3.22).
In Chapter III, the mean of u¯ depended on the pseudo-first moment parameters
mj, second moment parameters Vj, group proportions 푝푗, marginal mean 흁, and
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marginal variance Σ. In addition to these parameters the asymptotic variance of u¯
depends on the parameters Mj = E[1푗푖xi(x
′
i ⊗ x′i)] and Nj = E [1푗푖(xix′i)⊗ (xix′i)] ,
and their non-group counterparts M = E[xi(x
′
i ⊗ x′i)] and N = E [(xix′i)⊗ (xix′i)].
Under our initial assumptions, the mj, Vj , 푝푗 , 흁, and Σ parameters are easily
obtained. The Mj, Nj, M, and N parameters involve third and fourth moment
parameters. We need additional assumptions to derive them.
The multivariate normal distribution is completely determined by its first and
second moments. It also has some very useful properties that allow straightforward
calculation of its higher order moments. Namely, all subvectors are multivariate
normal and conditioning one subvector on another subvector leads to a multivariate
normal. So we can calculate Mj, Nj, M, and N with our initial mean and variance
assumptions if we assume the underlying group populations are multivariate normal.
Using only multivariate normal populations is limiting. We can add more flex-
ibility by considering mixtures of multivariate normals. This allows multi modality
and a variety of other attributes (including skewness) in a group’s distribution. By
doing this we have two levels of mixing. At the highest level we have the individual
groups that we will discriminate using SMVCIR. And then at intra-group level we
may have multiple multivariate normal populations that we observe. Remember that
SMVCIR only pays attention to the marginal mean and variance of the group (over
all the multiple populations within the group). Also we retain our restriction that the
means must be defined and the variance must be non-singular for each subpopulation
within a group.
The calculation of the necessary parameters in this two level mixture case is
straightforward. To calculate the group proportions, means, variances, and second-
fourth order moments that determine the asymptotic distribution of u¯ and therefore
determine Δ and K, we merely need to use two levels of conditioning in our calcu-
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lations (instead of only one). So we can use the non-mixture multivariate normal
formulae for calculation of the moments and then take care to properly condition on
the group and properly marginalize over the sub-categories within that group.
So in evaluation of the theory (4.27) null distribution of the dimensionality test
statistic we will assume that the underlying group populations are 푘-variate multi-
variate normal or mixture multivariate normal. As before there are 푔 groups.
Suppose the group 푖 comes from a mixture of 푔푖 multivariate normals (we have
the non-mixture case when 푔푖 = 1). We index the individual population parameters
within the group with a superscript to differentiate them from the group mean and
its components. So the individual population mean of population 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푔푖 within
group 푖 is denoted 흁ji. Similarly the individual population variance of population
1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푔푖 within group 푖 is denoted Σji. The group 푖 population proportion of
population 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푔푖 within group 푖 is denoted 푝푗푖 .
Please recall our derivation of the marginal mean 흁 and variance Σ in terms of
the group means, variances, and proportions in Chapter I. We can apply the same
steps to calculating the marginal means and variances for group 푖 over the 1, . . . , 푔푖
subpopulations. The group 푖 population proportion 푝푖 is still axiomatically defined
and does not depend on the subpopulations.
So group 푖 has the following mean and variance.
흁i =
푔푖∑
푗=1
푝푗푖흁
j
i (5.12)
Σ =
푔푖∑
푗=1
Σ
j
i푝
푗
푖 +
푔푖∑
푗=1
흁
j
i흁
j
i
′
푝푗푖 − 흁i흁′i (5.13)
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Recall from (1.1) that the marginal mean is defined as the following.
흁 =
푔∑
푖=1
푝푖흁i (5.14)
The marginal variance (1.6) is defined as the following.
Σ =
푔∑
푖=1
Σi푝푖 +
푔∑
푗=1
흁i흁
′
i푝푖 − 흁흁′ (5.15)
Recall the definition of E[ui] from equation (3.4). We already know the first 푔
parameters (the group proportions). The pseudo-first moment parameters are easily
calculated as mj = 푝푗흁j. The reader will recall our first delta method inverted this
scaling to get the actual group means.
The pseudo second moments are obtained by using the same scaling trick and
the relationship between the variance and first and second moments.
Var[x] = E
[
(x− 흁) (x− 흁)′]
= E [(x− 흁)x′]− E [(x− 흁)흁′]
= E [(x− 흁)x′]− E [(x− 흁)]흁′
= E [(x− 흁)x′]− 0흁′
= E [(x− 흁)x′]
= E [xx′ − 흁x′]
= E [xx′]− E [흁x′]
= E [xx′]− 흁E [x′]
= E [xx′]− 흁흁′
(5.16)
So we can get the second moment pseudo-parameters in (3.4) byVj = 푝푗
(
Σj + 흁j흁
′
j
)
.
With this we can fully calculate E[ui].
We can already compute much of the variance matrix in Var[ui] (3.5). We still
need to derive the Mj = E[1푗푖xi(x
′
i ⊗ x′i)], Nj = E [1푗푖(xix′i)⊗ (xix′i)],
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M = E[xi(x
′
i ⊗ x′i)], and N = E [(xix′i)⊗ (xix′i)] parameter matrices. These matrices
will utilize higher order powers of the predictors, up to the quartic order. As with the
mj andVj parameters,Mj = 푝푗E[xi (x
′
i ⊗ x′i) ∣푦 = 푗] andNj = 푝푗E [(xix′i)⊗ (xix′i)∣푦 = 푗].
Let’s examine Mj. Conditional on 푦 = 푗, xi is a 푘 variate mixture of (or single)
multivariate normal random vectors. We will examine what happens when we expand
the cubic form in Mj.
xi(x
′
i ⊗ x′i) =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1
...
푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
([
푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘
]
⊗
[
푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘
])
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1
...
푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
[
푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖푘
]
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖1푥푖푘 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘푥푖푘
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
푥푖푘푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖1푥푖푘 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(5.17)
Recall how we calculated the marginal mean 흁. We can use the conditioning rule
E [X] = E [E [X∣푦]] to write Mj as a matrix of linear combinations of multivariate
normal moments.
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We have a similar situation for Nj. First we examine the quartic form within it.
(xix
′
i)⊗ (xix′i) =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1
...
푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
[
푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘
]
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⊗
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1
...
푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
[
푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘
]
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘
...
. . .
...
푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦⊗
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘
...
. . .
...
푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1푥푖1
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘
...
. . .
...
푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘
...
. . .
...
푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
...
. . .
...
푥푖푘푥푖1
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘
...
. . .
...
푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖푘
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘
...
. . .
...
푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1푥푖1푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖1푥푖1푥푖푘
...
. . .
...
푥푖1푥푖1푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖1푥푖푘푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖1푥푖푘푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘푥푖1푥푖푘
...
. . .
...
푥푖1푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖1푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
...
. . .
...⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖푘푥푖1푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖1푥푖1푥푖푘
...
. . .
...
푥푖푘푥푖1푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖1푥푖푘푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖1푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖1푥푖푘
...
. . .
...
푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖푘
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(5.18)
Taking the expectation of this will yield a matrix of fourth order product mo-
ments of variables that are mixtures of (or single) multivariate normal.
Look at the following example. Here we let 휇푚 푘푘1푗 be the third order product
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moment of between variables 푥푘,푥푘, and 푥1 for subpopulation 푚 within group 푗. If
we know the mean vector 흁mj and the covariance matrix Σ
m
j for subpopulation 푚
within group 푗, then we can calculate this product moment.
E [푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖1∣푦 = 푗] =
E
[
E
[
푥푖푘푥푖푘푥푖1
∣∣∣∣∣group subpop. is 푚
] ∣∣∣∣∣푦 = 푗
]
=
E
[∑푔푦
푚=1 I [group subpop. is 푚]휇
푚 푘푘1
푦
∣∣∣∣∣푦 = 푗
]
=
E
[∑푔푗
푚=1 I [group subpop. is 푚]휇
푚 푘푘1
푗
]
=∑푔푗
푚=1 푝
푚
푗 휇
푚 푘푘1
푗
(5.19)
We can calculate each of the components of (5.18) and (5.17) in a similar manner
to that of (5.19).
The situation is a bit more complicated for the matrices M and N. There is
no conditioning in either expression. So the marginals are taken over two levels of
mixture: the group, and then the subpopulation within the group (unless the group
only has a single multivariate normal population). Calculation is still straightforward
however, we just marginalize twice.
We have discussed and provided some demonstration how we can calculate the
E[ui] and Var[ui] from (3.22). Through the invocation of several functions this will
then give us the values of Δ and K, and this will allow us to study the theory null
distribution (4.27). Our only requirements are that the group proportions 푝푖, group
subpopulation proportions 푝푗푖 , group subpopulation means 흁
j
i, and group subpopula-
tion variances Σji be specified. We allow subpopulations within the groups for extra
flexibility, but for simplicity we may only use one population within each group.
We can calculate the multivariate normal moments (up to fourth order) for the
estimation of each quantity in E[ui] and Var[ui] based solely on our specified pa-
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rameters, since the multivariate normal distribution is fully defined by its mean and
variance. However, the link between the first and second moments that the mean and
variance define and the higher order moments is not elementary. We will define this
link, i.e. show how to calculate the higher order moments given the first and second
moments in the appendix.
C. Example
Now we will provide examples that demonstrate the use of the concepts we have
discussed so far. We examine 2 different situations.
In the first example, we use the statistical programming language R to generate
data from a hypothetical 2 group population of 6-variate multivariate normals. This
is the same situation we encountered in our initial example in section 1.1. There are
four differences between the groups. The mean vectors differ. All of the variance
parameters are different between the two groups (yielding 1 difference since we stack
the variances). One of the covariance parameters is different, that between 푥5 and
푥6. As discussed earlier, for reasons of symmetry we find a difference between the
covariance matrix parameters at index (5,6) and (6,5), yielding 2 differences.
For sample sizes 100, 1000, and 5000 we show how the approximate empirical
(4.30) and empirical (4.28) tests are used to estimate the dimensionality of the SMV-
CIR space. We will show the results of the iterative tests (4.1) for each of the three
separate samples. For the the largest sample, where 푛 = 5000, we will show how
SMVCIR transforms the coordinates and demonstrates the differences between the
two groups.
We will also use another situation to show how the theory (4.27) null reference
distribution matches with the distribution of our test statistic. In this situation we
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have three groups and four differences for a 5 variable population. There is one mean
difference, one variance difference, and two covariance differences.
We merely want to demonstrate how our developed concepts work in this chapter.
Further simulation examining the approximate empirical (4.30), empirical (4.28), and
theory (4.27) distribution results will be performed in the next chapter. Our claims
about the three will be rigorously corroborated there.
1. 2 Groups, 6 Predictors: Approximate Empirical and Empirical
We observe 2 multivariate normal populations with these parameters.
푝1 = .25
푝2 = .75
흁
′
1 =
[
17.5 0 0 0 0 0
]′
흁
′
2 =
[
0 0 0 0 0
]′
(5.20)
Σ1 = I6
Σ2 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
4 0 0 0 0 0
0 9 0 0 0 0
0 0 16 0 0 0
0 0 0 25 0 0
0 0 0 0 36 20
0 0 0 0 20 49
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(5.21)
So we expect to find 4 difference dimensions when we use SMVCIR. The means
are clearly different for the first variable 푥1. The variance of all variables 푥1, . . . , 푥6 is
different across the two groups. The covariance between 푥5 and 푥6 is clearly different
as well. The mean difference should contribute one unique difference to the SMVCIR
space. All six of the elemental variance differences will contribute in total one unique
variance difference to the SMVCIR space (recall that variances are stacked together).
We will see two dimensions for the covariance difference between 푥5 and 푥6. Recall
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our explanation in section 1.1 for the covariance difference in this same example
situation. We simulate 100 draws from the population using hierarchical sampling
and then perform SMVCIR on the resulting sample. In this hierarchical sampling we
sample each observation by first drawing a group. We choose group 1 with probability
.25 and group 2 with probability .75. Then we sample from the multivariate normal
population of that group using the function mvrnorm from the MASS package in R
(Venables and Ripley (2002)).
We have written an R program that performs the SMVCIR algorithm and per-
forms the dimensionality tests. Invocation of this program on the size 100 sample
yields the following results in Table 1 . We have rounded the p-value and test statis-
tic values to the 1000th decimal place for simplicity.
Table 1. Ex. 5.C.1, Tests for 푑, 푛 = 100
Test Λˆ푖 Empirical Approx. Empirical
H0 : 푑 = 0 H1 : 푑 > 0 235.039 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 1 H1 : 푑 > 1 117.303 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 2 H1 : 푑 > 2 24.115 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 3 H1 : 푑 > 3 12.634 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 4 H1 : 푑 > 4 3.750 0.007 .003
H0 : 푑 = 5 H1 : 푑 > 5 .082 0.857 .829
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So SMVCIR detects 5 dimensions under this sample size. We now perform
SMVCIR on the size 1000 sample, recording the results in Table 2.
Table 2. Ex. 5.C.1, Tests for 푑, 푛 = 1000
Test Λˆ푖 Empirical Approx. Empirical
H0 : 푑 = 0 H1 : 푑 > 0 2529.054 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 1 H1 : 푑 > 1 1064.658 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 2 H1 : 푑 > 2 115.248 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 3 H1 : 푑 > 3 39.833 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 4 H1 : 푑 > 4 4.076 0.061 .062
H0 : 푑 = 5 H1 : 푑 > 5 1.676 0.101 .111
Using a significance level of .05 and not worrying about the effect of multiple
testing on our type 1 error rates, SMVCIR find 4 dimensions.
This is acceptable, but we will see better performance under a sample size of
5000. We will show the output of the separate stages of the SMVCIR algorithm for
this next calculation. Since the output matrix size is so large, we provide this output
in its original R format. We round the estimates in each of the span set estimation
stages to the 10000th decimal place.
In the first stage, the central limit theorem stage recorded in Table 3, the output
does not look much like our parameters because we have not yet created the group
moments. Recall equation (3.3). We do see the familiar sample group proportions in
the first line of the output. These are repeated in the output of each stage until the
group proportions are no longer needed. The statistics that will become sample group
means make up the first two columns of the remaining output. The statistics that
will become sample group second moments make up the next 12 columns (6 columns
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for six variables and two groups). The marginal mean is in the next column (16).
The marginal variance occupies the last 6 columns.
Table 3. Output: Central Limit Theorem
1 0.2396 0.7604
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 4.1944 0.0314 73.6682 -0.1229 0.238 0.111 0.0597 0.1283 3.0514
2 -0.0071 -0.082 -0.1229 0.2262 -0.0009 -0.004 -0.0049 0.0043 -0.1237
3 0.0129 0.0573 0.238 -0.0009 0.2598 0.0039 -0.0127 -0.0111 -0.0259
4 0.0064 -0.1315 0.111 -0.004 0.0039 0.2322 -0.0113 0.0032 -0.2043
5 0.0025 0.0943 0.0597 -0.0049 -0.0127 -0.0113 0.2242 0.0037 0.259
6 0.0077 0.1052 0.1283 0.0043 -0.0111 0.0032 0.0037 0.2326 0.1154
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 -0.1237 -0.0259 -0.2043 0.259 0.1154 4.2258 76.7196 -0.2466 0.2121
2 6.864 0.0503 0.0082 -0.559 -0.4642 -0.089 -0.2466 7.0902 0.0494
3 0.0503 12.3843 0.0844 0.0227 0.1591 0.0702 0.2121 0.0494 12.6441
4 0.0082 0.0844 19.0061 -0.3936 -0.772 -0.1251 -0.0933 0.0042 0.0883
5 -0.559 0.0227 -0.3936 26.8518 15.1704 0.0968 0.3187 -0.5638 0.01
6 -0.4642 0.1591 -0.772 15.1704 37.847 0.1129 0.2437 -0.4599 0.1481
19 20 21
1 -0.0933 0.3187 0.2437
2 0.0042 -0.5638 -0.4599
3 0.0883 0.01 0.1481
4 19.2383 -0.4049 -0.7687
5 -0.4049 27.076 15.1742
6 -0.7687 15.1742 38.0796
Now in the next stage, our first delta method invocation recorded in Table 4, we
can see the group mean estimates (first two columns). The group second moments
are given next (columns 3-8 for group 1, columns 9-14 for group 2). Since the mean
of group 2 is zero, the second moments for that group are understandably close to the
variances and covariances. For group 1, note how large the second moment estimate
is for variable 1 (row 1 and column 3). This size is due solely to the non-zero mean in
group 1 for variable 1 (estimated in row 1 and column 1). The marginal first moment
(column 15) and the second moments in the last 6 columns remain the same.
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Table 4. Output: Group Moments, 푓1
1 0.2396 0.7604
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 17.5056 0.0413 307.4634 -0.5127 0.9932 0.4632 0.2491 0.5353 4.0129
2 -0.0296 -0.1078 -0.5127 0.9442 -0.0036 -0.0167 -0.0203 0.0178 -0.1627
3 0.0537 0.0754 0.9932 -0.0036 1.0843 0.0163 -0.0529 -0.0462 -0.034
4 0.0266 -0.1729 0.4632 -0.0167 0.0163 0.9692 -0.0472 0.0135 -0.2686
5 0.0105 0.124 0.2491 -0.0203 -0.0529 -0.0472 0.9357 0.0155 0.3406
6 0.032 0.1384 0.5353 0.0178 -0.0462 0.0135 0.0155 0.9706 0.1518
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 -0.1627 -0.034 -0.2686 0.3406 0.1518 4.2258 76.7196 -0.2466 0.2121
2 9.0268 0.0662 0.0107 -0.7351 -0.6104 -0.089 -0.2466 7.0902 0.0494
3 0.0662 16.2866 0.1111 0.0298 0.2093 0.0702 0.2121 0.0494 12.6441
4 0.0107 0.1111 24.9949 -0.5176 -1.0152 -0.1251 -0.0933 0.0042 0.0883
5 -0.7351 0.0298 -0.5176 35.3127 19.9506 0.0968 0.3187 -0.5638 0.01
6 -0.6104 0.2093 -1.0152 19.9506 49.7725 0.1129 0.2437 -0.4599 0.1481
19 20 21
1 -0.0933 0.3187 0.2437
2 0.0042 -0.5638 -0.4599
3 0.0883 0.01 0.1481
4 19.2383 -0.4049 -0.7687
5 -0.4049 27.076 15.1742
6 -0.7687 15.1742 38.0796
In the next stage, our group second moments are turned into variances. The
output is recorded in recorded in Table 5. We see that the high estimate value in
row 1 and column 3 has been changed to a value closer to the variance of group 1
for variable 1. The marginal second moment estimates in the last six columns have
become marginal variance/covariance estimates.
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Table 5. Output: Variances, 푓2
1 0.2396 0.7604
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 17.5056 0.0413 1.0159 0.0055 0.0525 -0.0019 0.0654 -0.0246 4.0112
2 -0.0296 -0.1078 0.0055 0.9433 -0.0021 -0.0159 -0.02 0.0187 -0.1583
3 0.0537 0.0754 0.0525 -0.0021 1.0814 0.0148 -0.0534 -0.0479 -0.0371
4 0.0266 -0.1729 -0.0019 -0.0159 0.0148 0.9685 -0.0475 0.0127 -0.2615
5 0.0105 0.124 0.0654 -0.02 -0.0534 -0.0475 0.9356 0.0152 0.3355
6 0.032 0.1384 -0.0246 0.0187 -0.0479 0.0127 0.0152 0.9696 0.1461
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 -0.1583 -0.0371 -0.2615 0.3355 0.1461 4.2258 58.8625 0.1297 -0.0845
2 9.0152 0.0743 -0.0079 -0.7217 -0.5955 -0.089 0.1297 7.0822 0.0557
3 0.0743 16.2809 0.1241 0.0205 0.1989 0.0702 -0.0845 0.0557 12.6392
4 -0.0079 0.1241 24.965 -0.4962 -0.9913 -0.1251 0.4354 -0.007 0.0971
5 -0.7217 0.0205 -0.4962 35.2973 19.9334 0.0968 -0.0903 -0.5552 0.0032
6 -0.5955 0.1989 -0.9913 19.9334 49.7533 0.1129 -0.2333 -0.4499 0.1402
19 20 21
1 0.4354 -0.0903 -0.2333
2 -0.007 -0.5552 -0.4499
3 0.0971 0.0032 0.1402
4 19.2227 -0.3928 -0.7546
5 -0.3928 27.0666 15.1632
6 -0.7546 15.1632 38.0668
In the third delta method stage, the data is standardized. We record this output
in Table 6. The marginal mean and variance information is dropped from the output.
Note how small the variance in group 1 (columns 3-8) has become. Our marginal
variance is greatly affected by the high variance in group 2 and the mean of group 1.
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Table 6. Output: Standardization, 푓3
1 0.2396 0.7604
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1.7309 -0.5454 0.0173 0.0003 0.0019 -0.0001 0.0016 -0.0005 0.0681
2 0.0223 -0.007 0.0003 0.1332 -0.0002 -0.0014 -0.0014 0.0011 -0.0078
3 -0.0046 0.0015 0.0019 -0.0002 0.0856 0.001 -0.0029 -0.0022 -0.0014
4 0.0346 -0.0109 -0.0001 -0.0014 0.001 0.0504 -0.0021 0.0005 -0.0078
5 -0.0166 0.0052 0.0016 -0.0014 -0.0029 -0.0021 0.0346 0.0005 0.0084
6 -0.0131 0.0041 -0.0005 0.0011 -0.0022 0.0005 0.0005 0.0255 0.0031
10 11 12 13 14
1 -0.0078 -0.0014 -0.0078 0.0084 0.0031
2 1.2729 0.0079 -0.0007 -0.0521 -0.0363
3 0.0079 1.2881 0.008 0.0011 0.0091
4 -0.0007 0.008 1.2987 -0.0218 -0.0366
5 -0.0521 0.0011 -0.0218 1.3041 0.621
6 -0.0363 0.0091 -0.0366 0.621 1.307
In the fourth stage, we center the variances using the pooled variances. The
output is recorded in Table 7.
Table 7. Output: Centered Variances, 푓4
1 0.2396 0.7604
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1.7309 -0.5454 -0.0387 0.0061 0.0025 0.0059 -0.0051 -0.0027 0.0122
2 0.0223 -0.007 0.0061 -0.8667 -0.0061 -0.0005 0.0385 0.0284 -0.0019
3 -0.0046 0.0015 0.0025 -0.0061 -0.9144 -0.0053 -0.003 -0.0086 -0.0008
4 0.0346 -0.0109 0.0059 -0.0005 -0.0053 -0.9492 0.015 0.0282 -0.0018
5 -0.0166 0.0052 -0.0051 0.0385 -0.003 0.015 -0.9653 -0.4718 0.0016
6 -0.0131 0.0041 -0.0027 0.0284 -0.0086 0.0282 -0.4718 -0.9745 0.0009
10 11 12 13 14
1 -0.0019 -0.0008 -0.0018 0.0016 0.0009
2 0.2731 0.0019 0.0002 -0.0121 -0.009
3 0.0019 0.2881 0.0017 0.001 0.0027
4 0.0002 0.0017 0.2991 -0.0047 -0.0089
5 -0.0121 0.001 -0.0047 0.3042 0.1487
6 -0.009 0.0027 -0.0089 0.1487 0.3071
In stage 5 we weight the group estimates. The group proportions are no longer
needed and dropped from the output. The results are recorded in Table 8.
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Table 8. Output: Group Proportion Weighted, 푓5
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0.8473 -0.4756 -0.0189 0.003 0.0012 0.0029
2 0.0109 -0.0061 0.003 -0.4242 -0.003 -0.0003
3 -0.0023 0.0013 0.0012 -0.003 -0.4476 -0.0026
4 0.0169 -0.0095 0.0029 -0.0003 -0.0026 -0.4646
5 -0.0081 0.0046 -0.0025 0.0189 -0.0015 0.0073
6 -0.0064 0.0036 -0.0013 0.0139 -0.0042 0.0138
10 11 12 13 14
1 -0.0017 -0.0007 -0.0016 0.0014 0.0008
2 0.2381 0.0017 0.0001 -0.0106 -0.0078
3 0.0017 0.2513 0.0015 0.0008 0.0024
4 0.0001 0.0015 0.2608 -0.0041 -0.0078
5 -0.0106 0.0008 -0.0041 0.2652 0.1296
6 -0.0078 0.0024 -0.0078 0.1296 0.2678
The final spanning set estimate is then created. We record the estimate in
Table 9. Note how zeros have replaced the variance positions in the weighted group
covariances, and how the variances that were there are stacked at the end in the final
two columns.
Table 9. Output: Estimated Spanset from Simulation Functions
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0.8473 -0.4756 0 0.003 0.0012 0.0029 -0.0025 -0.0013 0
2 0.0109 -0.0061 0.003 0 -0.003 -0.0003 0.0189 0.0139 -0.0017
3 -0.0023 0.0013 0.0012 -0.003 0 -0.0026 -0.0015 -0.0042 -0.0007
4 0.0169 -0.0095 0.0029 -0.0003 -0.0026 0 0.0073 0.0138 -0.0016
5 -0.0081 0.0046 -0.0025 0.0189 -0.0015 0.0073 0 -0.231 0.0014
6 -0.0064 0.0036 -0.0013 0.0139 -0.0042 0.0138 -0.231 0 0.0008
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1 -0.0017 -0.0007 -0.0016 0.0014 0.0008 -0.0189 0.0106
2 0 0.0017 0.0001 -0.0106 -0.0078 -0.4242 0.2381
3 0.0017 0 0.0015 0.0008 0.0024 -0.4476 0.2513
4 0.0001 0.0015 0 -0.0041 -0.0078 -0.4646 0.2608
5 -0.0106 0.0008 -0.0041 0 0.1296 -0.4725 0.2652
6 -0.0078 0.0024 -0.0078 0.1296 0 -0.477 0.2678
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We just saw the spanning set used to generate the reference distribution in the
approximate empirical (4.30) and empirical (4.28), Table 9 “Estimated Spanset from
Simulation Functions”. The actual computation of the SMVCIR spanning set and
test statistic in practice use bias corrected variance estimates. However, the estimate
produced for these reference distributions, Table 9 “Estimated Spanset from Simula-
tion Functions”, which includes the separate stages we have shown, uses the biased
statistics for simplicity. As we discussed in Chapter III, the biased and unbiased
estimates used in SMVCIR are both consistent and asymptotically equivalent to each
other.
The spanning set that is used to compute the test statistic is the following, as
recorded in Table 10
Table 10. Output: Estimated Spanset from Original Smvcir1 Function
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0.8472 -0.4756 0 0.003 0.0012 0.0029 -0.0025 -0.0013 0
2 0.0109 -0.0061 0.003 0 -0.003 -0.0003 0.0189 0.0139 -0.0017
3 -0.0023 0.0013 0.0012 -0.003 0 -0.0026 -0.0015 -0.0042 -0.0007
4 0.0169 -0.0095 0.0029 -0.0003 -0.0026 0 0.0073 0.0138 -0.0016
5 -0.0081 0.0046 -0.0025 0.0189 -0.0015 0.0073 0 -0.231 0.0014
6 -0.0064 0.0036 -0.0013 0.0139 -0.0042 0.0138 -0.231 0 0.0008
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1 -0.0017 -0.0007 -0.0016 0.0014 0.0008 -0.0189 0.0106
2 0 0.0017 0.0001 -0.0106 -0.0078 -0.4242 0.2381
3 0.0017 0 0.0015 0.0008 0.0024 -0.4476 0.2513
4 0.0001 0.0015 0 -0.0041 -0.0078 -0.4647 0.2608
5 -0.0106 0.0008 -0.0041 0 0.1297 -0.4726 0.2653
6 -0.0078 0.0024 -0.0078 0.1297 0 -0.477 0.2678
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It is very similar to the previous spanning set, Table 9 “Estimated Spanset from
Simulation Functions”. The kernel of the estimate Table 10 “Estimated Spanset from
Original Smvcir1 Function” has the eigenvalues recorded in Table 11. These are the
squared singular values of the Table 10 “Estimated Spanset from Original Smvcir1
Function” matrix.
Table 11. Output: Estimated Kernel from Original Smvcir1 Function Eigenvalues
1 1.404967e+00 9.430177e-01 7.025956e-02 4.631225e-02 4.562671e-05
6 5.678140e-08
The kernel of the spanning set used for the reference distributions, Table 9 “Es-
timated Spanset from Simulation Functions” has the eigenvalues recorded in Table
12.. They are quite close.
Table 12. Output: Estimated Kernel from Simulation Functions Eigenvalues
1 1.404873e+00 9.432050e-01 7.025077e-02 4.630770e-02 4.562375e-05
6 5.662135e-08
Now we produce the dimensionality test output, recorded in Table 13. The refer-
ence distributions here have been determined via estimated singular value decompo-
sition and covariance of the Table 9 “Estimated Spanset from Simulation Functions”
estimated. The test statistic is determined using the Table 10 “Estimated Spanset
from Original Smvcir1 Function” spanning set estimate.
We see that the sample size has become adequately high so that the dimension
is perfectly inferred. Now we can infer that SMVCIR spans only four dimensions.
So we can perform the final analysis of our data by visually examining the first four
dimensions of the final transformed data.
Before examination of the transformed data, we check the correlation of the
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Table 13. Ex. 5.C.1, Tests for 푑, 푛 = 5000
Test Λˆ푖 Empirical Approx. Empirical
H0 : 푑 = 0 H1 : 푑 > 0 12323.0100 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 1 H1 : 푑 > 1 5298.1760 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 2 H1 : 푑 > 2 583.0875 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 3 H1 : 푑 > 3 232.7897 0 0
H0 : 푑 = 4 H1 : 푑 > 4 .2284 0.9554 .9366
H0 : 푑 = 5 H1 : 푑 > 5 .0003 1 .9996
transformed coordinates. The results are recorded in Table 14. We only need to check
the first four since we accepted that our dimension is 4. We find little correlation. So
Table 14. Output: SMVCIR D1-D4 Correlation
D1 D2 D3 D4
D1 1.0000 0.0124 0.0008 0.1838
D2 0.0124 1.0000 -0.0035 0.0289
D3 0.0008 -0.0035 1.0000 0.0057
D4 0.1838 0.0289 0.0057 1.0000
we can examine the plots without worrying about the problems caused by marginal
linear dependency. Here they are in Figure 13. The first group is black and the second
is red.
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Figure 13. SMVCIR Coordinates, Ex. 5.C.1
The first dimension clearly separates the groups in variance. The second also
clearly separates the groups on location. The last two dimensions separate on covari-
ance, though the extent of the separation is much more mild. This is not surprising.
The third and fourth theoretical eigenvalues were significantly lower than the first
two.
Now we’ll look at a 3D plot of the first three dimensions in Figure 14. We use the
rgl package (Adler and Murdoch (2009)). All the group differences are noticeable here.
The covariance difference is the weakest trend in the examination of the first three
dimensions, but it is very evident in the second plot where we examine dimensions 1,
2, and 4.
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Figure 14. 3D SMVCIR Coordinates, Ex. 5.C.1
Table 15 records the the eigenvectors of the first four dimensions
Table 15. Output: SMVCIR Eigenvectors
1 2 3 4
1 -0.0662 0.9974 -0.0021 -0.0230
2 -0.4034 -0.0153 -0.0146 0.4340
3 -0.4285 -0.0329 -0.0082 0.3111
4 -0.4435 -0.0111 0.0202 0.4203
5 -0.4734 -0.0441 -0.7096 -0.5167
6 -0.4780 -0.0418 0.7041 -0.5203
The first dimension, found in column 1 represents variance. It involves all the
variables and assigns them all the same sign. Most are given an appreciable magnitude
as well. This makes sense because the variance is uniformly larger in group 2 than
group 1, so the differences are unidirectional.
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The second dimension represents the location difference in 푥1. The coefficients
of the eigenvector are very small except for the first position. The coefficient in this
position is also positive, which differs from the coefficients used for the first dimension.
The mean of group 1 exceeds the mean of group 2, while the variances of group 2
exceed those of group 1. So the pattern of signs is consistent.
In the third eigenvector, all of the coefficients are very small except for the last
two. This puts most of the discrimination strength of this dimension in variables 푥5
and 푥6 and corroborates our interpretation that this a covariance dimension involving
those two variables.
The fourth dimension is more nebulous. It appears to be a contrast between the
second through fifth variables with the rest. The fifth and six variables do have the
largest magnitude and both point in the same direction. Each SMVCIR dimension
does not necessarily coincide with a single variance/covariance difference and may
be the result of several. This dimension probably places extra and negative scaling
on variables 푥5 and 푥6 so that they are well contrasted with the positively scaled
variables 푥2, . . . , 푥4, since they have positive covariance and higher variance than
those variables. The coefficient on 푥1 is negligible in magnitude, so its effect on the
dimension is probably rather mild.
Note that these eigenvectors are coefficients for the standardized data in forming
the SMVCIR space. Thankfully, as we demonstrated in Chapter II, our scaling stan-
dardization method maintains the ordering relationships among the variables between
groups.
We can see how SMVCIR succinctly shows us the group differences by comparing
Figure 13 with a matrix plot of the original predictors. We produce this matrix plot
in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Original Predictor Coordinates, Ex. 5.C.1
2. 3 Groups, 6 Predictors: Theory
In this section we will perform some simulations showing how the theory (4.27) null
reference distribution holds for our test statistic Λˆ푖 under H0 : 푑 = 푖.
We observe 3 multivariate normal populations with these parameters.
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푝1 = .25
푝2 = .25
푝3 = .5
흁
′
1 = 흁
′
3 =
[
2 .2 −2 3.2 .6
]′
흁
′
2 =
[
.1 2 .3 .4 5
]′
(5.22)
Σ1 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
10 6 0 0 0
6 10 0 0 0
0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0 10 0
0 0 0 0 10
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
Σ2 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0
0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
Σ3 = 10× I5
(5.23)
The mean of group 2 is obviously different from that of the other groups. The
variances of group 2, except for 푥3 are also different from the rest. Group 1 has a
different covariance structure than groups 2 or 3, with positive correlation between
푥1 and 푥2. To reflect this contrast in covariance between group 3 and groups 1
and 2, SMVCIR will put two unique dimensions into the spanning set. The first
is a dimension of the standardized difference of column 2 for the groups with zero
positions in all but the first row (variance position for 푥2 is already zeroed out). The
second is a dimension of the standardized difference of column 1 for the groups with
zero positions in all but the second row (variance position for 푥1 is already zeroed
out). So we should expect to see 4 dimensions.
We calculate the theoretical values of the spanning set and the covariance of its
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estimate using the tools developed in the previous section. Then we make draws from
this theoretical distribution. We compare the distribution estimated by these draws
to the distribution with that of the test statistic Λˆ4 as estimated over many samples
from the population with parameters (5.22)-(5.23). The two should match, as the
dimension of the SMVCIR space is 4.
The eigen values for the SMVCIR kernel are the following.
휆1 = .7401373
휆2 = .5996325
휆3 = .07067002
휆4 = .02682476
휆5 = 0
(5.24)
When we use 푛 = 100 for our calculation of the test statistic in each sample,
we get the following results. A Q-Q plot is rendered in Figure 16. Two kernel
density plots are rendered in Figure 17. In the kernel density plots, the red line
represents the reference distribution density estimate, while the black represents the
test statistic’s density estimate. 1000 realizations were drawn from the theoretical
and actual distributions to make these plots.
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Figure 16. 푛 = 100, Q-Q Plot, Ex. 5.C.2
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Figure 17. 푛 = 100, Kernel Densities, Ex. 5.C.2
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At this sample size, the distribution of the test statistic Λˆ4 does not match
with the theory null reference distribution (4.27). Remember that our results are
asymptotic. Looking at the higher sample size, 푛 = 1000, we find much better results.
We note that outliers in the right tail do not seem to match perfectly between the two
distributions. Again 1000 draws were used from each of the theoretical and actual
distributions. The Q-Q Plot is rendered in Figure 18. The two kernel densities are
rendered in Figure 19.
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Figure 18. 푛 = 1000, Q-Q Plot, Ex. 5.C.2
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Figure 19. 푛 = 1000, Kernel Densities, Ex. 5.C.2
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CHAPTER VI
STATISTICAL AND HEURISTIC SIMULATIONS
In this chapter we will rigorously examine our three dimensionality tests: theory
(4.27), empirical (4.28), and approximate empirical (4.30) using simulated data from
a variety of situations. We will examine the size and power of our SMVCIR dimen-
sionality test using the tools we developed in the last chapter (the calculation tools
from Sections A and B of Chapter V and the Appendix). We will study the theory
(4.27) reference distribution graphically using kernel density estimates. We demon-
strated this method of evaluation in Subsection V.C.2. Multivariate normal, mixture
multivariate normal, and other non-normal population settings will be used.
We will also estimate values of 푑 in these settings. We will do so according to the
iterated testing scheme (4.1) in many simulated draws from the setting population.
This will be a “heuristic” simulation. We will use statistical inference to accept or
reject hypotheses as we progress through (4.1), but we will not evaluate the final
result’s validity with statistical confidence. To do this we would have to examine the
testing procedure as a multiple hypothesis test situation. This can be complicated,
and will be a direction of future research as we mentioned in the last chapter.
We will be content that our testing scheme works well (4.1) in a setting if it selects
the correct value of 푑 reasonably often, and follows a sensible pattern of selection of
the other incorrect values (i.e. selects values close to the correct value more often
than those far from it).
These informal simulations (4.1) will also allow us to compare the SMVCIR
dimensionality test with that of SIR and SAVE. The power and size of the SIR and
SAVE tests have been studied extensively elsewhere (for example Yin (2005) and Li
(1991)). We will estimate the value of 푑 in SIR and SAVE using a similar testing
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scheme to (4.1) for each of the simulated samples of a setting. The tests used for SIR
and SAVE are the defaults used in the dr package (Weisberg (2009)). They use the
Bentler-Xie approximation (Bentler and Xie (2000)) and do not assume that the data
comes from a normal distribution.
We will compare the chosen values of 푑 across SMVCIR, SIR, and SAVE. Our
informal simulations will let us make broad comparisons between the three methods.
Only broad comparisons are appropriate, as the details of the spanning set and kernel
definitions for each method are significantly different.
In the first section, we will perform these informal simulations for (4.1) and eval-
uate the empirical (4.28) and approximate empirical (4.30) tests using a family of 3
group and 8 predictor distributions. We will evaluate 6 different mean, variance, and
covariance scenarios. The scenarios will be imposed upon 3 separate base distribu-
tions. The first is normal. The second is a multivariate Student’s T distribution that
is parameterized by the given mean and variance parameters and has 10 degrees of
freedom (only 2 more than its variate dimension). Note that the actual variance of
the T distribution will be 10/ (10− 2) = 1.25 times the given parameters. In deter-
mining group differences, this will have a negligible effect. The third is created by
standardizing 8 independent exponential(1) variables. Three of these variables are
scaled by negative 1, so their direction of skew is reversed. We first examine the size
and power of the empirical (4.28) and approximate empirical (4.30) tests for these
settings. At the end of the section we provide the informal simulations for choosing
푑 in SMVCIR, SIR, and SAVE.
In the second section we will test the theory (4.27) reference distribution. We
will use quantile vs. quantile plots (Q-Q Plots) and kernel density estimation to eval-
uate the theory (4.27) reference distribution under multivariate normal and mixture
multivariate normal population settings. We choose the mixture multivariate popu-
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lation using univariate mixture normals described by Marron and Wand in Marron
and Wand (1992).
A. Empirical and Approximate Empirical
We will explore 6 separate mean, variance, covariance configurations. They yield
푑 = 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 under SMVCIR. We will first ascertain the size of our test statistic
under each dimension. The R programs used to generate the results in Chapter IV
will be used again to create our simulated data and perform the tests. The exact
nature of the mean, variance, and covariance configuration for each value of 푑 will be
described as we present the size results for that configuration.
1. Test Size
We index our parameters vectors and matrices using two numbers. The first is the
true number of dimensions. The second is the group number.
The group proportions are the same for each situation.
푝1 = 푝2 = .25
푝3 = .5
(6.1)
The group means for the 푑 = 0 case are the following.
흁
′
01 = 흁
′
02 = 흁
′
03 =
[
5 −5 3 2 1 6 7 0
]′
(6.2)
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The group variances for the 푑 = 0 case are given by the following.
Σ01 = Σ02 = Σ03 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 9 7 −2 0 0 3
0 0 7 11 −3 0 0 6
0 0 −2 −3 10 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0
6 0 3 6 1 0 0 14
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.3)
The eigenvalues of the resulting SMVCIR kernel are the following.
휆01 = . . . = 휆08 = 0 (6.4)
We first apply these parameters to a multivariate normal population. We gener-
ate samples of 푛 = 100, 1000, 5000 and evaluate Λˆ0 on each sample. We may decide
to reject or accept the null hypothesis H0 : 푑 = 0 based on the empirical (4.28) refer-
ence distribution, using the calculated Λˆ0 and the eigenvalues of the null diagonalized
spanning set covariance estimate. For each empirical (4.28) test we compute, we sim-
ulate 1000 draws to estimate the empirical (4.28) reference distribution. A critical
value to use for our decision rule is formulated using this distribution estimate.
The approximate empirical (4.30) reference distribution may also be used. Here
we calculate Λˆ0 and the null diagonalized spanning set covariance estimate. Then we
compute the correction scaling factor and corrected degrees of freedom according to
(4.30). A decision rule is then formulated using the resulting 휒2 distribution.
In each of the simulations we create and test 1000 samples for each given sample
size and type of test. We use 훼 = .05. Note that this is just the nominal size. We
are testing the actual size now. Also, treating the size as a proportion, we calculate
an exact 95% confidence interval using the Clopper-Pearson technique (Clopper and
Pearson (1935)). This helps us see how the size may range in repeated simulations.
We begin with the 푑 = 0 test size results for the normal population in Table 16.
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Table 16. 푑 = 0, Normal
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.06 0.0461 0.0766
1000 0.055 0.0417 0.0710
5000 0.068 0.0532 0.0854
Ap. Empirical
100 0.045 0.0330 0.0598
1000 0.047 0.0347 0.0620
5000 0.06 0.0461 0.0766
The results suggest that the distributional convergence of Λˆ0 under the null
hypothesis happens fairly quickly. The confidence intervals for the size all contain
the correct value .05, except for the confidence interval for the approximate empirical
test under 푛 = 5000. The lower bound of this interval is just a little above .05. Now
we examine the 푑 = 0 test size results for the T10 population in Table 17.
Table 17. 푑 = 0, T10
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.039 0.0279 0.0529
1000 0.038 0.027 0.0518
5000 0.038 0.027 0.0518
Ap. Empirical
100 0.054 0.0408 0.0699
1000 0.033 0.0228 0.0460
5000 0.053 0.0399 0.0688
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We see similar results under the multivariate T distribution with 10 degrees of
freedom. Convergence under the null occurs quickly. We do note that the estimated
size is uniformly smaller than that of Table 17. Also, as in Table 16, one of the
confidence intervals fails to include the correct size .05. The upper bound of the
confidence interval for the approximate empirical test under 푛 = 1000 misses the
correct size by .004. Now we examine the 푑 = 0 test size results for the exponential
population in Table 18.
Table 18. 푑 = 0, Standardized Exponential(1)
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.064 0.0496 0.081
1000 0.049 0.0365 0.0643
5000 0.049 0.0365 0.0643
Ap. Empirical
100 0.058 0.0443 0.0743
1000 0.057 0.0435 0.0732
5000 0.042 0.0304 0.0564
In this case, we draw independent standardized exponential(1) random variables.
Three of the variables 푥1, 푥3, 푥8 have been scaled by −1 so that the direction of skew
is not uniform across all eight predictors. We see that all of the confidence intervals
include the correct size, .05.
So we have satisfactory size results for the test of H0 : 푑 = 0 under all three
of the our distributional settings. Together, our distributional settings represent a
fairly general group of continuous random variable population contexts. So we feel
confident that our test of H0 : 푑 = 0 will have good size and level accuracy when it is
used in practice. This should hold true whether the empirical (4.28) or approximate
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empirical (4.30) null reference distributions are used.
The 푑 = 1 changes the mean vector of the first group. The changed locations are
shown in bold.
흁
′
11 =
[
−1 −1 0 2 1 6 0 0
]′
(6.5)
The other parameters remain the same.
흁12 = 흁02
흁13 = 흁03
Σ11 = Σ01
Σ12 = Σ02
Σ13 = Σ03
(6.6)
The eigenvalues of the SMVCIR kernel for the 푑 = 1 are given next.
휆11 = 1.239707
휆12 = . . . = 휆18 = 0
(6.7)
Table 19. 푑 = 1, Normal
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.07 0.055 0.0876
1000 0.049 0.0365 0.0643
5000 0.055 0.0417 0.071
Ap. Empirical
100 0.059 0.0452 0.0754
1000 0.047 0.0347 0.062
5000 0.065 0.0505 0.0821
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In the normal population context, we find that our estimated sizes recorded
in Table 19 for H0 : 푑 = 1 are suitable. The empirical test for 푛 = 100 and the
approximate empirical test under 푛 = 5000 have high size. The size confidence
interval range for the latter test nearly includes the correct size, .05. The former
exhibits far better size for the 푛 = 1000, 5000 cases. Now we examine the 푑 = 1 test
size results for the T10 population in Table 20.
Table 20. 푑 = 1, T10
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.079 0.063 0.0975
1000 0.046 0.0339 0.0609
5000 0.04 0.0287 0.0541
Ap. Empirical
100 0.078 0.0621 0.0964
1000 0.032 0.022 0.0449
5000 0.06 0.0461 0.0766
The T10 context shows suitable size results for H0 : 푑 = 1 as well. Under 푛 = 100,
the size is unacceptably large. This is fine, as the results for the higher sample sizes
are much better. For 푛 = 1000, the approximate empirical test size estimate is slightly
too small as well. Once 푛 = 5000, both tests have confidence intervals which include
the correct .05 test size.
At 푛 = 100, the tests in the standardized exponential(1) context have clearly not
converged, as shown in Table 21. The size estimates are unacceptably large for both
types of tests. For the higher sample sizes convergence has clearly been attained, and
the confidence intervals hold the correct size .05 deep within their range.
We have satisfactory size results for the test of H0 : 푑 = 1 in each of our three
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Table 21. 푑 = 1, Standardized Exponential(1)
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.115 0.0959 0.1364
1000 0.043 0.0313 0.0575
5000 0.052 0.0391 0.0676
Ap. Empirical
100 0.146 0.1247 0.1694
1000 0.048 0.0356 0.0631
5000 0.045 0.033 0.0598
populations contexts. Given their breadth, we feel confident that our test of H0 : 푑 =
1 will have good size and level accuracy when it is used in practice. This should
hold true whether the empirical (4.28) or approximate empirical (4.30) null reference
distributions are used.
For 푑 = 2, we take the 푑 = 1 case and change the variances of group 3. This
is the new variance matrix Σ23. As before, differing entries from Σ13 are printed in
boldface.
Σ23 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
0 22 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 9 7 −2 0 0 3
0 0 7 11 −3 0 0 6
0 0 −2 −3 10 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 30 0
6 0 3 6 1 0 0 24
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.8)
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The other parameters remain the same.
흁21 = 흁11
흁22 = 흁12
흁23 = 흁13
Σ21 = Σ11
Σ22 = Σ12
(6.9)
The eigenvalues for the resulting SMVCIR kernel are the following.
휆21 = 1.0179
휆22 = 0.3447
휆23 = . . . = 휆28 = 0
(6.10)
In the normal population context (recorded in Table 22), we find that our esti-
mated sizes for H0 : 푑 = 2 are suitable at all the used sample sizes. This suggests
that Λˆ2 converges in distribution quickly in this case.
The size results for the T10 context are recorded in Table 23. The size for 푛 = 100
is too high. However, once we increase 푛 the size becomes appropriate. The size for
푛 = 1000 of the approximate empirical test is slightly too low, but the confidence
interval misses the correct size .05 by less than .002.
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Table 22. 푑 = 2, Normal
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.054 0.0408 0.0699
1000 0.048 0.0356 0.0631
5000 0.04 0.0287 0.0541
Ap. Empirical
100 0.047 0.0347 0.062
1000 0.053 0.0399 0.0688
5000 0.058 0.0443 0.0743
Table 23. 푑 = 2, T10
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.067 0.0523 0.0843
1000 0.043 0.0313 0.0575
5000 0.051 0.0382 0.0665
Ap. Empirical
100 0.067 0.0523 0.0843
1000 0.035 0.0245 0.0483
5000 0.044 0.0321 0.0586
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The estimated size for the approximate empirical test under 푛 = 100 is unac-
ceptably high in the standardized exponential(1) case (recorded in Table 24). But
under the following higher sample sizes the approximate empirical test behaves fine.
All of the empirical tests have appropriate sizes in the standardized exponential(1)
context.
Table 24. 푑 = 2, Standardized Exponential(1)
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.058 0.0443 0.0743
1000 0.047 0.0347 0.062
5000 0.052 0.0391 0.0676
Ap. Empirical
100 0.081 0.0648 0.0997
1000 0.048 0.0356 0.0631
5000 0.049 0.0365 0.0643
We conclude that the empirical and approximate empirical tests behave well in
testing H0 : 푑 = 2. Deviations from the true size are minor, or remedied by an
accurate size in the opposing testing method.
We add covariance differences to the 푑 = 2 setting to obtain a 푑 = 4 situation.
The raised variances in group 3 allow for covariances of larger magnitude. We add
these and switch the signs of some of covariances. All entries involve 푥8. We actually
change the covariance of 푥8 with 4 different variables, 푥1, 푥3, 푥4, and 푥5.
The group 3 covariance column corresponding to 푥8 will differ from the others.
This will provide one new difference dimension. It may seem like the differences from
the other groups in the covariance row of 푥8 in group 3 should each add a separate
difference dimension to the SMVCIR space. However, all of these differences in the
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covariance row of 푥8 are linearly independent. So they only add 1 unique difference
dimension to the SMVCIR space.
This is the new covariance matrix for group 3. The entries that differ from the
푑 = 2 covariance matrix are marked in boldface.
Σ43 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 −16
0 22 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 9 7 −2 0 0 −3
0 0 7 11 −3 0 0 −6
0 0 −2 −3 10 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 30 0
−16 0 −3 −6 −1 0 0 24
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.11)
The other parameters remain the same.
흁41 = 흁21
흁42 = 흁22
흁43 = 흁23
Σ41 = Σ21
Σ42 = Σ22
(6.12)
We have the following eigenvalues.
휆41 = 1.2471
휆42 = 0.6264
휆43 = 0.2862
휆44 = 0.2321
휆45 = . . . = 휆48 = 0
(6.13)
For 푑 = 4 empirical testing in the normal setting yields accurate test sizes under
all sample size values. These results are recorded in Table 25. The approximate
empirical test behaves adequately also. Note the high size of .068 under 푛 = 5000.
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Table 25. 푑 = 4, Normal
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.047 0.0347 0.062
1000 0.043 0.0313 0.0575
5000 0.051 0.0382 0.0665
Ap. Empirical
100 0.051 0.0382 0.0665
1000 0.044 0.0321 0.0586
5000 0.068 0.0532 0.0854
The size should become closer to .05 as we increase the sample size 푛. This may be a
case in which the approximate empirical is not the best model for the null reference
distribution in smaller sample sizes. We note that the confidence interval is not
terribly far from including .05. The lower bound is less than .003 above it.
In the T10 context we see more mixed results. These are recorded in Table 26.
None are awful though. The confidence interval for the approximate empirical at
푛 = 1000 misses the correct size .05 by less than .002. For the empirical test at
푛 = 5000, the confidence interval misses the correct size .05 by less than .003.
The standardized exponential(1) case yields good size results for both the em-
pirical and approximate empirical tests. These results are recorded in Table 27.
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Table 26. 푑 = 4, T10
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.032 0.022 0.0449
1000 0.047 0.0347 0.062
5000 0.034 0.0237 0.0472
Ap. Empirical
100 0.056 0.0426 0.0721
1000 0.035 0.0245 0.0483
5000 0.063 0.0487 0.0799
Table 27. 푑 = 4, Standardized Exponential(1)
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.05 0.0373 0.0654
1000 0.054 0.0408 0.0699
5000 0.047 0.0347 0.062
Ap. Empirical
100 0.059 0.0452 0.0754
1000 0.047 0.0347 0.062
5000 0.048 0.0356 0.0631
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We find the behavior of the empirical and approximate empirical tests in testing
H0 : 푑 = 4 is acceptable. As in the previous case, deficiencies in one test are remedied
by the other. The deficiencies we find are not egregious anyway. In the next section
we will do a more detailed comparison of the two tests by examining the power of
each under alternative hypotheses, not just their size.
The 푑 = 5 case is obtained from the 푑 = 4 case by changing the variances of
group 2. This yields a new group 2 covariance matrix.
Σ52 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
50 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
0 42 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 12 7 −2 0 0 3
0 0 7 10 −3 0 0 6
0 0 −2 −3 9 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
6 0 3 6 1 0 0 34
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.14)
The other parameters remain the same.
흁51 = 흁41
흁52 = 흁42
흁53 = 흁43
Σ51 = Σ41
Σ53 = Σ43
(6.15)
This results in the following eigenvalues of the SMVCIR kernel.
휆51 = 0.9714
휆52 = 0.8715
휆53 = 0.3848
휆54 = 0.1753
휆55 = 0.1085
휆56 = 휆57 = 휆58 = 0
(6.16)
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In the normal population setting, we see excellent size results for both the em-
pirical and approximate empirical tests (recorded in Table 28). The size is low for
both when 푛 = 100, but it is close to the correct .05 at the two high sample sizes
푛 = 1000, 5000. The accuracy of the tests is asymptotic, so the low size at 푛 = 100 is
not concerning at all.
We see generally good results for the T10 setting as well. These results are
recorded in Table 29. The test size is too low when 푛 = 100. Also in the approximate
empirical test at 푛 = 1000, the size is somewhat low as well. But otherwise both
the empirical and approximate empirical behave well. Most importantly, the size at
푛 = 5000 appears accurate.
Table 28. 푑 = 5, Normal
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.021 0.013 0.0319
1000 0.051 0.0382 0.0665
5000 0.05 0.0373 0.0654
Ap. Empirical
100 0.025 0.0162 0.0367
1000 0.057 0.0435 0.0732
5000 0.055 0.0417 0.071
The standardized exponential(1) setting results are similar to those of the T10
case. They are recorded in Table 30. The size for 푛 = 100 is small on both tests.
Additionally, as in the last setting, the approximate empirical test for 푛 = 1000 is a
bit too low. Under 푛 = 5000, the confidence intervals for both the approximate and
approximate empirical include the correct size .05.
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Table 29. 푑 = 5, T10
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.031 0.0212 0.0437
1000 0.04 0.0287 0.0541
5000 0.047 0.0347 0.062
Ap. Empirical
100 0.025 0.0162 0.0367
1000 0.034 0.0237 0.0472
5000 0.057 0.0435 0.0732
Table 30. 푑 = 5, Standardized Exponential(1)
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.016 0.0092 0.0259
1000 0.051 0.0382 0.0665
5000 0.06 0.0461 0.0766
Ap. Empirical
100 0.014 0.0077 0.0234
1000 0.035 0.0245 0.0483
5000 0.054 0.0408 0.0699
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Our final mean, variance, and covariance context has an SMVCIR dimension of
푑 = 6. We obtain it from the 푑 = 5 setting by changing the mean of group 3.
흁
′
63 =
[
−5 −5 −5 2 −5 6 7 0
]′
(6.17)
The other parameters remain the same.
흁61 = 흁51
흁62 = 흁52
Σ61 = Σ51
Σ62 = Σ52
Σ63 = Σ53
(6.18)
This results in the following eigenvalues of the SMVCIR kernel.
휆61 = 1.6780
휆62 = 0.7451
휆63 = 0.4213
휆64 = 0.2761
휆65 = 0.1455
휆66 = 0.0962
휆67 = 휆68 = 0
(6.19)
We obtain good test size results for both empirical and the approximate empirical
in the normal population setting. They are recorded in Table 31. The size is too small
for 푛 = 100, but it is close to the correct .05 at the higher sample sizes.
There are also good results for the T10 population setting, recorded in Table
32. The size is too small for 푛 = 100 again. Also, the size under the approximate
empirical is too small for 푛 = 1000. But at 푛 = 5000 both empirical and approximate
empirical are close to the correct size .05.
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Table 31. 푑 = 6, Normal
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.027 0.0179 0.039
1000 0.051 0.0382 0.0665
5000 0.06 0.0461 0.0766
Ap. Empirical
100 0.03 0.0203 0.0426
1000 0.051 0.0382 0.0665
5000 0.052 0.0391 0.0676
Table 32. 푑 = 6, T10
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.034 0.0237 0.0472
1000 0.055 0.0417 0.071
5000 0.053 0.0399 0.0688
Ap. Empirical
100 0.031 0.0212 0.0437
1000 0.033 0.0228 0.046
5000 0.053 0.0399 0.0688
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In the standardized exponential(1) case we see generally good results. They are
recorded in Table 33. At 푛 = 100 the test sizes are too small. this is also the case
for the empirical test at 푛 = 5000, but the confidence interval is within .002 of the
correct test size .05.
Table 33. 푑 = 6, Standardized Exponential(1)
Type 푛 훼ˆ Exact 95% CI
Empirical
100 0.019 0.0115 0.0295
1000 0.05 0.0373 0.0654
5000 0.035 0.0245 0.0483
Ap. Empirical
100 0.015 0.0084 0.0246
1000 0.047 0.0347 0.062
5000 0.05 0.0373 0.0654
We have evaluated the empirical and approximate empirical tests under the 6 null
distribution and 3 fairly different random variable population settings. Our results
are quite good. They do not indicate that the empirical and approximately empirical
are completely equivalent to each other, but that they are both good tests under the
null hypothesis.
We will now see how good they are under alternative hypotheses.
2. Test Power
We first examined the power of the empirical and approximate empirical using the
previous 푑 > 푑푛푢푙푙 situations as alternatives to the null 푑 = 푑푛푢푙푙. At the smallest
tested sample size, 푛 = 100, we saw some variation in power. But this may have
been due to the test statistics non-convergence at this low sample size. In the last
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section, we saw that in many cases this sample size showed size that was much lower
than the accurate .05. So examination of the power to reject the alternative may be
inappropriate at this low sample size.
At higher sample sizes, the alternatives were rejected almost all the time. In
comparison to each other, the 푑 = 푖 situations in the last section represent signifi-
cantly different situations. Our tests detect this fact and indicate that they are truly
different. This is encouraging and shows that the test have adequate power when the
alternative situation is very different. However, it does not show us how sensitive the
tests are, or how they differ from each other.
To determine how the tests behave in the presence of small differences in the
alternative from the null, we formulate three new situations.
In the first situation, we examine the power 훽1, for the alternative 푑 = 1 versus
the null 푑 = 0. We take our 푑 = 0 situation from the last section, and change the
mean vector for group 1 very slightly. This creates a new 푑 = 1 situation.
This is the new group 1 mean parameter.
흁
′
011 =
[
4 −5 3 2 1 6 6 0
]′
(6.20)
We have shown how it differs from the others by marking the differing locations
in boldface. We index the new parameters with a null, alternative, group system to
differentiate them from the parameters in the last section.
흁
′
012 = 흁
′
013 =
[
5 −5 3 2 1 6 7 0
]′
(6.21)
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The variance matrices are all the same and identical to their 푑 = 0 case.
Σ011 = Σ01
Σ012 = Σ02
Σ013 = Σ03
(6.22)
These are the eigenvalues for the new situation.
휆011 = 0.03680982
휆012 = . . . = 휆018 = 0
(6.23)
We simulate 1000 independent 푛 = 1000 samples from this setting in each of the
normal, T10, and standardized exponential(1) population contexts. At this sample
size the empirical and approximate empirical both mostly had the correct sizes. The
test statistic for H0 : 푑 = 0 is calculated for each sample.
Using our size results from the last chapter and our new test statistic samples,
we can evaluate the approximate empirical and empirical tests according to Lloyd’s
methodology. We discussed this in Chapter V section A. Our 퐵0 and 퐵1 values are
both 1000. We start by examining the Normal setting results in Table 34.
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Table 34. H0 : 푑 = 0 vs. H1 : 푑 = 1, Normal
Ap. Empirical Empirical
Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
훼 0.047 0.0068 0.055 0.0073
훽 0.227 0.0141 0.226 0.0141
훽 − 훼 0.18 0.0157 0.171 0.0159
훿 0.9259 0.0834 0.8461 0.0807
푊 (0, 1) 0.7437 0.019 0.7252 0.019
푅 (.05) 0.2361 0.0257 0.2122 0.0234
In the normal setting, we find little difference in the power between the two
tests. Adjusting for size we see a difference of .01 in 훽−훼. But when we consider the
standard errors for the difference it disappears. This is true for the other differences
as well, exempting the actual test size 훼. So we conclude that when the test power is
taken into account, the difference between the empirical and approximate empirical is
negligible in this normal population setting. Now we examine the T10 setting results
in Table 35.
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Table 35. H0 : 푑 = 0 vs. H1 : 푑 = 1, T10
Ap. Empirical Empirical
Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
훼 0.033 0.0057 0.038 0.0061
훽 0.095 0.0095 0.097 0.0096
훽 − 훼 0.062 0.0111 0.059 0.0114
훿 0.5278 0.0957 0.4755 0.0927
푊 (0, 1) 0.6455 0.0252 0.6317 0.0247
푅 (.05) 0.132 0.0205 0.1211 0.0187
We have a similar situation when we move to the T10 population setting. Here the
power is lower, but the empirical and approximate empirical tests are still similar in
power to each other. We can also use the results in Table 34 and Table 35 to contrast
the behavior of the empirical (or approximate empirical) under different population
settings. Clearly both perform better under the normal situation. The 훿 parameter
represents the intrinsic power of the test. Even factoring in the standard errors of
its estimation, it is clearly larger in the normal case. The 푅 (.05) measure, giving an
estimate of the power given the correct size is also clearly larger in the normal case.
Finally the proportion of correct classifications parameter, 푊 (0, 1) is better in the
normal case as well. Now we will examine the exponential case in Table 36.
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Table 36. H0 : 푑 = 0 vs. H1 : 푑 = 1, Standardized Exponential(1)
Ap. Empirical Empirical
Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
훼 0.057 0.0074 0.049 0.0069
훽 0.123 0.0107 0.124 0.0108
훽 − 훼 0.066 0.0131 0.075 0.0128
훿 0.4203 0.0837 0.4994 0.0861
푊 (0, 1) 0.6169 0.0226 0.638 0.0228
푅 (.05) 0.1104 0.0158 0.126 0.0178
In the standardized exponential case, we see again see similarity between the
empirical and approximate empirical. There are slightly more significant differences
between the two, but they are still minor. In comparison to the other population cases,
on the objective measures of power 훿, 푊 (0, 1), and 푅 (.05) it is roughly equivalent
to the 푇10 case. It is thus inferior to the normal case.
This indicates that the skewness of the standardized exponential setting and
the heavy tails of the students T settings are both detrimental to the empirical and
approximate empirical tests. These tests do perform well in these situations, but they
perform better in the strict normal case. We also note that this is for detection of
a small location difference between groups. Now we will see how the tests perform
when detecting a small variance difference.
In this situation, we examine the power 훽2, for the alternative 푑 = 2 versus the
null 푑 = 1. We take our 푑 = 1 situation from the last section, and change the variance
for group 3 very slightly.
This is the new group 3 variance matrix. The changed entries are given in
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boldface.
Σ123 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 9 7 −2 0 0 3
0 0 7 11 −3 0 0 6
0 0 −2 −3 10 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0
6 0 3 6 1 0 0 16
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.24)
흁
′
121 = 흁
′
11
흁
′
122 = 흁
′
12
흁
′
123 = 흁
′
13
(6.25)
Σ121 = Σ122 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 9 7 −2 0 0 3
0 0 7 11 −3 0 0 6
0 0 −2 −3 10 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0
6 0 3 6 1 0 0 14
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.26)
This results in the following eigenvalues of the SMVCIR kernel.
휆121 = 1.165091
휆122 = 0.01078596
휆123 = 휆128 = 0
(6.27)
As before, we simulate 1000 푛 = 1000 samples from this mean, variance, covari-
ance context. We use the same 3 population settings as before. The power estimates
are taken from the new samples, and the size estimates are taken from the last section
in the case 푑 = 1.
We start by examining the Normal setting results in Table 37. We see little dif-
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Table 37. H0 : 푑 = 1 vs. H1 : 푑 = 2, Normal
Ap. Empirical Empirical
Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
훼 0.047 0.0068 0.049 0.0069
훽 0.085 0.009 0.106 0.01
훽 − 훼 0.038 0.0113 0.057 0.0122
훿 0.3025 0.0901 0.4065 0.0873
푊 (0, 1) 0.5847 0.0248 0.6131 0.0236
푅 (.05) 0.0897 0.0146 0.1078 0.0162
ference between the empirical and approximate empirical tests in the normal setting.
Both tests perform fairly well.
Both tests perform well in the T10 setting as well. This is shown in Table 38
The powers of both tests are similar again, and we see that the objective measures
are within a standard deviation of each other across the two tests. The tests in this
setting are closer to the tests under the normal setting than in our first power setting
(where we test 푑 = 0 vs. 푑 = 1). They appear to be roughly equivalent in quality in
this new mean, variance, covariance test setting.
We see the same results under the standardized exponential setting in Table 39.
This tells us that the approximate empirical and and empirical tests behave well in
testing a small variance difference across a fairly broad range of distributions.
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Table 38. H0 : 푑 = 1 vs. H1 : 푑 = 2, T10
Ap. Empirical Empirical
Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
훼 0.032 0.0056 0.046 0.0067
훽 0.069 0.0082 0.069 0.0082
훽 − 훼 0.037 0.0099 0.023 0.0106
훿 0.3689 0.0994 0.2017 0.0928
푊 (0, 1) 0.6029 0.0271 0.5567 0.0259
푅 (.05) 0.101 0.0176 0.0745 0.0131
Table 39. H0 : 푑 = 1 vs. H1 : 푑 = 2, Standardized Exponential(1)
Ap. Empirical Empirical
Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
훼 0.043 0.0065 0.048 0.0068
훽 0.093 0.0094 0.073 0.0084
훽 − 훼 0.05 0.0114 0.025 0.0108
훿 0.3944 0.0908 0.2108 0.0914
푊 (0, 1) 0.6098 0.0246 0.5592 0.0255
푅 (.05) 0.1056 0.0166 0.0758 0.013
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Now we will examine how the empirical and approximate empirical tests behave
in detecting a small covariance difference. We begin with the 푑 = 2 setting of the last
section, and slightly change the covariance in group 3 in for 2 separate variable duos.
Σ243 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
0 22 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 9 7 −2 0 0 3
0 0 7 11 −3 0 0 6
0 0 −2 −3 10 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 30 0
3 0 3 6 0 0 0 24
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.28)
These are the other parameters.
Σ241 = Σ242 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 9 7 −2 0 0 3
0 0 7 11 −3 0 0 6
0 0 −2 −3 10 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0
6 0 3 6 1 0 0 14
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.29)
흁241 = 흁21
흁243 = 흁242 = 흁22
(6.30)
The eigenvalues of the new setting are the following.
휆241 = 1.019897
휆242 = 0.3458705
휆243 = 0.0005687747
휆244 = 0.0004613893
휆245 = . . . = 휆248 = 0
(6.31)
We begin with the Normal population setting in Table 40.
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Table 40. H0 : 푑 = 2 vs. H1 : 푑 = 4, Normal
Ap. Empirical Empirical
Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
훼 0.053 0.0072 0.048 0.0068
훽 0.106 0.01 0.137 0.0113
훽 − 훼 0.053 0.0123 0.089 0.0132
훿 0.3684 0.0861 0.5707 0.0857
푊 (0, 1) 0.6027 0.0235 0.6567 0.0223
푅 (.05) 0.1009 0.0152 0.1414 0.0192
Both the empirical and approximate empirical give similar results for the normal
setting. We note that the empirical test appears to be slightly more powerful. This
is not true for just the raw power 훽, but on the more sophisticated measures such as
the coefficient of determination 푊 (0, 1).
The empirical and approximate empirical are roughly equivalent under the T10
population setting. These results are recorded in Table 41. Both are slightly less
powerful than under the normal case. The standardized exponential setting (Table
42) does not differ very much from the other two population settings. The empirical
and approximate empirical are roughly equivalent here also.
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Table 41. H0 : 푑 = 2 vs. H1 : 푑 = 4, T10
Ap. Empirical Empirical
Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
훼 0.035 0.0059 0.043 0.0065
훽 0.076 0.0085 0.086 0.0091
훽 − 훼 0.041 0.0104 0.043 0.0111
훿 0.3794 0.0966 0.3511 0.0915
푊 (0, 1) 0.6058 0.0263 0.598 0.025
푅 (.05) 0.1029 0.0173 0.0979 0.0158
Table 42. H0 : 푑 = 2 vs. H1 : 푑 = 4, Standardized Exponential(1)
Ap. Empirical Empirical
Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
훼 0.048 0.0068 0.047 0.0068
훽 0.084 0.009 0.082 0.0089
훽 − 훼 0.036 0.0113 0.035 0.0112
훿 0.2859 0.0899 0.2829 0.0905
푊 (0, 1) 0.5801 0.0248 0.5793 0.025
푅 (.05) 0.0871 0.0142 0.0866 0.0143
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Together, these results suggest that the empirical and approximate empirical may
exhibit only negligible differences in the presence of detecting a very weak alternative.
We do see that the distributional setting can matter in the power of the tests, as we
saw in the 푑 = 0 vs. 푑 = 1 case. And the slight but noticeable difference we saw
between empirical and approximate empirical tests in the 푑 = 2 vs. 푑 = 4 case under
the normal population may hint at a true significant difference between the two tests
in certain situations. Our results are not exhaustive, but we have shown the success
of both the empirical and approximate empirical tests in a broad variety of contexts.
We have not yet shown how the empirical and the approximate empirical tests
behave in the iterated testing scheme (4.1) that we use to choose our SMVCIR di-
mension. We do this in the next section.
3. Choose 푑 SMVCIR, SIR, and SAVE
We simulated 1000 푛 = 5000 samples from each of the 푑 = 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 mean,
variance, covariance settings applied to each of our three population settings. We
defined each of these parameter settings in the first section. The population settings
were defined in the chapter’s introduction.
Using a size .05 decision rule for each test performed, we implemented the iterated
testing scheme (4.1) for each of SMVCIR, SAVE, and SIR. As we found in the first
section, the test size of the individual tests should be close to .05 due to the 푛 = 5000
sample size. But as we mentioned earlier, these are informal simulations. We will not
be greatly concerned over the individual test size. Our criterion for success is that
the proper dimension is chosen reasonably often.
To ensure independence of the empirical and approximate empirical tests in our
results, we performed separate simulations for each. SAVE and SIR were computed
in other separate simulations. We start our study in Table 43 with 푑 = 0 imposed on
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the Normal population setting.
Table 43. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 0, Normal
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0 944 952 960 959
1 42 39 40 40
2 14 8 1
3 1
4
5
6
7
8
In the normal setting and 푑 = 0 case, we see that each algorithm picked the
correct dimension approximately 95% of the time. This is encouraging. We find good
results for the remainder of the 푑 = 0 cases and each of the 푑 = 1 cases (as shown
in later tables). So each algorithm performed well at determining that there was no
group differences (푑 = 0) and that there was a single difference when the difference
was in location. The T10 setting results for 푑 = 0 are recorded in Table 44. The
exponential results are recorded in Table 45.
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Table 44. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 0, T10
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0 946 959 939 953
1 48 32 60 46
2 4 8 1 1
3 1 1
4 1
5
6
7
8
Table 45. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 0, Standardized Exponential(1)
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0 951 944 950 948
1 39 50 48 51
2 8 6 2 1
3 1
4 1
5
6
7
8
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The next three tables record how the tests performed under 푑 = 1 in our three
population settings. The Normal test results are recorded in Table 46. The T10 results
are recorded in Table 47. Finally the standardized exponential results are contained
in Table 48.
Table 46. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 1, Normal
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 940 942 946 951
2 46 43 54 48
3 14 14 1
4 1
5
6
7
8
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Table 47. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 1, T10
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 937 945 946 956
2 57 45 54 44
3 4 9
4 1 1
5 1
6
7
8
Table 48. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 1, Standardized Exponential(1)
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 955 965 954 962
2 36 35 46 38
3 6
4 3
5
6
7
8
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Under the 푑 = 2 situation, there is a variance group difference in five of the
variables. There is also a group mean difference. SIR should detect only one differ-
ence, that of the mean. SIR correctly detects this one difference in each of the three
population settings. SMVCIR should detect 2 dimensions. It does this well in all of
the population settings and for both the empirical and approximate empirical tests.
We see the Normal population results in Table 49.
Table 49. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 2, Normal
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 960
2 938 956 40
3 48 35
4 13 8
5 1 1 237
6 718
7 45
8
The mean of group 1 differs from the others for predictors 푥1, 푥2, 푥3 and 푥7.
The variance of predictors 푥1, 푥2, 푥6, 푥7, and 푥8 in group 3 is different than the other
group variances. So we should find 6 difference dimensions under SAVE. Recall that
the variance are not stacked in SAVE, so each may contribute a difference.
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This difference dimension is chosen most often, but the next highest dimension,
five differences is also chosen with some regularity. We calculated the SAVE kernel in
this case, and the lowest non-zero eigenvalue (approximately .0168) was one quarter
the size of the the next highest eigenvalue at position 5 (approximately .07). The
eigenvalue at position 5 was small compared to the other values as well. This happens
because the variance differences can be added together to closely approximate the
lone mean difference. This small eigenvalue means that the last dimension has low
discriminating power, and that the power to detect it may be low.
All our variance differences are practically significant, so this is happening be-
cause the variance differences can be added together to closely approximate the lone
mean difference.
We will demonstrate how this works using a small 4 predictor example.
Suppose we have the following mean difference vector for group 푗.
흁j =
⎡
⎢⎣
휇푗1
휇푗2
휇푗3
휇푗4
⎤
⎥⎦ (6.32)
The variance of group 푚 is different from the other groups for the first 3 pre-
dictors. This yields the following variance difference vectors in the 푆퐴푉 퐸 spanning
set.
풗j1
′ =
[
푣푗1 0 0 0
]
풗j2
′ =
[
0 푣푗2 0 0
]
풗j3
′ =
[
0 0 푣푗3 0
] (6.33)
By using the right coefficients (dividing the by non-zero variance difference and
multiplying by the mean difference), we can create a linear form of the variance
difference vectors that nearly equals the mean difference vector. The last position 휇푗4
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cannot be approximated by the variance differences, but if it is negligible relative to
the other components the approximation will be successful.
흁j ≈
휇푗1
푣푗1
풗j1 +
휇푗2
푣푗2
풗j2 +
휇푗1
푣푗3
풗j3 (6.34)
This process is happening here, and it appears to be successful a significant
portion of the time. The same type of situation can occur in SMVCIR when we deal
with covariance differences, where a significant number of elements in the difference
vectors may be zero. Note that this approximation does not mean that the mean
difference is excluded from the spanning set when the approximation works. Under
successful approximation, we may have
흁j −
휇푗1
푣푗1
풗j1 − 휇푗2
푣푗2
풗j2 ≈ 휇푗1
푣푗3
풗j3 (6.35)
In spot checking of several instances, where the correct dimension of 6 was chosen
and also where the lower and incorrect choice of 5 was selected, we found that the
mean difference was always selected and placed first in the SAVE dimension ordering.
A variance difference was the omitted dimension in each of these cases.
For the T10 population setting (Table 50), SMVCIR and SIR behave well. SAVE
is nearly equally likely to pick 5 dimensions as 6 dimensions here. As in the normal
setting, SAVE’s power in detecting the last dimension is low. But why is it lower than
the normal. Spot checking of several cases suggested that the final SAVE difference
dimension is so small that outliers are masking its detection. We found that several
severe outliers in a group other than 2 (2 is the group that differs in variance from the
others in this setting) could subtly bloat the variance of the group they belong to and
make it equivalent to that of group 2 in this final SAVE dimension. As in the normal
case, the mean difference is placed at the beginning of the dimension ordering, so all
discrimination for the other dimensions must be in variance.
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Table 50. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 2, T10
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 968
2 955 960 32
3 36 31
4 6 9
5 3 498
6 471
7 30
8 1
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The T10 has heavier tails than the normal distribution, so it will provide more
outliers when sampled. Hence we find that the last non-null dimension 6 is detected
less often in this setting.
For the standardized exponential(1) setting (Table 51), we see an even greater
concentration in the difference dimension 5 choice. We spot checked samples from
this setting as well. Again, outliers were masking the discrimination of dimension 6.
This distribution yields even more outliers than the T10, so we expect to see even
lower power to detect the correct SAVE dimension 6. We find this to be the case.
Table 51. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 2, Standardized Exponential(1)
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 967
2 953 943 33
3 38 48
4 6 7
5 2 2 698
6 1 279
7 21
8 2
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Do note that under all the population settings, SAVE’s test of the correct null
dimension has adequate size. Division of the number of correct choices for 푑 = 6 under
the normal distribution (718) by itself plus the number of incorrect choices of higher
dimensions (718+45), results in a selection rate of 0.9410223. This is quite close to
.95, and suggests the the size is close to the correct value of .05. Similarly, we see a
proper selection rate of 0.938247 under the T10 and 0.923841 under the standardized
exponential(1).
This provides further evidence that we should analyze our iterated test algorithm
(4.1) as a multiple hypothesis test situation. The performance of SAVE under these
population settings is hampered not by the incorrect size and power of the test at the
correct and higher incorrect dimensions, but the weak power of the tests for lower
incorrect dimensions.
When 푑 = 4, covariance differences are added. So we have a mean difference,
variance difference, and two covariance differences. In all cases both SIR and SMV-
CIR perform as expected. SAVE places these covariance differences together with
the variance differences, as they are in the same group. The correct SAVE dimension
is 7. Calculation of the SAVE kernel reveals that the final eigenvalue is an order
of magnitude below the next lowest. This could be due to the linear approximation
problem we discussed previously. It may also be due to low magnitude of the co-
variance differences. Regardless, as before, the outlier heavy distributions have more
difficulty properly detecting 푑 = 7. The normal distribution has trouble detecting
푑 = 7 as well, but not as severe.
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Table 52. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 4, Normal
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 962
2 38
3
4 941 950
5 46 38
6 12 12 427
7 1 547
8 26
Table 53. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 4, T10
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 963
2 37
3
4 945 952
5 43 34
6 11 14 647
7 1 331
8 22
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We also see appropriate size of the null test for each of the population settings.
The normal (Table 52) has a proper selection rate of 0.9546248. The T10 (Table 53)
had a proper selection rate of 0.937677. The standardized exponential(1) (Table 54)
setting had a rate of 0.9392523.
Table 54. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 4, Standardized Exponential(1)
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 973
2 27
3
4 946 964
5 46 29
6 6 6 786
7 2 1 201
8 13
In the 푑 = 5 case, we add a new variance difference. SIR continues to pick a
single mean dimension. Both the empirical and approximate empirical tests correctly
pick 푑 = 5 most of the time. Calculation of the SAVE kernel reveals that it should
detect 8 dimensions here. It also shows that the next to last dimension’s eigenvalue
(approximately .07) is nearly 40 times the eigenvalue of the last dimension (.0018). We
find that the power of SAVE to reject the last null hypothesis of (4.1) H0 : 푑 = 7 is low
for each population setting. It is especially low under the outlier heavy dimensions.
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Table 55. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 5, Normal
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 913
2 87
3
4
5 956 960
6 35 32
7 9 8 551
8 449
Table 56. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 5, T10
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 916
2 84
3
4
5 949 951
6 41 37
7 10 9 687
8 3 313
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Note that SAVE is restricted to mainly 2 dimension choices in the normal (Table
55) and T10 (Table 56) settings. But the test power is weak enough and presence of
outliers heavy enough in the exponential setting (Table 57) that up to 4 dimensions
may be chosen.
Table 57. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 5, Standardized Exponential(1)
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1 916
2 84
3
4
5 950 944 3
6 35 47 29
7 14 9 832
8 1 136
To obtain the 푑 = 6 case, we add another mean difference. This finally causes
SIR to detect 2 differences. SMVCIR correctly detects the right number of dimensions
under both the empirical and approximate empirical methods. SAVE has problems
of power again.
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Table 58. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 6, Normal
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1
2 1000
3
4
5
6 955 946 3
7 37 50 800
8 8 4 197
Table 59. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 6, T10
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1
2 1000
3
4
5
6 957 947 41
7 39 46 820
8 4 7 139
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Though the differences in detection between the populations are less pronounced,
we still see higher power in the normal (Table 58) than the outlier heavy distributions,
T10 (Table 59) and standardized exponential (Table 60).
Table 60. 푑 Choice, 푑 = 6, Standardized Exponential(1)
Ap. Empirical Empirical SIR SAVE
0
1
2 1000
3
4
5
6 954 961 193
7 34 34 692
8 12 5 115
These results show that SIR and SMVCIR can effectively pick the correct num-
ber of dimension in practice. They also show how SAVE can have difficulty choosing
a single dimension when the differences it finds are not strongly linearly independent
or of sufficient individual strength. They also demonstrate how outlier heavy dis-
tributions can mask slight group differences that light outlier distributions (normal)
show with clarity.
These results also draw our attention to the need to analyze these algorithms
in a multiple testing setting. Our SMVCIR results only showed type 1 errors an
appropriate 5 percent of the time. But some of the discrepancies we encountered
while using SAVE may be partially fixed by a more accurate choice of test size.
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Using a .05 size for each test may lead to the sequence of tests having a size that
is significantly larger. We will discuss this again in the last chapter as we look at
further directions of research.
B. Theory
To analyze accuracy the theory (4.27) reference distribution, we will use normal and
mixture normal population data. We make draws from this data and compute our test
statistic (4.2). Then we calculate the reference distribution’s parameters and make
an identical number of draws from the reference distribution. If the two coincide
(based on Q-Q Plot and Kernel Density Plot) we conclude that the theory reference
distribution is the distribution of test statistic (4.2) for the given population setting.
As in the last section, our simulation results will not be authoritative. They will
only corroborate the accuracy of our theoretical derivations. They will demonstrate
the accuracy of our derivations in a fairly wide variety of contexts though.
Our choices of mixture multivariate normal models are taken from Marron and
Wand (1992). Specifically, we use their bimodal univariate density as a starting point
for our mixture models. We create new mixtures by altering this model.
We will create mixture normal population settings and invoke SMVCIR on these
settings. The marginal (marginalizing over subgroup) group means and variances will
then be used as parameters for non-mixture multivariate normal population settings.
We will invoke SMVCIR on these settings as well. The rate of convergence of the
SMVCIR test statistic to the theory (4.27) distribution will be compared for the
normal and mixture normal cases.
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1. Mixture Multivariate Normal
In all of our mixture multivariate normal situations, we have 3 groups and 8 predictors.
Each group has two subgroups. These are the group proportions.
푝1 = .3
푝2 = .2
푝3 = .5
(6.36)
Each of the subgroups has the same population proportion of .5.
푝11 = 푝12 = .5
푝21 = 푝22 = .5
푝31 = 푝32 = .5
(6.37)
In this first setting, 푑 = 1, all subgroup variance matrices are the same.
Σ111 = . . . = Σ132 =
+0.1¯
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
+4.0 +0.1¯ 0 0 0 0 0 0
+0.1¯ +4.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 +4.0 0 0 0 0 −2.0
0 0 0 +4.0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 +4.0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 +4.0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 +4.0 0
0 0 −2.0 0 0 0 0 +4.0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.38)
The means of the first subgroup of both group 1 and group 2 are identical as
well.
흁
′
111 = 흁
′
121 =
[
−1 0 1 2 4 1.5 0 −1
]′
(6.39)
The same is true for the second subgroup of the first two groups. But this mean
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is different from the last, providing the bimodality of the group populations.
흁
′
112 = 흁
′
122 =
[
1 0 −1 4 2 −.5 −2 1
]′
(6.40)
Providing our 푑 = 1 condition, there is a group mean difference for the third
group from the subgroups of the other two.
흁
′
131 =
[
0 0 1.5 0 4 1 −1 0
]′
(6.41)
흁
′
132 =
[
2 0 −.5 2 2 −1 −3 2
]′
(6.42)
Marginalizing over these subgroup parameters using the techniques discussed in
the last chapter, we obtain the following marginal group parameters.
흁
′
11 = 흁
′
12 =
[
0 0 0 3 3 .5 −1 0
]′
(6.43)
흁
′
13 =
[
1 0 .5 1 3 0 −2 1
]′
(6.44)
Σ11 = Σ12 = Σ13 =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
+1.4¯ +0.3¯ −1.0 +1.0 −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 +1.0
+0.3¯ +0.4¯ 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1.0 0 +1.4¯ −1.0 +1.0 +1.0 +1.0 −1.2¯
+1.0 0 −1.0 +1.4¯ −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 +1.0
−1.0 0 +1.0 −1.0 +1.4¯ +1.0 +1.0 −1.0
−1.0 0 +1.0 −1.0 +1.0 +1.4¯ +1.0 −1.0
−1.0 0 +1.0 −1.0 +1.0 +1.0 +1.4¯ −1.0
+1.0 0 −1.2¯ +1.0 −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 +1.4¯
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.45)
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The eigen values of the resulting SMVCIR kernel are the following.
휆11 = .9346632
휆12 = . . . = 휆18 = 0
(6.46)
Using R, we performed the simulations described earlier for sample size 푛 =
100, 1000, 5000 with 1000 draws from the theory (4.27) and 1000 draws from the actual
test statistic distribution. The red line represents the theory (4.27) distribution,
and the black represents the actual distribution. In the higher sample sizes beyond
푛 = 100, the test statistic and the theory distribution matched quite well.
We begin with a Q-Q plot for 푛 = 100 in Figure 20. This is followed by the kernel
densities for 푛 = 100 in Figure 21 and then the Q-Q plot for 푛 = 1000 in Figure 22.
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Figure 20. 푑 = 1, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 100, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 21. 푑 = 1, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 100, Kernel Densities
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Figure 22. 푑 = 1, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 1000, Q-Q Plot
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Now we examine the kernel densities for 푛 = 1000 in Figure 23. We follow with
the Q-Q Plot for 푛 = 5000 in Figure 24 and the kernel densities for 푛 = 5000 in
Figure 25.
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Figure 23. 푑 = 1, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 1000, Kernel Densities
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Figure 24. 푑 = 1, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 5000, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 25. 푑 = 1, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 5000, Kernel Densities
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In the next situation, 푑 = 2, as we change the variance of the first subgroup in
group 2. The new variance matrix for subgroup 1 group 2 is given below.
Σ221 = Σ121 − diag (Σ121) +
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.47)
Note that only the variances have been changed the covariances remain the same.
This change to the subgroup leads to the following new marginal group variance.
Σ22 = Σ12 − diag (Σ12) +
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
3.2¯ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2.2¯ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 3.2¯ 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3.2¯ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3.2¯ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 3.2¯ 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 3.2¯ 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.2¯
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.48)
The other parameters remain the same.
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흁211 = 흁111
흁212 = 흁112
흁221 = 흁121
흁222 = 흁122
흁231 = 흁131
흁232 = 흁132
Σ211 = 흁111
Σ212 = 흁112
Σ222 = 흁122
Σ231 = 흁131
Σ232 = 흁132
흁21 = 흁11
흁22 = 흁12
흁23 = 흁13
Σ21 = Σ11
Σ23 = Σ13
(6.49)
This situation yields the following kernel eigenvalues.
휆21 = 1.664305
휆22 = 0.7890368
휆23 = . . . = 휆28 = 0
(6.50)
We performed similar simulations to those made for the 푑 = 1. True convergence
appeared to happen by 푛 = 5000. Reasonably good results were found for the lower
sample sizes. We begin by examining the Q-Q Plot for 푛 = 100 in Figure 26. The
kernel densities for 푛 = 100 are given in Figure 27.
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Figure 26. 푑 = 2, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 100, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 27. 푑 = 2, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 100, Kernel Densities
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Now we examine the Q-Q plot for 푛 = 1000 in Figure 28. This is followed by the
kernel densities for 푛 = 1000 in Figure 29 and the Q-Q plot for 푛 = 5000 in Figure
30.
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Figure 28. 푑 = 2, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 1000, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 29. 푑 = 2, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 1000, Kernel Densities
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Figure 30. 푑 = 2, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 5000, Q-Q Plot
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Finally we examine the kernel densities for 푛 = 5000 in Figure 31.
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Figure 31. 푑 = 2, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 5000, Kernel Densities
For our last setting, we add covariance differences to group 2, making the new
dimension 푑 = 4. The new covariance matrices for group 2 are the following.
Σ421 = Σ221 +
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
+0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 +0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 +0 0 0 0 0 1.2¯
0 0 0 +0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 +0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 +0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 +0 0
0 0 1.2¯ −1 0 0 0 +0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.51)
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Σ422 = Σ221 +
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .2¯
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .2¯ 0 0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.52)
Σ42 = Σ22 +
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
+0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 +0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 +0 0 0 0 0 .72¯
0 0 0 +0 0 0 0 −.5
0 0 0 0 +0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 +0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 +0 0
0 0 .72¯ −.5 0 0 +0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6.53)
The other parameters remain the same.
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흁411 = 흁211
흁412 = 흁212
흁421 = 흁221
흁422 = 흁222
흁431 = 흁231
흁432 = 흁232
Σ411 = 흁211
Σ412 = 흁212
Σ431 = 흁231
Σ432 = 흁232
흁41 = 흁21
흁42 = 흁22
흁43 = 흁23
Σ41 = Σ21
Σ43 = Σ23
(6.54)
The eigenvalues of this 푑 = 4 situation are the following.
휆41 = 1.666935
휆42 = 0.801735
휆43 = .02851263
휆44 = .01381289
휆45 = . . . = 휆48 = 0
(6.55)
We performed similar simulations to those made for the 푑 = 2. We tried an
additional high sample size of 푛 = 10000. In this complex case, good convergence
only happened once we reached this large size.
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We begin examination with the Q-Q plot for 푛 = 100 in Figure 32. Then we
look at the kernel densities for 푛 = 100 in Figure 33 and the Q-Q plot for 푛 = 1000
in Figure 34.
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Figure 32. 푑 = 4, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 100, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 33. 푑 = 4, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 100, Kernel Densities
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Figure 34. 푑 = 4, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 1000, Q-Q Plot
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Now we examine the kernel densities for 푛 = 1000 in Figure 35. This is followed
by the Q-Q plot for 푛 = 5000 in Figure 36 and the kernel densities for 푛 = 5000 in
Figure 37.
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Figure 35. 푑 = 4, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 1000, Kernel Densities
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Figure 36. 푑 = 4, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 5000, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 37. 푑 = 4, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 5000, Kernel Densities
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Figure 38. 푑 = 4, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 10000, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 39. 푑 = 4, Mixture Normal, 푛 = 10000, Kernel Densities
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We finally see results that suggest good convergence at 푛 = 10000. The Q-Q
plot for this sample size is given in Figure 38. The kernel densities for 푛 = 10000 are
in Figure 39.
2. Multivariate Normal
We also tested each of the last 3 situations under a multivariate normal population
setting. The marginal group parameters were used to parameter the multivariate
normal populations. The eigenvalue and dimensionality results remain the same, as
they are calculated using only the marginal group parameters.
In the 푑 = 1 case, the theory (4.27) reference distribution matched that of the
test statistic for the higher sample sizes. This is similar to the mixture setting. We
begin by examining the Q-Q plot for 푛 = 100 in Figure 40. Then we examine the
kernel densities for 푛 = 100 in Figure 41 and the Q-Q Plot for 푛 = 1000 in Figure 42.
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Figure 40. 푑 = 1, Normal, 푛 = 100, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 41. 푑 = 1, Normal, 푛 = 100, Kernel Densities
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Figure 42. 푑 = 1, Normal, 푛 = 1000, Q-Q Plot
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Now we examine the kernel densities for 푛 = 1000 in Figure 43. We follow by
rendering the Q-Q Plot for 푛 = 5000 in Figure 44 and the kernel densities for 푛 = 5000
in Figure 45.
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Figure 43. 푑 = 1, Normal, 푛 = 1000, Kernel Densities
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Figure 44. 푑 = 1, Normal, 푛 = 5000, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 45. 푑 = 1, Normal, 푛 = 5000, Kernel Densities
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For the 푑 = 2 case, we also see good convergence results for 푛 = 1000 and above.
The convergence is clearly better when 푛 = 1000 under the normal population case
than the mixture case. We begin by examining the Q-Q plot for 푛 = 100 in Figure
46. This is followed by the kernel densities for 푛 = 100 in Figure 47 and the Q-Q plot
for 푛 = 1000 in Figure 48.
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Figure 46. 푑 = 2, Normal, 푛 = 100, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 47. 푑 = 2, Normal, 푛 = 100, Kernel Densities
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Figure 48. 푑 = 2, Normal, 푛 = 1000, Q-Q Plot
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Next we examine the kernel density plots for 푛 = 1000 in Figure 49. The Q-Q
plot for 푛 = 5000 follows in Figure 50 along with the kernel density plots for 푛 = 5000
in Figure 51.
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Figure 49. 푑 = 2, Normal, 푛 = 1000, Kernel Densities
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Figure 50. 푑 = 2, Normal, 푛 = 5000, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 51. 푑 = 2, Normal, 푛 = 5000, Kernel Densities
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For 푑 = 4, like the mixture case the normal setting only reaches adequate con-
vergence once 푛 = 10000. Interestingly, the theory and actual distributions match
better under the mixture case at 푛 = 10000 than in the normal case. We begin with
the Q-Q plot for 푛 = 100 in Figure 52. This is followed by the kernel density plots
at 푛 = 100 in Figure 53 and the Q-Q plot for 푛 = 1000 in Figure 54.
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Figure 52. 푑 = 4, Normal, 푛 = 100, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 53. 푑 = 4, Normal, 푛 = 100, Kernel Densities
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Figure 54. 푑 = 4, Normal, 푛 = 1000, Q-Q Plot
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Next we examine the kernel densities for 푛 = 1000 in Figure 55. This is followed
by the Q-Q plot for 푛 = 5000 in Figure 56 and the kernel density plots for 푛 = 5000
in Figure 57.
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Figure 55. 푑 = 4, Normal, 푛 = 1000, Kernel Densities
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Figure 56. 푑 = 4, Normal, 푛 = 5000, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 57. 푑 = 4, Normal, 푛 = 5000, Kernel Densities
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Figure 58. 푑 = 4, Normal, 푛 = 10000, Q-Q Plot
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Figure 59. 푑 = 4, Normal, 푛 = 10000, Kernel Densities
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We end our investigation of the normal setting with the Q-Q Plot for 푛 = 10000
in Figure 58 and the kernel density plots for 푛 = 10000 in Figure 59. Comparison of
kernel density matching in Figure 59 with the mixture normal analog in Figure 39
shows how the mixture case achieves better convergence at 푛 = 10000.
In this section, we have used multivariate normal and mixture multivariate nor-
mal population data collected under 3 varied SMVCIR dimension settings. Our results
have been good, showing that the theory (4.27) reference distribution and the actual
distribution are equivalent in all the examined settings. What deviations we have
seen are minor, and had little effect on the tails of the distributions. The tails are
essential for our tests, as the empirical (4.28) and approximate empirical (4.30) tests
approximate the tails of the theory (4.27) distribution to form a decision rule.
This concludes our simulation studies. We have demonstrated the proper be-
havior of the SMVCIR dimensionality test methods: the iterated testing scheme of
(4.1), the theory (4.27) null reference distribution, the empirical (4.28) null reference
distribution, and finally the approximate empirical (4.28) null reference distribution.
A variety of different situations were considered, and the SMVCIR methods behave
well in each.
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CHAPTER VII
REAL DATA EXAMPLES
In this chapter we will apply SMVCIR to some real world examples. We first revisit
the pen digit example from Sheather et al. (2008). This data was also previously
studied in Zhu and Hastie (2003).
The pen digit database reference in Zhu and Hastie (2003) contains samples of the
handwritten digits 0-9 from 44 separate writers. Data on 16 variables was recorded
in each sample. The data was divided into a training and learning dataset. We will
use the learning dataset here. We further restrict our attention to the digits 0 and 9,
as these were the most different on the recorded variables. There are a total of 1499
observations in the data.
The pen digit data is also referenced in the new multivariate statistics textbook
Izenman (2008). In Chapter VIII of this text, Izenman discusses linear and quadratic
discriminant analysis (lda and qda). These techniques create a decision rule to dis-
criminate between groups. The inverse regression methods we have studied here SIR,
SAVE, and SMVCIR provide mainly graphical group discrimination.
There is a similarity, if not equivalence in some cases, between the decision rules
used in lda and qda and the graphical results from SIR, SAVE, and SMVCIR. QDA
separates the group based on their group covariances. LDA discriminates between
groups by using the group means. One of the examples, “wine” contains information
over 13 variables for 178 wines grown in Italy during 1970-1979. Both qda and lda
perform well on this dataset. We will study this dataset here, evaluating how SIR,
SAVE, and SMVCIR performed on it.
In these examples, the pen digit from Sheather et al. (2008) and wine from
Izenman (2008), we will see how SMVCIR performs and compares with SAVE and
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SIR in several aspects. They will not provide a definitive picture of how each algorithm
performs, but they will provide a broad and varied set of real examples. Our simulated
examples were useful, but their interpretation may be esoteric to some readers. Real
examples should provide better interpretation of our results, as they may be easier
for the reader to relate to.
The primary comparison will be between SMVCIR’s group discrimination of
Mean, Variance, and Covariance and the discrimination provided by SAVE and SIR.
In this dissertation we provided an augmentation to the SMVCIR algorithm that uses
scaling standardization instead of Mahalanobis standardization. SAVE and SIR still
use the Mahalanobis standardization. The previous comparisons of SMVCIR with
SAVE and SIR in Sheather et al. (2008) used the Mahalanobis standardization in all
three algorithms.
We will also compare the dimensionality test results for each of the three algo-
rithms. The empirical (4.28) and approximate empirical (4.30) will be compared as
well.
A. Pen Digit
We input the Pen Digit data into SMVCIR. First we obtain the dimensionality test
results using the iterated testing scheme (4.1). The results are shown in Table 61. We
choose to use 훼 = .05 as our individual test size. We finally accept the null hypothesis
when 푑0 = 14.
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Table 61. Pen Digit, SMVCIR 푑 Test
Dimension Ap. Emp. Emp.
0 0 0
...
...
...
11 0 0
12 0 0.001
13 0.0198 0.016
14 0.4978 0.469
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The eigenvalues of the estimated SMVCIR kernel are given below.
휆1 = 5.808416
휆2 = 5.553553
휆3 = 2.434885
휆4 = 1.140898
휆5 = 0.5212225
휆6 = 0.2032391
휆7 = 0.09856586
휆8 = 0.08070066
휆9 = 0.04495229
휆10 = 0.03461531
휆11 = 0.01897307
휆12 = 0.01435828
휆13 = 0.009682227
휆14 = 0.003913212
휆15 = 0.0007299168
휆16 = 0.00009676446
(7.1)
We see that the first 5 dimensions have appreciable magnitude. The remaining
nine statistically significant dimensions are negligible. We have a large sample size,
1499 observations, so we can use the dimensionality test results with confidence.
For our purposes here, we will not go into an exceptionally detailed analysis of
the pen digit data. So we will only examine the first five highest discriminating dimen-
sions. We acknowledge that there is evidence that the remaining 8 dimensions provide
accurate discrimination between the 0 and 9 digit groups, but their discrimination is
not practically significant for us here.
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In Figure 60, we produced a scree plot of the singular values of the SMVCIR
spanning set to justify our practical significance decision. Recall that the eigenvalues
of the SMVCIR kernel represent the discrimination strength of the SMVCIR dimen-
sions. These singular values are the square roots of the eigenvalues, so they represent
discrimination strength as well. We see that nearly 80% of the total discrimination
power (as measured by the summed singular values) is represented in the first five
SMVCIR dimensions.
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Figure 60. Pen Digit, SMVCIR Singular Values Scree Plot
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Now we will examine the SMVCIR coordinates in Figure 61. The 0 group is
black while 9 group is red. Interpretation of whether each dimension corresponds to
a variance, mean, or covariance difference is not totally clear. As we have discussed
before, we are seeing the underlying latent dimensions of the SMVCIR space. These
dimensions may be made of several of the spanning set vector differences. Also,
the scaling standardization that we use here is only appropriate when the resulting
coordinates are not highly correlated. None of the SMVCIR coordinates are highly
correlated in this case.
Figure 61. Pen Digit, SMVCIR Coordinates
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Each of the dimensions, especially the first two show a sharp variance difference
between the groups. The first dimension also provides a location difference, and a
clean clustering of the 9 group into two subgroups. This is interesting. Examination
of these clusters may yield useful insight into the 9 group. The remaining groups
show covariance differences.
We also look at a 3D plot using rgl package Adler and Murdoch (2009). This
plot is given in Figure 62.
Figure 62. Pen Digit, SMVCIR Coordinates D1-D3
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The power of SMVCIR to discriminate between the groups appears to have in-
creased under the new standardization method. The types of differences found in
Sheather et al. (2008) coincide with what we see here, but the scaling discrimination
has increased. The 2 subgroup point clustering in group 9 was not detected under
the old standardization method as well.
We regress the first three SMVCIR dimensions on the predictors, giving the
results in Table 62. Standardized coefficients, which add up to 1 when squared, are
reported as in Sheather et al. (2008). The first dimension puts significant negative
weight on predictors 푥1, 푥4, 푥9, and 푥13. Significant weight, in the opposite direction
is placed on 푥12. The second dimension put more balanced weight on the predictors.
In the positive direction, 푥13, 푥14, and 푥16 are significantly weighted. The predictors
푥5, 푥7, 푥8 and 푥10 are given significant negative weight. The third dimension places
significant positive weight on predictors 푥1, 푥2, and 푥9. Significant negative weight is
placed on the predictors 푥12 and 푥13 in the third dimension.
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Table 62. Pen Digit, SMVCIR Standardized Coefficients
predictor 퐷1 퐷2 퐷3
푥1 -0.307 -0.044 0.284
푥2 -0.107 0.152 0.322
푥3 -0.231 -0.183 -0.089
푥4 -0.353 0.053 0.197
푥5 -0.013 -0.304 -0.158
푥6 -0.372 -0.126 -0.132
푥7 0.209 -0.270 0.339
푥8 -0.250 -0.314 -0.097
푥9 0.214 -0.145 0.480
푥10 0.006 -0.436 -0.205
푥11 -0.173 0.187 0.091
푥12 0.431 -0.098 -0.391
푥13 -0.269 0.28 -0.309
푥14 0.305 0.275 -0.089
푥15 -0.181 0.230 -0.248
푥16 0.108 0.443 0.060
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Before we analyze the data under the other inverse regression algorithms, we will
more thoroughly investigate the two subgroup clustering we discovered within the
digit 9 group. We can form the clusters by dividing the digit 9 group into two halves,
depending on whether the first SMVCIR coordinate exceeds the value 2 or not.
We find there are only 24 observation in the smaller cluster. Interestingly, each
has a zero value for predictor 푥1. We draw a kernel density plot of 푥1 for values in
the larger cluster in Figure 63.
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Figure 63. Pen Digit, Digit 9 Large Cluster 푥1
There is a clear location difference in 푥1 between the two clusters. We use the
scaling standardization on the entire digit 9 group and then recalculate the cluster
subgroup means to detect other location differences. The results are given in Table 63.
We find that the means for the smaller cluster are generally very different from those
of the larger. The difference is not unidirectional either. We can classify the points
in the small cluster as outliers, and they should be further investigated, especially
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on the second and sixteenth predictors (as noted in the table). SMVCIR was able to
clearly detect them.
Table 63. Digit 9 Cluster Standardized Means
Large Cluster Small Cluster
푧1 0.08 -2.21
푧2 0.14 -4.01
푧3 0.02 -0.54
푧4 0.12 -3.37
푧5 -0.03 0.77
푧6 0.11 -3.07
푧7 -0.05 1.4
푧8 0.06 -1.65
푧9 -0.02 0.63
푧10 -0.04 1.24
푧11 0.07 -2.15
푧12 -0.09 2.57
푧13 0.04 -1.25
푧14 -0.12 3.38
푧15 -0.07 1.89
푧16 -0.16 4.67
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When SAVE is applied to the pen digit data, it also finds 14 dimensions when
using the iterated testing scheme (4.1) and a .05 test size. We show the first five SAVE
dimensions in Figure 64. As reported in Sheather et al. (2008), SAVE reports variance
differences for the first five dimensions. Our SMVCIR analysis has the advantage of
showing a location difference in the first dimension, and also providing covariance
differences in the first five dimensions. The outliers found in the digit 9 clustering
that we discovered under SMVCIR are also not seen under SAVE. SIR detects a
location difference, and its results are shown in Figure 65. SMVCIR and SAVE
both improve upon this by detecting strongly discriminating variance and covariance
difference information.
Figure 64. Pen Digit, SAVE Coordinates Dir1-Dir5
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Figure 65. Pen Digit, SIR Coordinate by Digit
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B. Wine
The wine dataset from Izenman (2008) records chemical analyses of 178 wines. The
wines were all grown in the same part of Italy during 1970-1979. They are classified
according to 3 different cultivars: Barbera, Barolo, and Grignolino. There are 59
Barolo wines, 71 Grignolino wines, and 48 Barbera wines.
The chemical attributes recorded were Alcohol,MalicAcid, Ash, AlcAsh (Al-
calinity of the Ash), Mg (Magnesium), Phenols (Total Phenols), Flav (Flavanoids),
NFP (Non-Flavanoid Phenols), Proa (Proanthocyanims), Color (Color Intensity),
Hue, OD (OD280/OD315 of Diluted Wines), and Proline.
We invoke SMVCIR on the data, with the dimension test results shown in Table
64. Both the empirical and approximate empirical choose the dimension as 푑 = 11.
Table 64. Wine, SMVCIR 푑 Test
Dimension Ap. Emp. Emp.
0 0 0
...
...
...
4 0 0
5 0.0001 0.002
6 0.0004 0.002
7 0.0001 0.001
8 0.0002 0
9 0.002 0.005
10 0.0323 0.031
11 0.1113 0.114
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A look at the scree plot of singular values of the SMVCIR spanning set estimate
(Figure 66) shows us that approximately 70% of the discrimination strength (as mea-
sured by the summed singular values) is obtained by using only 5 dimensions. We will
not go into an exceptionally detailed analysis of the wine data here. So we will only
examine the first five highest discriminating dimensions. We acknowledge that there
is evidence that the remaining 6 dimensions provide accurate discrimination between
the three groups, but their discrimination is not practically significant for us here.
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Figure 66. Wine, SMVCIR Singular Values Scree Plot
Now we look at the first five SMVCIR coordinates in Figure 67. We have checked
the SMVCIR dimensions are not highly correlated, so the scaling standardization
method is accurate to use. Here the black points are Barolo cultivars. The red are
Grignolino. The blue points are from the Barbera cultivar.
We see that the first and second SMVCIR dimensions provide a location differ-
ences between the three cultivar groups. We can also see variance differences in the
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second and third dimensions. The differing covariance between the Barolo and other
cultivars can be seen as dimension 1 is plotted against the other coordinates. The
difference in covariance between the Barbera and Grignolino cultivar groups can be
seen in plots of the second, fourth, and fifth SMVCIR dimensions together.
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Figure 67. Wine, SMVCIR Coordinates
Table 65 contains the standardized coordinates of the regression of the first SMV-
CIR coordinate on the 13 chemical analysis attributes.
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Table 65. Wine, SMVCIR Standardized Coefficients
predictor 퐷1 퐷2 퐷3 퐷4 퐷5
Alcohol 0.11 -0.55 0.06 -0.08 0.15
MalicAcid -0.21 -0.18 -0.32 -0.01 -0.16
Ash 0.05 -0.25 -0.50 0.23 -0.01
AlcAsh -0.20 0.17 -0.50 0.10 -0.29
Mg 0.12 -0.20 -0.36 0.45 0.44
Phenols 0.38 -0.07 -0.16 -0.33 -0.11
Flav 0.44 0.01 -0.09 0.06 -0.16
NFP -0.25 -0.01 -0.32 -0.59 0.50
Proa 0.30 0.01 -0.28 -0.31 -0.28
Color -0.20 -0.53 0.10 -0.32 -0.20
Hue 0.33 0.23 0.00 -0.12 0.50
OD 0.42 0.13 -0.08 -0.16 -0.13
Proline 0.28 -0.44 0.19 0.16 0.03
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We begin by examining the location difference in SMVCIR dimension 1. We see
high positive mass placed on the predictors Phenols, Flav, OD, Hue. Negative
mass is placed on the predictors MalicAcid, AlcAsh, NFP, and Color.
We see clear location differences in the predictor matrix plot in Figure 68. The
predictors with positive coefficients are plotted on the upper left, while the negative
coefficient predictors are plotted at the bottom right. Note how the location ordering
of the groups between the positive to negative coefficient predictors. This difference
in orientation is why the coefficient signs are different.
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Figure 68. Wine, SMVCIR 퐷1 Location Differences
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For brevity we will omit investigation of the location differences in the second
SMVCIR dimension and the small variance differences in the second and third di-
mensions. For the rest of our study of SMVCIR’s output for the wine example, we
focus on the covariance differences that SMVCIR indicated.
The sharpest covariance differences involving the first SMVCIR coordinate are
found when plotting it versus the second and fourth SMVCIR coordinates. In the
standardized coefficients of the first SMVCIR coordinate, particularly high mass is
placed on the predictors Phenols, Flav, and OD. In the standardized coefficients for
the second SMVCIR coordinates, we see high mass onAlcohol, Color, and Proline.
We draw a matrix plot of the original values for these six predictors in Figure 69.
We have added regression lines this time to better show the covariance relationships.
Many of the covariance differences highlighted by comparing the first and second
SMVCIR coordinates contrast Barolo (black) versus Grignolino (red) and Barbera
(blue). We see this for the covariance of Proline with Alcohol, Phenols and Flav.
We do see some covariance differences contrasting Grignolino with Barbera and Barolo
however. The covariance of Flav with OD and Color have this property.
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Figure 69. Wine, SMVCIR 퐷1, 퐷2 Covariance Differences
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The fourth SMVCIR dimension places high mass on the predictor NFP. In
Figure 70, a matrix plot of this variable with the predictors Flav and Phenols
(which both have high mass coefficients for the first SMVCIR dimension), reveals
covariance differences between all three groups for Phenols and NFP. A covariance
difference between Barbera against Grignolino and Barolo is seen for the predictor
Flav against Phenols and NFP.
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Figure 70. Wine, SMVCIR 퐷1, 퐷4 Covariance Differences
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Now, in Figure 71, we will further examine the covariance differences highlighted
in the plot of the second against the fourth and fifth SMVCIR coordinates. In the
standardized coefficients for the second SMVCIR coordinates, we see high mass on
Alcohol, Color, and Proline. In the fourth dimension we see high mass placed on
NFP. The fifth dimension places high mass on Mg, NFP, and Hue.
We see a covariance difference between Color and Hue as we move from the
Barbera cultivar to the Grignolino or Barolo. The covariance of Proline and Hue
differs in Barolo from Grignolino and Barbera. Hue also differs in covariance with
NFP as we change cultivar groups from Grignolino to Barolo and Barbera. Besides
covariance differences with regard to Hue, we see a difference in all cultivars in the
covariance of Mg and NFP.
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We have found some interesting cultivar group differences by using SMVCIR on
the wine data. Now we will see how SAVE and SIR perform. SIR finds two location
differences between the cultivars in Figure 72. It separates the groups better than
SMVCIR does, but it will provide less covariance difference information. Using the
iterated test scheme (4.1), SAVE finds only 7 differences. We examine the first five in
Figure 73, and there is little location difference in the three groups, unlike SMVCIR.
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Figure 72. Wine, SIR Coordinates
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CHAPTER VIII
DIRECTIONS OF STUDY
Potential directions for further study of SMVCIR include study of the iterated testing
algorithm SMVCIR method (4.1) as a multiple hypothesis testing situation, variable
selection for SMVCIR, the application of SMVCIR to continuous response data, and
the interaction of the original SMVCIR ordering procedure and analysis method em-
ployed in Sheather et al. (2008) with the dimensionality test.
A. Multiple Hypothesis Testing
The first direction we discuss is evaluation of the iterated testing scheme (4.1) as a
multiple hypothesis test situation. Suppose we use the iterated testing scheme (4.1)
with a certain set test size 훼 for each individual test. Our probability of making a
type 1 error when choosing 푑 will not necessarily be 훼. Suppose we ran 푘 independent
tests, then the probability of making a type 1 error would be 푘훼. This is not the case
here, things are more complicated. We won’t even necessarily perform all 푘 tests. We
only run test 푖 if we reject the null hypothesis of test 푖−1. This discrepancy between
the individual and total test size can cause problems in inference if we do not control
for it.
The simulations in Chapter VI showed that SMVCIR did not suffer from this
problem. In those situations, the previous tests had great power under the true
alternative. In each of the studied situations, the differences were all practically
significant. Looking at slight differences, as SAVE might have been doing, we may
find that SMVCIR becomes much more sensitive to the individual vs. total test size
discrepancy.
Future studies should run simulations of the iterated testing scheme (4.1) with
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slight differences. It may also be worthwhile to take a hard theoretic look at the iter-
ated testing scheme (4.1), to see if there formal relationships between the individual
and total test sizes that can be used.
B. Variable Selection
As we increase the number of variables, we increase the accuracy of our group discrim-
ination. But at the same time, we decrease the precision of our estimation. Linear
regression and other regression modeling techniques face this issue as well. In those
situations information criteria are used to evaluate the trade off between increased
accuracy and increased model complexity (leading to lower precision).
We might create information criteria for use in SMVCIR. It might also be worth-
while to develop variable selection tests. These tests exist in SAVE and SIR, as
shown in Shao et al. (2007). Variable selection tests evaluate the null hypothesis that
a variable does not influence the model. For SMVCIR, we could test whether the
coefficients of the spanning set eigenvectors corresponding to a particular variable are
zero.
Developing variable selection tests and information criteria for SMVCIR are
worthwhile endeavors. This development will be performed in later research.
C. Continuous Response
We have restricted our attention to cases where our response variable was either
discrete or had fixed slice points before any sampling is performed. This allows us to
code the response variable values into groups before any sampling as well.
When we have a continuous response variable, this restriction will cause us to be
unable to analyze certain models when we do not have adequate information about
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the response. If we keep with this restriction, we could only arbitrarily choose slice
points before receiving data and then apply a bad model.
A better solution is to ease the restriction and allow the slice points to be dy-
namically determined by the data as sampling is performed. We allow an extra level
of randomness here, determined by the slicing algorithm we use. We will see that
this method can be very useful in the following examples. We see that the SMVCIR
output under this dynamic slicing can be very useful. Work remains to be done in
applying statistical inference to it.
1. Slice Determination
There are several different ways to perform slicing in the presence of a continuous
response. In the following examples we use 10 slices for SMVCIR, creating them so
that each slice contains an equal proportion of the data points. This is accomplished
by sorting the data points based on the response, and then putting the slice points
after a certain number of counted out points.
The dr package (Weisberg (2009)), which we use to calculate SIR and SAVE,
takes a user specified “nslices” argument or determines the total number of slices
based on the number of predictors. It then performs a similar algorithm to ours,
though ties are always placed in the same slice. Our slicing algorithm would be
smarter to handle ties in this way, and when we implement it again in later study
we will do this. We allow the dr package to automatically determine the number of
slices based on the predictors.
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2. Examples
We consider two examples. In the first we have a quadratic response 푦, and five
predictors 푥1, . . . , 푥5.
푥1, . . . , 푥5 ∼ 푁 (0, 1)
휖 ∼ 푁 (0, .01)
푦 = (푥1 + 푥2 + 푥3 + 푥4 + 푥5 + 휖)
2
(8.1)
We draw 500 samples and allocate 10 slices at equidistant points in the sample
distribution of 푦. After invoking SMVCIR on the sample, we obtain the following
first dimension results. By discriminating on the variance and covariance differences
of the predictors across the values of 푦, we uncover the functional form of 푦 given the
predictors (Figure 74).
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Figure 74. SMVCIR, Quadratic Continuous Example
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Figure 76. SIR, Quadratic Continuous Example
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SAVE is able to find this form as well in Figure 75. We use SAVE’s default
slicing procedure and the default plotting function from the dr package. We also use
the dr package again to see how SIR interprets the situation. Not seeing any mean
difference (there should be none), SIR does not do well (Figure 76).
In Figure 77, plots of the original sample predictors and response show little
evidence of this form. So the inverse regression algorithms really helped our analysis.
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Figure 77. Original Data, Quadratic Continuous Example
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Our next example is more complicated. We will use a similar distribution of the
predictors and error term from (8.1), but the response is very different.
푥1, . . . , 푥10 ∼ 푁 (0, 1)
휖 ∼ 푁 (0, .42)
푦 = sin (푥1 + . . .+ 푥10) + 휖
rotated counterclockwise of 푥1 + . . .+ 푥10 axis by an angle of 3
(8.2)
We draw a sample of 1000 points from this population situation. In Figure 78,
there is a plot of the rotated 푦 and rotated 푥1 + . . .+ 푥10 on the left. On the right is
the original 푦 and 푥1+ . . .+푥10. We input the rotated 푦 and the predictors 푥1, . . . , 푥10
to SMVCIR, SAVE, and, SIR.
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Figure 78. Rotation Example, Rotated And Original Data
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Our favorable results under SMVCIR are seen Figure 79. The SAVE results are
seen in Figure 80 and the SIR results are given in Figure 81.
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Figure 79. SMVCIR, Diagonal Sine Example
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We see that SIR and SMVCIR properly find the shape relating the predictors
푥1, . . . , 푥10 and 푦. SAVE does not do very well. A matrix plot of the original sam-
ple predictors and response in Figure 82 shows little evidence of diagonal sine form
relationship between them. So the inverse regression algorithms really helped our
analysis again.
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Figure 82. Original Data, Diagonal Sine Example
These two examples have demonstrated how helpful SMVCIR can be in the con-
text of a continuous response. There is clear motivation to develop the dimensionality
test to handle dynamically determined slice points and group categories.
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D. Original SMVCIR Ordering Procedure
The original SMVCIR ordering procedure and analysis method (from Sheather et al.
(2008)) was briefly described in Chapter I. Here we approximated the SMVCIR kernel
using only a subset of the SMVCIR spanning set vectors. We order the spanning set
vectors by their relative linear independence and then form a restricted spanning set
using the first 푟 ≤ 푘 most independent vectors. The quantity 푟 was chosen using
a scree plot method, where 푟 singular values of the SMVCIR spanning set produce
some percentage of its total discriminating power (measured as a sum of the singular
values).
The kernel is then formed as cross product of the restricted spanning set rather
than the full spanning set. It follows that the rank of the kernel and thus the number
of SMVCIR dimensions is less than or equal to 푟. So examination is restricted to the
first 푟 dimensions.
The method of choosing 푟 incorporates the practical significance of the SMVCIR
spanning set vectors. In the examples of Chapter VII, we used a similar tactic of se-
lecting the number of dimensions for viewing by examining a scree plot of the singular
values. We found in Chapter VII that the dimension chosen by our dimensionality
test using 4.1 served as a useful upper bound for the practically significant dimension
(how many plots we wished to examine). Perhaps it could serve as a useful upper
bound for 푟 the number of spanning set vectors to be used in forming the kernel
under the original SMVCIR method (Sheather et al. (2008)). The original SMVCIR
method was also only employed using the Mahalanobis standardization rather than
the scaling standardization. It is worthwhile to investigate how it fares under the
scaling standardization.
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CHAPTER IX
SUMMARY
We have provided an augmented SMVCIR algorithm, providing a new standardization
method and a dimensionality test. Through examples and simulations we have shown
how the new SMVCIR algorithm works and provides useful output for statistical
modeling.
We began by providing a detailed explanation of the original SMVCIR algorithm.
This included an introduction to the SAVE and SIR inverse regression algorithms.
Then we discussed the new scaling standardization. It was demonstrated how
the Mahalanobis standardization could add extra group differences in variance and
covariance. These extra differences would add noise dimensions to the SMVCIR space
and make any dimensionality test difficult to interpret. We showed how the scaling
standardization would not add extra variance or covariance differences.
After we established the appropriateness of the scaling standardization, we devel-
oped the dimensionality test for the SMVCIR space. We spent a chapter formulating
the distribution of the SMVCIR spanning set as asymptotically multivariate normal
(3.82). Then we used this distribution and asymptotic properties of the eigen and
singular value decompositions to form our final dimensionality test statistic (4.2) and
its null distribution. We found three asymptotically equivalent null distributions for
the final test statistic: theory (4.27), empirical (4.28), and approximate empirical
(4.30). Use of each distribution results in a slightly different test, though they are
asymptotically equivalent. This test would be applied in an iterated scheme (4.1),
starting at 푑 = 0 and testing one dimension after the other until a null hypothesis
dimension is accepted. This is the estimated dimension of the SMVCIR space.
Next we provided an example of how SMVCIR and the dimensionality test are
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performed. We also provided extra computational details and outlined how we would
evaluate the performance of the SMVCIR dimensionality test. We described some of
the techniques in Chris J. Lloyd’s paper Lloyd (2005) and discussed how we would
apply them to our evaluations.
We then performed vigorous simulations of the SMVCIR dimensionality test
statistic. Three general multivariate populations were used: normal, Student’s T,
and exponential. We applied a variety of mean, variance, and covariance difference
situations to these populations and evaluated the SMVCIR dimensionality tests in
each context. The empirical (4.28) and approximate empirical (4.30) tests were stud-
ied in each population setting first. The test size was evaluated at small and large
sample sizes. Satisfactory results were obtained. The tests’ power in detecting small
differences of each type (mean, variance, and covariance) was also studied. Lloyd’s
techniques were employed to compare the performance of the approximate empirical
(4.30) and empirical (4.28) with themselves and each other. Generally we found that
the empirical and approximate empirical were approximately equivalent. They were
both relatively powerful as well. The theory (4.27) null reference distribution was
studied as well, using multivariate normal and mixture multivariate normal popula-
tions. In the studied settings, we found that the actual distribution of the SMVCIR
test statistic did converge to the theory distribution once we let the sample size be-
come suitably large.
In our simulation study we also performed informal simulations to evaluate the
iterated testing scheme (4.1). We used the same population and mean, variance,
and covariance situations as we used in evaluating the SMVCIR test sizes. In these
simulations both the empirical (4.28) and the approximate empirical (4.30) SMVCIR
tests were used. SAVE and SIR were computed on each simulated sample as well. We
found that both SMVCIR tests and SIR performed as they should. SAVE had some
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difficulties choosing a single dimension with regularity in some of the situations.
Once we completed our simulations, we used SMVCIR on some real world exam-
ples. We begin with the pen digit data from Zhu and Hastie (2003). Then we used
several datasets from (Izenman (2008)). SAVE and SIR were used on every studied
example as well. We found SMVCIR performed well and was competitive with SAVE
and SIR.
Finally, we outlined potential directions for further research. Study of the iter-
ated testing scheme (4.1) as a multiple hypothesis situation was one direction. Vari-
able selection on the SMVCIR predictors was another useful subject for further study.
we took a preliminary look at the use of SMVCIR on continuous response population
settings. We compared how SMVCIR performed against SAVE and SIR in uncover-
ing the functional form relating the response and predictors in two situations. In the
first situation, the response was a quadratic function of the summed predictors. Here
SMVCIR performed as well as SAVE, and both outperformed SAVE. In the second
situation, the response was a trigonometric function (sin) of the summed predictors.
Adding further complexity, we rotated the response so that the sine wave was diago-
nal rather than horizontal. In this situation SMVCIR performed as well as SIR, and
both outperformed SAVE. We finally briefly examined how we might research the
interaction of the SMVCIR dimensionality test with the original SMVCIR ordering
procedure and dimension choice method.
There is more research to be done on SMVCIR. There is also much more practical
application of SMVCIR to be performed. The R programs used to perform the
examples and simulations in this dissertation will be used to make and redistributable
R package. By using this package, individuals can perform SMVCIR on their own
datasets and obtain useful results. Conversion of the R programs to other languages,
such as SAS and Stata may also be performed.
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APPENDIX A
MULTIVARIATE NORMAL PRODUCT MOMENT IDENTITIES
Let h be a 푘 variate multivariate normal random vector mean 흁h and covariance
matrix Σh. We can partition h into a 푞 < 푘 variate subvector h1 and 푘− 푞 subvector
h2 .
h =
⎡
⎢⎣ h1
h2
⎤
⎥⎦
흁
h =
⎡
⎢⎣ 흁1
흁2
⎤
⎥⎦
Σh =
⎡
⎢⎣ Σ11 Σ12
Σ21 Σ22
⎤
⎥⎦
(A.1)
Conditional on h2 ,h1 is multivariate normal with the following mean and vari-
ance.
흁1∣2 = 휇1 +Σ12Σ
−1
22 (h2 − 휇2)
Σ1∣2 = Σ11 −Σ12Σ−122Σ21
(A.2)
Marginally,h1 is multivariate normal with mean 흁1 and variance Σ11 .
Now suppose w = (푤1, 푤2, 푤3, 푤4)
′ is a four-variate multivariate normal with
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mean and variance parameters.
흁
w =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휇1
휇2
휇3
휇4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Σw =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎11 휎12 휎13 휎14
휎21 휎22 휎23 휎24
휎31 휎32 휎33 휎34
휎41 휎42 휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.3)
In total, we will calculate 10 moment identities. Through generalizing these
moments (changing the indices) we will obtain elements all potential product moments
that we will need to calculate the theory null distribution (4.27). The first and
second order moments are already well known identities, but we include them for
completeness.
E [푤4]
E [푤24]
E [푤4푤3]
E [푤44]
E [푤33푤4]
E [푤2푤3푤
2
4]
E [푤1푤2푤3푤4]
E [푤34]
E [푤24푤3]
E [푤1푤2푤3]
(A.4)
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The first moment identity is obvious.
E [푤4] = 휇4 (A.5)
The second moment identity utilizes the variance identity (5.16). This is also a
well known result.
E
[
푤24
]
= 휎44 + 휇
2
4 (A.6)
The heterogeneous second order product moment identity also uses (5.16). It is
another well known result.
E [푤4푤3] = 휎43 + 휇3휇4 (A.7)
Now we begin the real work with the expectation of the fourth power of 푤4.
Initially taking advantage of the location-scale family properties of 푤4, we obtain the
following.
E [푤44] =
E
[(√
휎44푍 + 휇4
)4] (A.8)
We have reduced the problem to taking the expectation of a quartic polynomial
of a standard normal variate. We use Pascal’s triangle to expand the polynomial.
Then we use the linearity of the expectation operator and the fact that odd moments
of the standard normal are 0 (since it is symmetric about 0). We will use these tricks
repeatedly.
E
[
휎244푍
4 + 4휎
3/2
44 푍
3휇4 + 6휎44푍
2휇24 + 4
√
휎44푍휇
3
4 + 휇
4
4
]
=
휎244E [푍
4] + 6휎44휇
2
4E [푍
2] + 휇44
(A.9)
Now we realize that 푍2 is a 휒2푝=1 random variable. So it has mean 푝 = 1 and
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variance 2푝 = 2. So E [푍4] = Var [푍4]+E [푍2]
2
= 2+1 = 3 and we have the following.
E [푤44] =
휎2443 + 6휎44휇
2
4 + 휇
4
4 =
휇44 + 6휇
2
4휎44 + 3휎
2
44
(A.10)
Now we will calculate the third moment of 푤4.
E [푤34] =
E
[(√
휎44푍 + 휇4
)3]
=
E
[
휎
3/2
44 푍
3 + 3휎44푍
2휇4 + 3
√
휎44푍휇
2
4 + 휇
3
4
]
=
E [3휎44푍
2휇4 + 휇
3
4] =
3휎44E [푍
2]휇4 + 휇
3
4 =
3휎44휇4 + 휇
3
4 =
휇4 (휇
2
4 + 3휎44)
(A.11)
Next we calculate the product moment, E [푤33푤4].
E [푤33푤4] =
E [E [푤33푤4∣푤4]] =
E [푤4E [푤
3
3∣푤4]]
(A.12)
We use (A.2) now. Conditioning on 푤4, 푤3 is normal with mean and variance
given below.
E [푤3∣푤4] = 휇3 + 휎34휎44 (푤4 − 휇4)
Var [푤3∣푤4] = 휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
(A.13)
So now we can rewrite the conditional expectation inside of (A.12) in a similar
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manner to (A.2).
E [푤33∣푤4] =
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)⎛⎜⎝
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)2
+
3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
⎞
⎟⎠ =
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)3
+(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)
3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
(A.14)
First we will expand the second term above enough to separate 푤4 from the rest.(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)
3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
=
3휇3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
−3 (휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43) 휎34휎44휇4
+3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
휎34
휎44
푤4
(A.15)
Now we focus on the cubic term in (A.14).
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)3
=(
휎34
휎44
푤4 +
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
))3
=
휎334
휎344
푤34 + 3
휎234
휎244
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
푤24
+3휎34
휎44
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
푤4
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)3
(A.16)
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Now we return to (A.14) and rewrite it in the expanded form.
E [푤33∣푤4] =
휎334
휎344
푤34 + 3
휎234
휎244
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
푤24
+3휎34
휎44
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
푤4
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)3
+3휇3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
−3 (휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43) 휎34휎44휇4
+3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
휎34
휎44
푤4
(A.17)
So now we get the following.
푤4E [푤
3
3∣푤4] =
휎334
휎344
푤44 + 3
휎234
휎244
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
푤34
+3휎34
휎44
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
푤24
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)3
푤4
+3휇3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
푤4
−3 (휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43) 휎34휎44휇4푤4
+3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
휎34
휎44
푤24
(A.18)
We take the expectation of (A.18) to find (A.12). The third moment identity in
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(A.11) and the fourth moment identity in (A.10) are used.
E [푤4푤
3
3] =
E [푤4E [푤
3
3∣푤4]] =
휎334
휎344
(휇44 + 6휇
2
4휎44 + 3휎
2
44)
+3
휎234
휎244
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
(휇4 (휇
2
4 + 3휎44))
+3휎34
휎44
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
(휎44 + 휇
2
4)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)3
휇4
+3휇3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
휇4
−3 (휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43) 휎34휎44휇24
+3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
휎34
휎44
(휎44 + 휇
2
4)
(A.19)
We have prepared marginal fourth (A.10) and third (A.11) order moment iden-
tities. We have also shown a product moment identity where one of the factors is
cubed and the other is linear (A.19).
We have three more fourth order product moment identities to show. The first
has two quadratic factors. In our initial derivations we use the conditional moment
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identities in (A.13).
E [푤24푤
2
3] =
E [E [푤24푤
2
3∣푤4]] =
E [푤24E [푤
2
3∣푤4]] =
E
[
푤24
(
Var [푤3∣푤4] + E [푤3∣푤4]2
)]
=
E
[
푤24
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)2)]
=
E
[
푤24
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휎34
휎44
푤4 +
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
))2)]
=
E
⎡
⎢⎣푤24
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 + 휎
2
34
휎244
푤24+
2
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
휎34
휎44
푤4 +
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
⎞
⎟⎠
⎤
⎥⎦ =
E
⎡
⎢⎣푤24
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
+
2
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
휎34
휎44
푤4 +
휎234
휎244
푤24
⎞
⎟⎠
⎤
⎥⎦ =
(A.20)
Now we distribute the 푤24 term and take the expectation. We utilize the (A.10)
and (A.11) moment identities.
E [푤24푤
2
3] =
E
⎡
⎢⎣
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2)
푤24+
2
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
휎34
휎44
푤34 +
휎234
휎244
푤44
⎤
⎥⎦ =
E
[(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2)
푤24
]
+E
[
2
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
휎34
휎44
푤34
]
+E
[
휎234
휎244
푤44
]
=(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2)
(휎44 + 휇
2
4)
+2
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
휎34
휎44
(휇4 (휇
2
4 + 3휎44))
+
휎234
휎244
(휇44 + 6휇
2
4휎44 + 3휎
2
44)
(A.21)
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Now we are going to derive a fourth order product moment identity that involves
푤2, 푤3, and 푤4, E [푤
2
4푤3푤2]. This identity involves three variables, so we cannot
directly re-use (A.13). We will use the more general (A.2).
E [푤24푤3푤2] =
E [E [푤24푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3]] =
E [E [E [푤24푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4]]
(A.22)
We begin calculations by examining the innermost conditional expectation.
E [푤24푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] =
푤24푤3E [푤2∣푤4, 푤3] =
푤24푤3
⎛
⎜⎝휇2 +
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1⎛
⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎣ 푤3
푤4
⎤
⎥⎦−
⎡
⎢⎣ 휇3
휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠ =
푤24푤3휇2+[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1 ⎡
⎢⎣ 푤24푤23 − 푤24푤3휇3
푤34푤3 − 푤24푤3휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
(A.23)
The inverse of the covariance matrix of 푤3 and 푤4 is easily calculated as the
following. ⎡
⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1
=
1
휎33휎44 − 휎34휎43
⎡
⎢⎣ 휎44 −휎34
−휎43 휎33
⎤
⎥⎦ (A.24)
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Now we plug this back into (A.23).
E [푤24푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] =
푤24푤3휇2+
1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎44 −휎34
−휎43 휎33
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ 푤24푤23 − 푤24푤3휇3
푤34푤3 − 푤24푤3휇4
⎤
⎥⎦ =
푤24푤3휇2+
1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
[
휎23 휎24
]
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[
휎44 −휎34
]⎡⎢⎣ 푤24푤23 − 푤24푤3휇3
푤34푤3 − 푤24푤3휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
[
−휎43 휎33
]⎡⎢⎣ 푤24푤23 − 푤24푤3휇3
푤34푤3 − 푤24푤3휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
푤24푤3휇2+
1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
[
휎23 휎24
]
⎡
⎢⎣ 휎44 (푤24푤23 − 푤24푤3휇3)− 휎34 (푤34푤3 − 푤24푤3휇4)
−휎43 (푤24푤23 − 푤24푤3휇3) + 휎33 (푤34푤3 − 푤24푤3휇4)
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.25)
We complete the final matrix multiplication to obtain the scalar value of the
conditional expectation.
E [푤24푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] =
푤24푤3휇2+
1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
휎23휎44 (푤
2
4푤
2
3 − 푤24푤3휇3)
−휎23휎34 (푤34푤3 − 푤24푤3휇4)
−휎24휎43 (푤24푤23 − 푤24푤3휇3)
+휎24휎33 (푤
3
4푤3 − 푤24푤3휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.26)
Now we will calculate E [E [푤24푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4]. To simplify this next calculation,
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we rearrange (A.26) so that each power of 푤3 is clearly identified.
E [푤24푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤24휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤24휇3
+휎23휎34푤
2
4휇4
−휎23휎34푤34
+휎24휎43푤
2
4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
3
4
−휎24휎33푤24휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤3
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23휎44푤24
−휎24휎43푤24
⎞
⎟⎠푤23
(A.27)
Now we use (A.27) and (A.13) to calculate E [E [푤24푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4].
E [E [푤24푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4] =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤24휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤24휇3
+휎23휎34푤
2
4휇4
−휎23휎34푤34
+휎24휎43푤
2
4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
3
4
−휎24휎33푤24휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23휎44푤24
−휎24휎43푤24
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)2)
(A.28)
We have calculated all the conditional moments to be used in finding E [푤24푤3푤2].
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To finalize calculations, we will take the expectation of (A.28). First we expand (A.28)
so that the E [푤3∣푤4] term has been multiplied through.
E [E [푤24푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4] =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤24휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤24휇3
+휎23휎34푤
2
4휇4
−휎23휎34푤34
+휎24휎43푤
2
4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
3
4
−휎24휎33푤24휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+휎34
휎44
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤34휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤34휇3
+휎23휎34푤
3
4휇4
−휎23휎34푤44
+휎24휎43푤
3
4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
4
4
−휎24휎33푤34휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23휎44푤24
−휎24휎43푤24
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)2)
(A.29)
We can invoke (A.11) and (A.10) directly to find the expectation of th
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terms in (A.29). We will now focus on the last additive term of (A.29).
1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23휎44푤24
−휎24휎43푤24
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)2)
=
(휎23휎44−휎24휎43)
휎33휎44−휎34휎43 푤
2
4⎛
⎜⎝ 휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 + 휎
2
34
휎244
푤24+
2푤4
휎34
휎44
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
⎞
⎟⎠ =
휎23휎44−휎24휎43
휎33휎44−휎34휎43⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
푤24 +
휎234
휎244
푤44+
2푤34
휎34
휎44
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
푤24
⎞
⎟⎠
(A.30)
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We substitute this back into (A.29) to get the following.
E [E [푤24푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4] =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤24휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤24휇3
+휎23휎34푤
2
4휇4
−휎23휎34푤34
+휎24휎43푤
2
4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
3
4
−휎24휎33푤24휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+휎34
휎44
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤34휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤34휇3
+휎23휎34푤
3
4휇4
−휎23휎34푤44
+휎24휎43푤
3
4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
4
4
−휎24휎33푤34휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+휎23휎44−휎24휎43
휎33휎44−휎34휎43⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
푤24 +
휎234
휎244
푤44+
2푤34
휎34
휎44
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
푤24
⎞
⎟⎠
(A.31)
We use (A.11) and (A.10) directly to find the expectation of (5.39), and thus
E [푤24푤3푤2].
We have three more product moment identities to find, E [푤4푤3푤2], E [푤
2
4푤3],and
E [푤4푤3푤2푤1]. We will calculate E [푤4푤3푤2]. The derivation will mirror our calcula-
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tion of E [푤24푤3푤2].
E [푤4푤3푤2] =
E [E [푤4푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3]] =
E [E [E [푤4푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4]]
(A.32)
We start by calculating E [푤4푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3]. Note our work in (A.23) and (A.24).
E [푤4푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] =
푤4푤3E [푤2∣푤4, 푤3] =
푤24푤3
⎛
⎜⎝휇2 +
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1⎛
⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎣ 푤3
푤4
⎤
⎥⎦−
⎡
⎢⎣ 휇3
휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠ =
푤4푤3휇2+
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1 ⎡
⎢⎣ 푤4푤23 − 푤4푤3휇3
푤24푤3 − 푤4푤3휇4
⎤
⎥⎦ =
푤4푤3휇2+
1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎44 −휎34
−휎43 휎33
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ 푤4푤23 − 푤4푤3휇3
푤24푤3 − 푤4푤3휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
(A.33)
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Now we perform the matrix multiplications in the last additive term.
E [푤4푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] =
푤4푤3휇2+
1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
[
휎23 휎24
]
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[
휎44 −휎34
]⎡⎢⎣ 푤4푤23 − 푤4푤3휇3
푤24푤3 − 푤4푤3휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
[
−휎43 휎33
]⎡⎢⎣ 푤4푤23 − 푤4푤3휇3
푤24푤3 − 푤4푤3휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
푤24푤3휇2+
1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
[
휎23 휎24
]
⎡
⎢⎣ 휎44 (푤4푤23 − 푤4푤3휇3)− 휎34 (푤24푤3 − 푤4푤3휇4)
−휎43 (푤4푤23 − 푤4푤3휇3) + 휎33 (푤24푤3 − 푤4푤3휇4)
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
푤4푤3휇2+
1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
휎23휎44 (푤4푤
2
3 − 푤4푤3휇3)
−휎23휎34 (푤24푤3 − 푤4푤3휇4)
−휎24휎43 (푤4푤23 − 푤4푤3휇3)
+휎24휎33 (푤
2
4푤3 − 푤4푤3휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.34)
We will next calculate E [E [푤4푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4]. For this purpose, we arrange
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(A.34) so that the multiples of powers of 푤3 are clearly identifiable.
E [푤4푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤4휇3
+휎23휎34푤4휇4
−휎23휎34푤24
+휎24휎43푤4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
2
4
−휎24휎33푤4휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤3
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23휎44푤4
−휎24휎43푤4
⎞
⎟⎠푤23
(A.35)
Now we calculate E [E [푤4푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4].
E [E [푤4푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4] =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤4휇3
+휎23휎34푤4휇4
−휎23휎34푤24
+휎24휎43푤4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
2
4
−휎24휎33푤4휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23휎44푤4
−휎24휎43푤4
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)2)
(A.36)
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Now we multiply through the first additive term.
E [E [푤4푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4] =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤4휇3
+휎23휎34푤4휇4
−휎23휎34푤24
+휎24휎43푤4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
2
4
−휎24휎33푤4휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+휎34
휎44
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤24휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤24휇3
+휎23휎34푤
2
4휇4
−휎23휎34푤34
+휎24휎43푤
2
4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
3
4
−휎24휎33푤24휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23휎44푤4
−휎24휎43푤4
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)2)
(A.37)
We can invoke (A.11) directly to find the expectation of the first two terms in
(A.37). We will now focus on the last additive term of (A.37). We simplify it as in
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(A.30).
1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23휎44푤4
−휎24휎43푤4
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)2)
=
(휎23휎44−휎24휎43)
휎33휎44−휎34휎43 푤4⎛
⎜⎝ 휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 + 휎
2
34
휎244
푤24+
2푤4
휎34
휎44
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
⎞
⎟⎠ =
휎23휎44−휎24휎43
휎33휎44−휎34휎43⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
푤4 +
휎234
휎244
푤34+
2푤24
휎34
휎44
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
푤4
⎞
⎟⎠
(A.38)
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Now we plug back into (A.37).
E [E [푤4푤3푤2∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4] =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤4휇3
+휎23휎34푤4휇4
−휎23휎34푤24
+휎24휎43푤4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
2
4
−휎24휎33푤4휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+휎34
휎44
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤24휇2
+ 1
휎33휎44−휎34휎43
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−휎23휎44푤24휇3
+휎23휎34푤
2
4휇4
−휎23휎34푤34
+휎24휎43푤
2
4휇3
+휎24휎33푤
3
4
−휎24휎33푤24휇4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+휎23휎44−휎24휎43
휎33휎44−휎34휎43⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
푤4 +
휎234
휎244
푤34+
2푤24
휎34
휎44
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
푤4
⎞
⎟⎠
(A.39)
We use (A.11) directly to find the expectation of (A.39), and thus E [푤4푤3푤2].
The calculation of our last third order product moment identity, E [푤24푤3] is
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trivial. We will use (A.13) and (A.11).
E [푤24푤3] =
E [E [푤24푤3∣푤4]] =
E
[
푤24
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)]
=
휇3E [푤
2
4] +
휎34
휎44
E [푤34]− 휇4 휎34휎44E [푤24] =
휇3 (휎44 + 휇
2
4) +
휎34
휎44
(휇4 (휇
2
4 + 3휎44))
−휇4 휎34휎44 (휎44 + 휇24)
(A.40)
We have one more product moment identity to find, E [푤4푤3푤2푤1]. This is going
to be the most complicated identity we derive in this section. As before, we use
iterated conditional expectations.
E [푤4푤3푤2푤1] =
E [E [푤4푤3푤2푤1∣푤4, 푤3, 푤2]] =
E [E [E [E [푤4푤3푤2푤1∣푤4, 푤3, 푤2] ∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4]]
(A.41)
We begin with the innermost conditional expectation.
E [푤4푤3푤2푤1∣푤4, 푤3, 푤2] =
푤4푤3푤2
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
휇1+
[
휎12 휎13 휎14
]
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎22 휎23 휎24
휎32 휎33 휎34
휎42 휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
−1⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푤2
푤3
푤4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦−
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휇2
휇3
휇4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
푤4푤3푤2휇1+
[
휎12 휎13 휎14
]
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎22 휎23 휎24
휎32 휎33 휎34
휎42 휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
−1 ⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푤4푤3푤
2
2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇2
푤4푤
2
3푤2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇3
푤24푤3푤2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.42)
We will next calculate the inverse of the covariance matrix of 푤2, 푤3, and 푤4.
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Call the covariance matrix Σ(2,3,4). We will denote its inverse as Σ−(2,3,4).
Σ−(2,3,4) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎
−(2,3,4)
22 휎
−(2,3,4)
23 휎
−(2,3,4)
24
휎
−(2,3,4)
32 휎
−(2,3,4)
33 휎
−(2,3,4)
34
휎
−(2,3,4)
42 휎
−(2,3,4)
43 휎
−(2,3,4)
44
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (A.43)
휎
−(2,3,4)
22 =
∣∣Σ(2,3,4)∣∣−1 (휎33휎44 − 휎34휎43)
휎
−(2,3,4)
23 = 휎
−(2,3,4)
32 = −
∣∣Σ(2,3,4)∣∣−1 (휎32휎44 − 휎42휎34)
휎
−(2,3,4)
24 = 휎
−(2,3,4)
42 =
∣∣Σ(2,3,4)∣∣−1 (휎32휎43 − 휎33휎42)
휎
−(2,3,4)
33 =
∣∣Σ(2,3,4)∣∣−1 (휎22휎44 − 휎24휎42)
휎
−(2,3,4)
34 = 휎
−(2,3,4)
43 = −
∣∣Σ(2,3,4)∣∣−1 (휎22휎43 − 휎23휎42)
휎
−(2,3,4)
44 =
∣∣Σ(2,3,4)∣∣−1 (휎22휎33 − 휎23휎32)
(A.44)
The determinant of the covariance matrix of Σ(2,3,4) is the following.
∣∣Σ(2,3,4)∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
휎22 휎23 휎24
휎32 휎33 휎34
휎42 휎43 휎44
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
휎22
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣− 휎23
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
휎32 휎34
휎42 휎44
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 휎24
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
휎32 휎33
휎42 휎43
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
휎22 (휎33휎44 − 휎34휎43)
−휎23 (휎32휎44 − 휎34휎42)
+휎24 (휎32휎43 − 휎33휎42)
(A.45)
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Now we return to (A.42).
E [푤4푤3푤2푤1∣푤4, 푤3, 푤2] =
푤4푤3푤2휇1+
[
휎12 휎13 휎14
]
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎
−(2,3,4)
22 휎
−(2,3,4)
23 휎
−(2,3,4)
24
휎
−(2,3,4)
32 휎
−(2,3,4)
33 휎
−(2,3,4)
34
휎
−(2,3,4)
42 휎
−(2,3,4)
43 휎
−(2,3,4)
44
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푤4푤3푤
2
2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇2
푤4푤
2
3푤2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇3
푤24푤3푤2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
푤4푤3푤2휇1+⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
′ ⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푤4푤3푤
2
2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇2
푤4푤
2
3푤2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇3
푤24푤3푤2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
푤4푤3푤2휇1+(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
(푤4푤3푤
2
2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇2) +(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
(푤4푤
2
3푤2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇3) +(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24푤3푤2 − 푤4푤3푤2휇4)
(A.46)
We will re-arrange (A.46) to clearly identify the powers of 푤2 and their factors.
E [푤4푤3푤2푤1∣푤4, 푤3, 푤2] =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4푤3휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4푤3휇2
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
(푤4푤
2
3 − 푤4푤3휇3)
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24푤3 − 푤4푤3휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤2
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
(푤4푤3)푤
2
2
(A.47)
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Now we use this and (A.2) to obtain E [E [푤4푤3푤2푤1∣푤4, 푤3, 푤2] ∣푤4, 푤3].
E [E [푤4푤3푤2푤1∣푤4, 푤3, 푤2] ∣푤4, 푤3] =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4푤3휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4푤3휇2
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
(푤4푤
2
3 − 푤4푤3휇3)
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24푤3 − 푤4푤3휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎝휇2 +
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1⎛
⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎣ 푤3
푤4
⎤
⎥⎦−
⎡
⎢⎣ 휇3
휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
(푤4푤3)⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
휎22 −
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1 ⎡
⎢⎣ 휎32
휎42
⎤
⎥⎦
+
⎛
⎜⎝휇2 +
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1⎛
⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎣ 푤3
푤4
⎤
⎥⎦−
⎡
⎢⎣ 휇3
휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.48)
We need to re-arrange this expression so that the powers of 푤3 and their factors
are clearly identified. We focus on the first additive term, and utilize our matrix
inverse notation from (A.44).
⎡
⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1
=
1
휎33휎44 − 휎34휎43
⎡
⎢⎣ 휎44 −휎34
−휎43 휎33
⎤
⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎣ 휎−(3,4)33 휎−(3,4)34
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎
−(3,4)
44
⎤
⎥⎦ (A.49)
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⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4푤3휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4푤3휇2
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
(푤4푤
2
3 − 푤4푤3휇3)
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24푤3 − 푤4푤3휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎝휇2 +
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1⎛
⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎣ 푤3
푤4
⎤
⎥⎦−
⎡
⎢⎣ 휇3
휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24 − 푤4휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4푤
2
3
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎝휇2 +
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎−(3,4)33 휎−(3,4)34
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎
−(3,4)
44
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ 푤3 − 휇3
푤4 − 휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠
(A.50)
Now we will perform the matrix multiplications in and expand out the last mul-
tiplicative term.
휇2 +
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎−(3,4)33 휎−(3,4)34
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎
−(3,4)
44
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ 푤3 − 휇3
푤4 − 휇4
⎤
⎥⎦ =
휇2 +
⎡
⎢⎣ 휎23휎−(3,4)33 + 휎24휎−(3,4)43
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
⎤
⎥⎦
′⎡
⎢⎣ 푤3 − 휇3
푤4 − 휇4
⎤
⎥⎦ =
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
푤3+
휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
(A.51)
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We then return to (A.50) utilizing this work.⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24 − 푤4휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4푤
2
3
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
푤3+
휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24 − 푤4휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤23+
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4
⎞
⎟⎠푤33+
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24 − 푤4휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4푤
2
3
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.52)
So (A.52) gives us the first additive term of (A.48). Now we will focus on the
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second. We immediately take advantage of (A.51).
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
(푤4푤3)⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
휎22 −
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1⎡
⎢⎣ 휎32
휎42
⎤
⎥⎦
+
⎛
⎜⎝휇2 +
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1⎛
⎜⎝
⎡
⎢⎣ 푤3
푤4
⎤
⎥⎦−
⎡
⎢⎣ 휇3
휇4
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
(푤4푤3)⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
휎22 −
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1⎡
⎢⎣ 휎32
휎42
⎤
⎥⎦
+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
푤3+⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
(푤4푤3)⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
휎22 −
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1⎡
⎢⎣ 휎32
휎42
⎤
⎥⎦
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)2
푤23+
2
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
푤3+⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.53)
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Now we will multiply through the outermost 푤3 term.(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝휎22 −
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1 ⎡
⎢⎣ 휎32
휎42
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠푤3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)2
푤33+
2
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
푤23+⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
2
푤3
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)2
⎞
⎟⎠푤33+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4
2
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤23+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝휎22 −
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1 ⎡
⎢⎣ 휎32
휎42
⎤
⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤3
(A.54)
There is an incomplete matrix inversion and matrix multiplication in (A.54). We
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will calculate the involved term and then plug it back into (A.54).
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎33 휎34
휎43 휎44
⎤
⎥⎦
−1 ⎡
⎢⎣ 휎32
휎42
⎤
⎥⎦ =
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎−(3,4)33 휎−(3,4)34
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎
−(3,4)
44
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣ 휎32
휎42
⎤
⎥⎦ =
[
휎23 휎24
]⎡⎢⎣ 휎−(3,4)33 휎32 + 휎−(3,4)34 휎42
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
44 휎42
⎤
⎥⎦ =
휎23
(
휎
−(3,4)
33 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
34 휎42
)
+ 휎24
(
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
44 휎42
)
(A.55)
Now we plug this into (A.54).⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)2
⎞
⎟⎠푤33+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4
2
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤23+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝휎22 −
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23
(
휎
−(3,4)
33 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
34 휎42
)
+
휎24
(
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
44 휎42
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤3
(A.56)
Now we use (A.56) and and (A.52) to write, with multiples of 푤3 powers clearly
identified,E [E [푤4푤3푤2푤1∣푤4, 푤3, 푤2] ∣푤4, 푤3].
E [E [푤4푤3푤2푤1∣푤4, 푤3, 푤2] ∣푤4, 푤3] = 푎푤33 + 푏푤23 + 푐푤3 (A.57)
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The conditional expectation has the following cubic coefficient.
푎 =⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4
⎞
⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)2
⎞
⎟⎠ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎠+
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)2
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤4
(A.58)
The quadratic coefficient is given below.
푏 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4
2
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24 − 푤4휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.59)
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Finally, the linear coefficient is the following.
푐 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝휎22 −
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23
(
휎
−(3,4)
33 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
34 휎42
)
+
휎24
(
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
44 휎42
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24 − 푤4휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.60)
It is time to take our last conditional expectation. We will condition on 푤4 and
take the expectation of (A.57).
E [E [E [푤4푤3푤2푤1∣푤4, 푤3, 푤2] ∣푤4, 푤3] ∣푤4] =
푎E [푤33∣푤4] + 푏E [푤23∣푤4] + 푐E [푤3∣푤4]
(A.61)
To calculate the first additive term, we use (A.11) and (A.13).
푎E [푤33∣푤4] =
푎
(
E [푤3∣푤4]
(
E [푤3∣푤4]2 + 3Var [푤3∣푤4]
))
=
푎
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)
((
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)2
+ 3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
))
⎞
⎟⎠
(A.62)
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The next term is more simply computed.
푏E [푤23∣푤4] =
푏
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)2) (A.63)
The last additive term is trivial to compute.
푐E [푤3∣푤4] = 푐
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)
(A.64)
To finally calculate E [푤4푤3푤2푤1] we must take the expectation of (A.61). To do
this we will take the expectations of (5.70) - (5.72) and add them together. We begin
with the expectation of (A.62).
E [푎E [푤33∣푤4]] =
E
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎠+
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)2
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤4
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)
((
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)2
+ 3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
))
⎞
⎟⎠
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.65)
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Now we expand and group powers of 푤4 in the second multiplicative term.
E
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎠+
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)2
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푤4
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
((
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+ 휎34
휎44
푤4
)
⎛
⎜⎝
휎234
휎244
푤24 + 2
휎34
휎44
푤4
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
+ 3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.66)
Next we multiply through the outer 푤4.
E
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎠+
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)2
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝(휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
푤4
⎛
⎜⎝
휎234
휎244
푤24 + 2
휎34
휎44
푤4
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
+ 3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎝휎34휎44푤24
⎛
⎜⎝
휎234
휎244
푤24 + 2
휎34
휎44
푤4
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
+ 3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.67)
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Now we multiply through the outer 푤4 and 푤
2
4 terms.
E
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎠+
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)2
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
휎234
휎244
푤34 + 2
휎34
휎44
푤24
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
푤4+
3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
푤4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎝휎34휎44
⎛
⎜⎝
휎234
휎244
푤44 + 2
휎34
휎44
푤34
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
푤24 + 3
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43
)
푤24
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.68)
This expectation can be easily found by using (A.11) and (A.10). Now we will
find the expectation of (A.63). First we will simplify 푏.
푏 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
2
⎛
⎜⎝ 푤4휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
푤4휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤24 − 푤4휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝ 푤4휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
푤4휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤24 − 푤4휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24 − 푤4휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.69)
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Next we expand E [푤23∣푤4].
E [푤23∣푤4] =
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휎34
휎44
푤4 +
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
))2
=
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 + 휎
2
34
휎244
푤24+
2휎34
휎44
푤4
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2
=(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2)
+
휎234
휎244
푤24 + 2
휎34
휎44
푤4
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
(A.70)
Now we will compute E [푏E [푤23∣푤4]].
E [푏E [푤23∣푤4]] =
E
⎡
⎢⎣푏
⎛
⎜⎝
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2)
+
휎234
휎244
푤24 + 2
휎34
휎44
푤4
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎤
⎥⎦ =
(
휎33 − 휎34휎−144 휎43 +
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)2)
E [푏] +
휎234
휎244
E [푤24푏] + 2
휎34
휎44
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
E [푤4푏]
(A.71)
The expectation E [푏] is easily calculated by elementary principles. The expec-
tations E [푤24푏] and E [푤4푏] are easily calculated by using (5.19) and (5.18). We will
multiply through the powers of 푤4 in both the 푤
2
4푏 and 푤4푏 expressions to demonstrate
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this.
푤24푏 =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
2
⎛
⎜⎝ 푤34휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
푤34휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤44 − 푤34휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝ 푤34휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
푤34휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤44 − 푤34휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤34휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤34휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤34휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤44 − 푤34휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.72)
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푤4푏 =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
2
⎛
⎜⎝ 푤24휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
푤24휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤34 − 푤24휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝ 푤24휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
푤24휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤34 − 푤24휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤24휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤24휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤24휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤34 − 푤24휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.73)
Now we will begin calculating E [푐E [푤3∣푤4]]. We begin by simplifying 푐 . The
coefficient 푐 , in (A.60) has two additive terms. We simplify the first additive term
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now. ⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝휎22 −
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23
(
휎
−(3,4)
33 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
34 휎42
)
+
휎24
(
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
44 휎42
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4
⎛
⎜⎝휎22 −
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23
(
휎
−(3,4)
33 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
34 휎42
)
+
휎24
(
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
44 휎42
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
+푤4
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
푤4+⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
−휇4
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.74)
Now we carry expand out the squared term and carry through multiplication of
the outer 푤4 term.⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4
⎛
⎜⎝휎22 −
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23
(
휎
−(3,4)
33 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
34 휎42
)
+
휎24
(
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
44 휎42
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)2
푤34+⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
2
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
−휇4
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠푤24+
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
−휇4
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
⎞
⎟⎠
2
푤4
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.75)
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Now we will simplify the second additive term in 푐 .⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
(푤4 − 휇4)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24 − 푤4휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
휇4
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤4휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤4휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤4휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤24 − 푤4휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤24휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤24휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤24휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤34 − 푤24휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.76)
Now we have simplified 푐. It is time to take the expectation of 푐E [푤3∣푤4].
E [푐E [푤3∣푤4]] = E
[
푐
(
휇3 +
휎34
휎44
(푤4 − 휇4)
)]
=
E
[
푐
(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
+ 휎34
휎44
푐푤4
]
=(
휇3 − 휎34휎44휇4
)
E [푐] + 휎34휎44E [푐푤4]
(A.77)
The expectation E [푐] is easily calculated using (A.11). Similarly,E [푐푤4] is easily
calculated using (A.11) and (A.10). To demonstrate this, we will perform the outer
multiplication in 푐푤4. This involves multiplication of the first additive term of 푐,
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(A.75) by 푤4.⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤24
⎛
⎜⎝휎22 −
⎛
⎜⎝ 휎23
(
휎
−(3,4)
33 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
34 휎42
)
+
휎24
(
휎
−(3,4)
43 휎32 + 휎
−(3,4)
44 휎42
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎠
+
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)2
푤44+⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
2
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
−휇4
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠푤34+
⎛
⎜⎝ 휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3
−휇4
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
⎞
⎟⎠
2
푤24
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.78)
This term is added to the multiplication of the second additive term (A.76), by
푤4. ⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휇2 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
33 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
43
)
휇3 −
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
휇4
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤24휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤24휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤24휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤34 − 푤24휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
휎23휎
−(3,4)
34 + 휎24휎
−(3,4)
44
)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푤34휇1
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
22 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
32 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
42
)
푤34휇2
−
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
23 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
33 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
43
)
푤34휇3
+
(
휎12휎
−(2,3,4)
24 + 휎13휎
−(2,3,4)
34 + 휎14휎
−(2,3,4)
44
)
(푤44 − 푤34휇4)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(A.79)
This completes the calculation of E [푤1푤2푤3푤4] . Now we have all the moment
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definitions that we need. We will summarize our calculations and then move forward.
E [푤4] = (A.5)
E [푤24] = (A.6)
E [푤4푤3] = (A.7)
E [푤44] = (A.10)
E [푤33푤4] = (A.19)
E [푤2푤3푤
2
4] = (A.32), (A.10), (A.11)
E [푤1푤2푤3푤4] = (A.42) onward
E [푤34] = (A.11)
E [푤24푤3] = (A.41)
E [푤1푤2푤3] = (A.40), (A.11)
(A.80)
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